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The Jehovah’s Witness religion is a Christian movement, founded in the US in the 1870s, with 6 million members worldwide (150,000 in the UK). Members of this faith have strong beliefs based upon passages from the Bible that are interpreted as prohibiting the ‘consumption’ of blood. Their beliefs prevent them from accepting transfusion of whole blood or its primary components. They also believe that blood that has been removed from the body is ‘unclean’ and should be disposed of. The use of procedures that involve the removal and storage of their own blood are often unacceptable (Table 1).

Blood-free major surgery in the Jehovah’s Witness patient presents a challenge to the anaesthetic and surgical team. The problems associated with their management highlights a growing health-care issue -- the supply, safety and appropriate use of blood products. Techniques learnt from treating them may prove beneficial to all patients undergoing major surgery.

Ethical and legal issues

Respect for a patient’s autonomy and human rights requires procurement of informed consent before any medical intervention. This is fundamental to good medical practice. The absolute refusal of blood transfusion by a Jehovah’s Witness may be at odds with a doctor’s personal beliefs and desire to preserve life. Legally, it is clear that a health professional may not override a valid and applicable advance refusal of treatment. A mentally competent individual has an absolute right to refuse consent for medical treatment, for any reason, even when this may lead to his or her own death. A doctor’s basic legal and ethical responsibilities towards the patient are unchanged, and to proceed with the administration of blood to a patient who has steadfastly refused to accept it is considered a serious personal violation. Such actions are unlawful.

Consent forms and advance directives

Most hospitals have consent forms designed for Jehovah’s Witnesses that include a section for detailing specific exclusions from the consent. When obtaining restricted consent, the patient should be interviewed in the presence of an independent witness, the benefits and possible hazards of blood transfusion explained, and an attempt made to help the patient understand the reasons for the recommended treatment. If the patient remains adamant in their refusal, the precise nature of the restrictions placed on the doctor by the patient should be documented in the clinical notes. All parties involved should sign the consent form. Jehovah’s Witnesses are generally well informed of their rights, options for treatment and the consequences of refusal of transfusion. They may wish to discuss aspects of treatment with Elders of the Witness community or consult the Jehovah’s Witness Hospital Liaison Committee, who will act in an advisory and intermediary capacity. Many Jehovah’s Witnesses carry a clear ‘advance directive’ prohibiting blood transfusion and often have executed a detailed Health Care Advance Directive (Living Will). Copies are usually lodged with their GP, family and friends. Case law is now very clear that such an advance directive is legally binding.

Table 1: Acceptability of blood products and transfusion-related procedures in Jehovah’s Witnesses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unacceptable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole blood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packed red cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autologous pre-donation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiopulmonary bypass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal dialysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute hypervolaemic haemodilution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recombinant erythropoietin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recombinant factor VIIa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May be acceptable (‘matters of conscience’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platelets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clotting factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunoglobulins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epidural blood patch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell saver</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key points

- It is unlawful to administer a blood transfusion to a Jehovah’s Witness who has expressly forbidden it.
- Preoperative planning, preparation and an experienced team are essential for a successful outcome.
- Erythropoietin promotes erythropoiesis before or after operation, avoiding blood transfusion.
- Hypervolaemic haemodilution and cell-saver technology reduce intraoperative red cell loss.
- Recombinant factor VIIa reduces intraoperative blood loss.
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Emergencies

In an emergency, when a patient’s Jehovah’s Witness status is unknown, the doctor caring for the patient is expected to perform to the best of their ability, which may include the administration of blood. Relatives or friends who suggest that a patient would not accept blood transfusion must be asked to provide documentary evidence, such as an advance directive. Without this, blood should not be withheld in life-threatening circumstances. If the patient is a Jehovah’s Witness, the doctor caring for them is obliged to provide care while respecting the patient’s competently expressed views, even if this means they will die for lack of blood transfusion. If at any time refusal of consent is retracted, a contemporaneous witnessed entry should be made in the patient’s notes.

Children

Children under 16 yrs of age of Jehovah’s Witness parents present a difficult legal management problem. For elective procedures, there should be full and frank discussion between the surgeon, anaesthetist, parents and child (if they are old enough to understand). Most parents will accept that while every attempt will be made to avoid blood, a doctor will not allow a child to die for lack of transfusion. Children under 16 can legally give consent themselves if they can understand the issues involved (Gillick Competence). However, the courts have proved willing to overrule the refusal of specific procedures by children.

If consent for transfusion is refused, and it is felt unreasonable to proceed with surgery without the freedom to transfuse, an application to the High Court for a ‘specific issue order’ can be made; this allows transfusion to go ahead without removing all parental authority. Medical social workers can provide assistance in obtaining this action. Where time does not permit application to the courts, blood should be given. Failure to give life-saving treatment to a child could render the doctor vulnerable to criminal prosecution.

Preoperative care

Planning

Elective surgery for Jehovah’s Witness patients should be conducted by a senior team sensitive to the patient’s beliefs and with experience in techniques of ‘bloodless surgery’. An anaesthetist may refuse to anaesthetize an individual in an elective situation, but attempts should be made to refer the patient to a suitably qualified colleague prepared to accept the limitations imposed. In the US, there are a growing number of ‘bloodless surgery centers’. Their work has been driven by the requirement to reduce the use of blood transfusion for scientific, economic and religious reasons. Experience in techniques aimed at reducing blood transfusion is growing in the UK. Jehovah’s Witness patients requiring major surgery should be referred to centres with appropriate experience.

Before surgery, there must be full discussion between the patient, surgeon and anaesthetist. All risks should be explained and ‘rules’ for management established at the outset. Surgery must be carefully planned and tailored to the needs of the individual. Consideration should be given to non-operative techniques and staging of major surgical procedures. Other specialists likely to be involved in the patient’s care (e.g. haematologists and intensive-care physicians) should be advised of the impending surgery. Theatre personnel should be informed so that any specialist drugs and equipment can be made available.

Preoperative optimization

The patient’s preoperative status should be optimized to reduce the risks of intraoperative haemorrhage. Special attention should be paid to haematology (including haemoglobin concentration, platelet count and clotting studies). Anticoagulant and antiplatelet drugs should be reviewed and, where possible, stopped. Nutritional status should be optimized with the use of supplemental enteral feeding or total parenteral nutrition, if necessary; and the use of drugs to enhance red blood cell production (e.g. iron, folate, B₁₂ and erythropoietin) and promote clotting (vitamin K) should be considered.

Anaemia and iron deficiency

A low preoperative packed cell volume (PCV) increases the need for perioperative transfusion. Patients may benefit from iron supplementation before operation. Conventional red cell indices will detect severe iron deficiency as a microcytic anaemia but will not indicate a less profound degree of iron depletion that will nevertheless limit the haemopoetic response to blood loss. Iron supplementation in patients without obvious anaemia can protect against a reduction in haemoglobin concentration during the immediate postoperative period. Some patients have a functional iron deficiency (FID). Total body iron stores are normal; however, there is a reduction in the iron available for metabolic processes. FID has been associated with poor outcome in several groups of patients, including the critically ill. Such patients often respond to intravenous iron.

Erythropoietin

Erythropoietin is a hormone produced primarily by the kidney. Hypoxaemia stimulates its production, resulting in erythropoiesis. Recombinant erythropoietin (rEPO) has been used for 20 yrs in anaemic patients undergoing renal dialysis, and it is now approved for use in autologous blood donation and to reduce transfusion requirements in patients undergoing major surgery.

The presurgical use of rEPO has proved useful in patients in whom autologous donation of blood is not feasible, including those with anaemia, those with limited time to donate and those unable to participate because of logistical problems or religious beliefs, such as Jehovah’s Witnesses. rEPO-treated patients have approximately half the rate of exposure to allogenic blood despite
having similar initial mean haemoglobin concentrations. rEPO may be an effective alternative to blood transfusion in patients undergoing major surgery and is recommended in patients if their clinical condition permits sufficient time for rEPO to promote erythropoiesis (~4 weeks). Erythropoiesis is seen in 3 days, the equivalent of one unit of blood is produced in 7 days, and five units are produced in 28 days. Dosage regimens are given in the British National Formulary. Iron supplementation is recommended in all patients undergoing rEPO therapy, except those with elevated serum iron and transferrin saturations (e.g. hereditary haemochromatosis). Intravenous iron saccharate has been shown to be effective in preventing FID associated with rEPO. In Jehovah’s Witness patients with severe postoperative anaemia (haematocrit < 25%), rEPO has been shown to accelerate erythropoietic recovery.

There are some disadvantages to the use of erythropoietin. Cost analyses show allogenic blood to be considerably cheaper than rEPO. These studies do not account for hidden costs of allogenic transfusion or the risks involved. Presurgical treatment with rEPO requires infrastructure, including clinics and staff to administer and monitor the effects of rEPO and administer IV iron, with support from a consultant haematologist and the haematology laboratory. rEPO appears safe. There are reports of hypertension and seizures in patients with chronic renal failure and of rare thrombotic events, but none of these has been described in the surgical setting.

**Intraoperative care**

**General measures**

**Surgical**

Thorough planning, staged or laparoscopic surgery and prompt action to stop bleeding help to minimize transfusion requirements. Meticulous haemostasis with argon beam diathermy and spray coagulation reduce blood loss. Avoidance of large abdominal packs conserve blood if shed blood is recycled by cell salvage techniques. Biological haemostats, including collagen and cellulose pads (Kaltostat) and fibrin glue and sealants (Tissel), aid coagulation and reduce blood loss.

**Anaesthetic**

Avoidance of venous congestion, high intra-thoracic pressures and hypercapnia help minimize venous oozing, which is difficult to control surgically. Using forced-air warmers and IV fluid warmers helps prevent coagulopathy associated with hypothermia.

The traditional haemoglobin concentrations at which blood transfusion is triggered has been challenged by a number of studies. In young healthy volunteers, oxygen delivery is not compromised even when the haemoglobin concentration is 5 g dl⁻¹. In the elderly, mortality is not increased if haemoglobin concentrations are kept above 8 g dl⁻¹, and this concentration is also considered sufficient in patients with severe cardiorespiratory disease. A large, randomized controlled trial of intensive-care patients showed no detriment in restricting transfusion at haemoglobin concentrations of 7–9 g dl⁻¹ compared with a liberal transfusion policy. Wound healing is not affected unless oxygen tension decreases to less than 6.5 kPa or haematocrit is less than 18%. In the light of these findings, transfusion to achieve a specific haemoglobin concentration (often 10 g dl⁻¹) has been questioned in view of the risks associated with allogenic blood transfusion.

Invasive monitoring allows optimization of tissue oxygen delivery, which is dependent upon many more factors than haemoglobin concentration. These factors may be manipulated by the anaesthetist:

\[
O_2 \text{ delivery} = \text{Cardiac output} \times (1.39 \times [Hb] \times O_2\text{sat}) + 0.02 \times PaO_2
\]

Cardiac output can be optimized by ensuring adequate filling pressure and the use of inotropic drugs. Oxygen saturation can be improved by increasing the inspired oxygen concentration, which also increases dissolved oxygen in the blood. Such manoeuvres will enable tissue oxygen delivery to be maintained down to haemoglobin concentrations as low as 2.8 g dl⁻¹.

**Drugs**

Drugs with antifibrinolytic and platelet-activating effects, including aprotonin, tranexamic acid, DDAVP (desmopressin) and ethamsylate, have been demonstrated to reduce blood loss during major surgery (e.g. open heart surgery and liver transplantation).

**Minimizing blood loss**

**Acute hypervolaemic haemodilution**

Two strategies have been described to reduce the number of red cells lost during haemorrhage by the non-linear reduction in PCV achieved by haemodilution. Acute normovolaemic haemodilution is often unacceptable to Jehovah’s Witnesses, as it involves the removal and storage of blood before haemodilution. An alternative is acute hypervolaemic haemodilution (AHH), which involves rapid infusion of fluid to achieve haemodilution without withdrawal of blood.

The haemodynamics of AHH have been studied in Jehovah’s Witness patients undergoing major surgery. After haemodilution, PCV and systemic vascular resistance index decreased by approximately 30%, whereas cardiac index and left ventricular end-diastolic area increased by 30%. Pulmonary arterial pressure (PAP) and pulmonary capillary wedge pressure (PCWP) both increased markedly, with only a slight increase in mean arterial pressure and decrease in heart rate. Oxygen flux remained constant and no patient developed pulmonary oedema. When forced infusions were stopped, PAP and PCWP rapidly returned to normal, and all patients were extubated successfully at the end of surgery. AHH was well tolerated by patients in this study; however, all were otherwise fit and well. This technique may be inappropriate for patients with cardiac compromise.
**Hypotensive anaesthesia**

Hypotensive anaesthesia, defined as ‘the deliberate reduction of systemic arterial pressure in order to reduce bleeding and facilitate surgery’, is controversial but has been demonstrated to reduce blood loss in major surgery and transfusion requirements by up to 50%.

**Regional anaesthesia**

Regional anaesthetic techniques have been shown to reduce surgical blood loss and should be recommended if appropriate. Such techniques are contraindicated in coagulopathic states, and caution should be exercised if excessive bleeding and the development of clotting abnormalities are anticipated, as this may increase the risk of development of an epidural haematoma.

**Intraoperative red cell salvage (cell saver)**

With the cell-saver technique, shed blood is suctioned from the wound, centrifuged, washed, mixed with an additive/anticoagulant solution and then re-infused as required. It may be acceptable to some Jehovah’s Witnesses if the blood is not stored and the circuitry is designed so that it remains in continuity with the patient’s own circulation. It can be used in elective and emergency situations where the expected blood loss is more than 20% of total body volume and has the advantage that returned blood is warm and has normal concentrations of 2,3-diphosphoglycerate. Special equipment and trained personnel are required. It is contraindicated in situations where the blood is likely to be contaminated (e.g. sepsis, contamination with intestinal contents, and malignant disease) and sickle-cell anaemia.

**Red cell substitutes**

Problems associated with the supply, storage and safety of blood have prompted the search for alternatives. The goal is to produce a universally compatible, safe product that is capable of prolonged storage in adverse conditions and is simple to use and inexpensive. Progress has been slow despite enormous efforts and expenditure worldwide. No product is available for clinical use, although several are undergoing phase III trials.

The ideal red cell substitute may be more difficult to produce than originally thought. The mixture of plasma and cells in blood confers unique properties of flow and gas transport in the microvasculature that are very different to the more homogeneous systems upon which current red cell substitutes are based. The critical features of blood include a very low solubility of gases in the plasma phase, diffusion barriers resulting from heterogeneous mixing and streaming of red cells and varying haematocrit depending on vessel diameter. This results in heterogeneity of the oxygen content, viscosity and shear forces on the endothelium.

Greater understanding of the physiology of blood and blood substitutes is leading to the development of more successful blood substitutes. Although oxygen-carrying capacity is important, it is not the most critical property of a successful red cell substitute. Maintenance of microvascular blood flow, vascular volume and acid–base balance are of greater importance. If tissue perfusion is adequate, small amounts of haemoglobin can provide enough oxygen for metabolic needs. Two major discoveries in the physiology of blood and circulation have contributed to improvements in the design of red cell substitutes. Nitric oxide plays an important role in the maintenance of vascular tone. The haem-group of haemoglobin binds nitric oxide with high affinity, and free haemoglobin in plasma is an efficient scavenger of nitric oxide. This probably explains the hypertensive effects seen with some haemoglobin solutions. Blood viscosity is important in microvascular blood flow; maintaining viscosity of blood at about 4 cP is essential to tissue oxygenation. It has been established that the link between blood viscosity and vascular relaxation is that the shear forces that are exerted on endothelial cells are proportional to blood viscosity and the shear forces are transduced into the production of the vasodilators nitric oxide and prostaglandins.

Two main groups of red cell substitute are under development – perfluorocarbons and haemoglobin solutions. When available, some of these products may be acceptable to Jehovah’s Witnesses as an alternative to blood transfusion. They are unlikely to accept products produced from human blood and haemoglobin, although some may accept products made from animal blood. The most promising products appear to be the perfluorocarbons and the haemoglobin solutions made with recombinant technology.

**Alternatives to clotting factors and platelets**

Jehovah’s Witnesses are unlikely to accept transfusion of plasma. Their views with respect to the fractionation products vary. Many coagulation factors are available as recombinant products, including factors VIII, IX and VIIa. These are effective and safer alternatives to their plasma-derived cousins; however, security of supply has been intermittent and they are expensive. Transgenic technology and recent developments in cloning may speed the process and reduce production costs.

Recombinant factor VIIa was originally developed for the treatment of bleeding in haemophilia patients with inhibitors. It has more recently been shown to have a haemostatic effect in high doses in patients with profuse bleeding as a result of trauma, surgery and other causes, such as upper gastrointestinal bleeding. It has been used successfully in Jehovah’s Witnesses.

**Postoperative care**

Close monitoring of the patient is essential to detect postoperative bleeding early and institute corrective measures. After massive blood loss, the patient will require admission to the intensive-care unit (ICU). This should be anticipated and elective surgery only commenced if an ICU bed is available. Invasive monitoring is continued and the patient’s condition optimized to achieve best-possible tissue perfusion and oxygenation. As well as attention to...
cardiovascular and respiratory status, consideration must be given
to nutrition, and in particular the provision of iron and folate.
Erythropoietin will hasten red cell recovery.

Cooling to reduce oxygen consumption and increased carriage
of oxygen is no longer recommended because of disadvantages
(including worsening coagulopathy, impaired wound healing and
increased incidence of postoperative infections). Hyperbaric oxy-
gen, in situations of severe blood loss anaemia, may produce swift
reversal of hypoxaemia, but the technique has limited application.
It may be considered if the facility is readily available.

Wider implications

There is currently serious concern that a significant blood shortage
is looming. Donor numbers are decreasing, and if a proposed
screening test for variant Creutzfeldt–Jacob disease (vCJD) is
implemented within the next 18 months, the supply of donor
blood could be seriously compromised. If a test for vCJD becomes
available, it is possible that donors will not wish to know the
outcome: an incurable disease could have serious implications
in terms of life insurance, mortgages, and so on. The National
Blood Service anticipates a 50% reduction in blood donors and is
developing contingency plans to deal with the impending blood
shortage. Their aim is to reduce overall blood and component
usage without compromising patient safety. Their strategy
includes ensuring effective and efficient use of blood and blood
products by implementing guidelines for good transfusion practice
(‘Better Blood Transfusion’ and maximum blood order schedules)
and ensuring effective clinical audit (Serious Hazards of Transfu-
sion, SHOT). They are considering alternatives to blood transfu-
sion, such as autologous transfusion programmes, all forms of
blood substitute therapies, and the feasibility of bloodless surgical
units.

Many of the techniques developed for use in Jehovah’s Witness
patients will become standard practice in years to come in the
effort to conserve blood stocks and reduce the need for transfu-
sion. There are many examples of Jehovah’s Witness patients
successfully undergoing major surgical procedures, including
liver transplantation and coronary artery bypass grafting, and
surviving major trauma, without the use of blood and blood
products. The challenge we face for the future is to apply the
techniques that have been successful in these cases to all of our
patients.
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Update in the prevention and treatment of deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism
Johann Motsch, Andreas Walther, Matthias Bock and Bernd W. Böttiger

Purpose of review
Thromboembolic events have a major impact on outcome of surgical and medical patients. This review is focused on standards and recent advances in antithrombotic strategies for prevention and therapy of venous thromboembolism and pulmonary embolism.

Recent findings
Alert programs improve prophylactic strategies to prevent venous thromboembolism. Evidenced-based guidelines are available on antithrombotic and thrombolytic therapy outweighing the benefits, risks, burdens and costs. Selective factor Xa and direct thrombin inhibitors are at least as effective as low-molecular-weight heparin in prevention of venous thromboembolism and treatment of pulmonary embolism, but have fewer side effects and will not need routine monitoring. In high-risk orthopaedic patients but not in general surgery patients fondaparinux is superior to low-molecular-weight heparin in the prevention of thromboembolic disease. Ximelagatran, the first oral direct thrombin inhibitor, is as effective and well tolerated as warfarin. Long-term treatment is uncertain, however, because of elevation in alanine transaminase levels. In high-risk patients with contraindication for anticoagulation, retrievable vena cava filters may be an option to prevent pulmonary embolism. Permanent cava filters do not improve long-term survival and are associated with relevant side effects. Thrombolytics should be reserved for deep venous thrombosis complicated by limb gangrene and for life threatening pulmonary embolism.

Summary
There is currently sufficient information based on guidelines available on preventive and therapeutic strategies for venous thromboembolism and pulmonary embolism. Antithrombotics are the therapeutic backbone. In high-risk orthopedic surgery and venous thromboembolism the new antithrombotics fondaparinux, idraparinux and ximelagatran are superior to standard treatment. Temporary caval filters may be a therapeutic option in high-risk patients with contraindication for antithrombotics.
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Introduction
Venous thromboembolic disease, manifested as deep venous thrombosis (DVT), pulmonary embolism or both, is a source of high morbidity and mortality. It may occur spontaneously or as a complication of other disease or surgical interventions. It has been demonstrated repeatedly that 50–80% of patients presenting with symptomatic DVT have evidence of asymptomatic, sometimes major, pulmonary embolism. Conversely, asymptomatic DVT can be demonstrated in nearly 80% of patients presenting with pulmonary embolism. Because of the overlap in aetiology, occurrence, treatment and prognosis, DVT and pulmonary embolism are considered now as a single clinical entity using largely identical treatment strategies.

Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is a multifactorial disease involving clinical risk factors as well as genetic and environmental interactions (Table 1). The annual incidence of diagnosed VTE is one to two events per 1000 of the general population [1]. More than 50% of these cases are DVT and 75% of these are first episodes. Males and women are equally affected. It is uncommon in the under 20s, but after 40 years of age the incidence doubles with each decade of life. Hereditary risk factors include factor V Leiden mutation, G20210A prothrombin gene mutation and deficiencies in protein C, protein S and antithrombin. Hereditary and/or acquired risk factors are hyperhomocysteinaemia and elevated levels of factors I, VIII and IX. Acquired risk factors include malignancy, hospitalization/immobility, surgery, venous trauma, oestrogen therapy, pregnancy and the presence of antiphospholipid antibodies [2,3,4].
Survival after VTE is worse than expected and survival after pulmonary embolism is much worse than after DVT alone [4**]. Clinical predictors of reduced early survival after VTE include increased age, male gender, lower body mass index, confinement to a hospital or nursing home at VTE onset, congestive heart failure, chronic lung disease, serious neurological disease and active malignancy. Patients with symptomatic pulmonary embolism have an 18-fold higher risk of early death compared to patients with DVT alone. Syncope and arterial hypotension predict poor survival as well as signs of right heart failure, demonstrated by increased levels of troponin T or plasma probrain natriuretic peptide [5,6] or echocardiography among normotensive pulmonary embolism patients. Sudden death is the initial clinical presentation for almost 25% of patients suffering pulmonary embolism. Therefore, pulmonary embolism is an independent predictor of reduced survival for up to 3 months after onset.

Short-term complications of VTE include local extension of DVT, further embolization and recurrence of the disease in the weeks and months after the initial episode. Long-term complications are the post-thrombotic syndrome, pulmonary hypertension and the late risk of recurrent VTE.

Recurrence of VTE occurs in almost one-third of patients within the next 10 years [7], the hazard being highest within the first 6–12 months. The duration of anticoagulation does not affect the risk of recurrence once primary therapy is stopped [8,9]. Immobilized intensive-care-unit patients and patients undergoing surgery are at high risk of VTE [10,11*,12].

In the perioperative setting routine surveillance and screening are not cost-effective, as they do not reduce symptomatic VTE or fatal pulmonary embolism [13]. Therefore, prevention using a standard protocol for prophylaxis of VTE and pulmonary embolism is far more preferable. Anticoagulants are the first choice in the prevention and treatment of venous thromboembolic disease. There are widespread differences in the use of prophylaxis [14], however, although guidelines were published recently [15*].

**Prophylactic and treatment strategies**

Passive dissemination of guidelines has not been shown to improve VTE prophylaxis practice. Compliance with guidelines was initially 47% and reached 86% when active strategies were incorporated, reminding clinicians to assess patients for DVT risk and selecting the appropriate prophylaxis [16,17]. The recommended prophylaxis is listed in Table 2.

**Treatment**

As venous thrombi mainly consist of fibrin polymers, anticoagulants are the drugs of choice in the prevention and treatment of VTE disease. The old drugs, unfractionated heparin (UFH) and vitamin K antagonists (VKA), are characterized by serious adverse effects and by large interindividual variability necessitating close monitoring. The new anticoagulants have a more predictable action, higher efficiency and are easier to handle because they no longer require routine monitoring, but effective antagonists are mostly lacking.

In contrast to anticoagulants, there is no evidence that thrombolytics are a routine treatment choice for VTE disease [18*]. In hemodynamic unstable patients with severe pulmonary embolism, however, thrombolytics should be considered, because they can be life saving.

**Table 1 Risk factors for venous thromboembolism (VTE)**

| Surgery requiring more than 30 min of anaesthesia |
| Trauma |
| Orthopaedic surgery, especially total hip and knee replacement, hip fracture surgery, knee arthroscopy |
| General surgery, especially for cancer |
| Gynaecological and urological surgery, especially for cancer |
| Neurosurgery, especially craniotomy for brain tumours |
| Fracture of pelvis, femur or tibia |
| Cancer |
| Increasing age (>40 years) |
| History of VTE |
| Obesity |
| Pregnancy or recent delivery |
| Oestrogen therapy |
| Prolonged immobilization, nursing home confinement |
| Cerebrovascular accident |
| Congestive heart failure |
| Permanent pacemaker, internal cardiac defibrillator |
| Chronic in-dwelling central venous catheter |
| Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease |
| Inflammatory bowel disease |
| Hypertension |
| Cigarette smoking |
| Long-haul air travel |
| Genetic or acquired thrombophilia |
| Antithrombin III deficiency |
| Protein C deficiency |
| Protein S deficiency |
| Prothrombin G20210A mutation |
| Factor V Leiden |
| Anticardiolipin antibody syndrome |
| Lupus anticoagulant |
Table 2 Specific strategies for prevention of venous thromboembolism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>LMWH, low-molecular-weight heparin; UFH, unfractionated heparin. Modified from [3,15]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General surgery</td>
<td>LMWH &lt; 3400 U once daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-risk patient</td>
<td>UFH (2–3) × 5000 U every 8 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer surgery</td>
<td>LMWH &gt; 3400 U twice daily, continued for 28 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurosurgery</td>
<td>LMWH &gt; 3400 U continued until hospital discharge + predischARGE venous ultrasound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craniotomies</td>
<td>LMWH &gt; 3400 U continued until hospital discharge + predischARGE venous ultrasound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip fracture surgery</td>
<td>Fondaparinux 2.5 mg, first dose 4–8 h after surgery, second dose at least 12 h later, then daily for 5–9 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total hip replacement</td>
<td>Fondaparinux 2.5 mg, first dose 4–8 h after surgery, second dose at least 12 h later, then daily for 5–9 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total knee replacement</td>
<td>Fondaparinux 2.5 mg, first dose 4–8 h after surgery, second dose at least 12 h later, then daily for 5–9 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital inpatients with medical illness</td>
<td>UFH (2–3) × 5000 U every 8 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consider surveillance venous ultrasonography for patients in medical intensive care units</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Recommendation for duration of anticoagulation in pulmonary embolism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Indication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>For patients with first episode of pulmonary embolism secondary to a transient (reversible) risk factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–12 months</td>
<td>For patients with first episode of idiopathic pulmonary embolism or one documented thrombophilic condition, deficiency of antithrombin, deficiency of protein C or protein S, or the factor V Leiden or prothrombin 20210 gene mutation, homocysteinaemia, or high factor VIII levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indefinite therapy</td>
<td>For patients with first episode of pulmonary embolism who have documented antiphospholipid antibodies or who have two or more thrombophilic conditions (see above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indefinite therapy</td>
<td>For patients with two or more episodes of pulmonary embolism or concurrent cancer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modified from [19**].

lower overall mortality, the lower risk of heparin-induced thrombocytopenia and the possibility of ambulatory treatment at home. VKA treatment should be initiated together with LMWH on the first treatment day and discontinued when the international normalized ratio is stable and above 2.0 [19**]. Recently, the synthetic pentasaccharide fondaparinux, given once daily in a fixed dose, was compared in 2205 patients with DVT to s.c. LMWH. The same fondaparinux regimen was evaluated against i.v. UFH in 2213 patients with pulmonary embolism. Fondaparinux was found to be at least as effective and equally safe for the initial treatment of DVT and pulmonary embolism. Fondaparinux is therefore an alternative for initial treatment of VTE [22,23]. Thrombolytic therapy should be restricted to massive iliofemoral DVT at risk of limb gangrene [18*,19**].

Since bed rest as an additional measure to anticoagulation does not reduce the incidence of pulmonary embolism, ambulation as tolerated is recommended during the initial phase of VTE treatment [24,25].

At present long-term treatment of DVT and pulmonary embolism is the domain of VKA except for those patients with cancer [26]. A target INR of 2.5 (range 2.0–3.0) should be maintained for all treatment dura-tions [19**], because high intensity (INR 3.1–4.0) VKA therapy was not superior over standard therapy [27] and low-intensity VKA (INR 1.5–1.9) was less effective and did not reduce the incidence of bleeding complications [28].

Post-thrombotic syndrome occurs mostly within the first 2 years of DVT. The wearing of graduated elastic compression stockings with an ankle pressure of 30–40 mmHg for 2 years reduced the incidence of total and severe post-thrombotic syndrome by 50–60% [29].

Recent developments of new anticoagulants for the prevention and treatment of venous thromboembolism

Fondaparinux, the first synthetic pentasaccharide, enhances the rate of factor inactivation by antithrombin, thereby blocking thrombin generation. It has almost complete bioavailability after subcutaneous injection. Fondaparinux is not metabolized and cleared almost exclusively by the kidneys. Administered subcutaneously once daily, it produces a predictable anticoagulant response that precludes the need for routine coagulation monitoring [30*]. No cross-reactivity of fondaparinux was found with sera from patients with heparin induced thrombocytopenia [31,32*]. Fondaparinux is licensed for prevention of VTE after major ortho-
paediatric surgery and for initial treatment of patients with
VTE. In phase III trials, fondaparinux was compared with
enoxaparin for thromboprophylaxis after surgery for
hip fracture or after elective hip or knee arthroplasty
in over 7300 patients started 6 h after surgery. The risk
of VTE was reduced by approximately 55%. Although
major bleeding occurred more frequently, critical bleed-
ing incidence leading to death or reoperation was com-
parable to patients receiving enoxaparin [33]. Extended
fondaparinux prophylaxis from 1–4 weeks after hip frac-
ture surgery reduced the rate of DVT detected by veno-
graphy from 35 to 1.4 % (P < 0.001) and the rate of
symptomatic VTE was reduced from 2.7 to 0.3%
(P < 0.021) [34]. 

Such superior prophylactic effects of fondaparinux could
not be confirmed in 2297 patients undergoing abdomi-
nal surgery when compared to dalteparin in a double-
blind manner. DVT and symptomatic DVT occurred in
4.65 % of patients, while nonfatal and fatal pulmonary
embolism occurred in 6.1 % of patients (P = 0.14). Major
bleeding occurred in a similar proportion of patients
[35].

Idraparinux, a hypermethylated derivate of fondapar-
inx, binds antithrombin with such a high affinity that
it assumes a plasma half-life of 80 h. Consequently, idra-
parinux can be given subcutaneously, once weekly.
Because it is not metabolized and cleared by the kid-
neys, dose adjustments are needed in patients with
renal insufficiency and the drug should not be used in
renal failure [36°]. In a phase II dose finding study of
659 patients with proximal DVT, once-weekly subcuta-
neous idraparinux was compared to warfarin. The treat-
ment effect was similar to warfarin. A clear dose effect
for major bleeding was found, however, with an unac-
ceptable high frequency when given 10 mg of idrapari-
lux. Two patients receiving 5 mg of idraparinux suf-
fcred fatal bleeding, but patients given 2.5 mg, the
lowest dose, had less bleeding than those receiving war-
farin (P = 0.029) [37]. 

Neither fondaparinux nor idraparinux interacts with pro-
tamine sulphate. If uncontrolled bleeding occurs a spe-
cific antagonist is lacking. A procoagulant, such as
recombinant factor VIIa, may be beneficial in these
situations [38,39°].

Ximelagatran, a prodrug of melagatran, is the first orally
direct thrombin inhibitor and has undergone phase III
clinical evaluation for prevention and treatment of
VTE. Oral ximelagatran and subcutaneous melagatran
are licensed in Europe for VTE prevention in patients
undergoing knee or hip replacement surgery. Melaga-
tran s.c. 3 mg after surgery is more effective for throm-
}

boprophylaxis than a single dose after surgery after knee
or hip arthroplasty, but may cause more bleeding com-
pared to enoxaparin [40,41]. Postoperative ximelagatran
in doses of 36 mg twice daily is more effective than
warfarin for VTE prophylaxis after knee arthroplasty
[42]. The efficacy and safety of ximelagatran in compar-
ison with LMWH combined with VKA has been evalu-
ated in the THRIVE study [43°] and in comparison with
placebo for the long-term treatment of VTE in patients
who had received anticoagulation for 6 months [44].
Based on the treatment data of 3722 patients, ximelaga-
tran significantly reduced the risk of new episodes of
VTE (2.8 compared with 12.6%) during 18 months of
follow-up without the risk of major bleeding [44]. The
use of ximelagatran, however, is associated with unex-
plained elevation of liver enzymes, which may occur in
6–12% of patients. Although the increase in transami-

edases with ximelagatran appears to be benign, the long-
term sequelae have yet to be determined.

### Inferior vena cava filters

The major rationale for placement of an inferior vena
cava filter is prevention of pulmonary embolism in
patients with a contraindication for, or a complication
of, anticoagulant treatment, as well as in those with
recurrent thromboembolism despite adequate anticoag-
ulation. Several devices are available and can be placed
in the inferior vena cava using fluoroscopy or ultrasound
guidance even at the bedside of critically ill patients
[45]. They prevent pulmonary embolism, but they do
not halt the thrombotic process and serve as a nidus for
(recurrent thromboembolism). Long-term effects of per-
manent vena cava filters in addition to standard anti-
coagulant treatment for at least 3 months were followed
up in 400 patients with proximal deep-vein thrombosis
with or without pulmonary embolism. At 8 years, vena
cava filters reduced the risk of pulmonary embolism but
increased that of deep-vein thrombosis and had no
effect on survival [46°]. Thus, long-term treatment
with permanent filters is not advisable. Retrievable
vena cava filters are safe and effective in high-risk
trauma patients who cannot receive anticoagulation
[47]. As a perioperative prophylactic measure in high-
risk operations for VTE and bleeding risk under anti-
coagulant medication (spine and hip surgery, trauma
patients), temporary cava filters may be a new therapeu-
tic option with promising results [48]. Based on evi-
dence, however, systematic use of vena cava filters is
not yet recommended.

### Thrombolysis for treatment of pulmonary
embolism

According to their haemodynamic status, patients with
pulmonary embolism can be stratified into four risk
categories (Table 4) representing four treatment groups (Table 5).

**Risk category 1**
For pulmonary embolism patients with stable haemodynamic and a normal right ventricular function, anticoagulation with heparin is the therapy of choice owing to the high endogenous thrombolysis activity of pulmonary vasculature. When pulmonary embolism is promptly diagnosed and properly treated with anticoagulants, subsequent mortality directly due to pulmonary embolism is approximately 2%.

**Risk category 2**
The category contains patients with stable hemodynamics and reduced right ventricular function – hallmarks of submassive pulmonary embolism. There is controversy about the use of fibrinolytics in submassive pulmonary embolism [19**, although clinical data from nonoperated patients support this treatment concept [49–51]. In an observation trial including more than 200 patients, 24% received fibrinolytic therapy. Thirty-day mortality was significantly reduced compared with treatment with anticoagulants. The incidence of reembolism in thrombolysis patients was significantly less (7.7 compared with 18.7%). The risk of bleeding complications was, however, significantly increased in thrombolysis patients (21.9 compared with 7.8%) [50].

**Risk category 3**
The category contains patients with stable hemodynamics and reduced right ventricular function – hallmarks of submassive pulmonary embolism. There is controversy about the use of fibrinolytics in submassive pulmonary embolism [19**, although clinical data from nonoperated patients support this treatment concept [49–51]. In an observation trial including more than 200 patients, 24% received fibrinolytic therapy. Thirty-day mortality was significantly reduced compared with treatment with anticoagulants. The incidence of reembolism in thrombolysis patients was significantly less (7.7 compared with 18.7%). The risk of bleeding complications was, however, significantly increased in thrombolysis patients (21.9 compared with 7.8%) [50].

**Risk category 4**
This category contains patients with fulminant pulmonary embolism requiring cardiopulmonary resuscitation. A variety of case reports and case series postulate the successful use of fibrinolytic agents during cardiopulmonary resuscitation [54,55]. Thus, thrombolysis during cardiopulmonary resuscitation in pulmonary embolism is indicated as a causal, survival-improving intervention. Based upon low success rates of standard resuscitation in fulminant pulmonary embolism, early thrombolytic intervention, if the diagnosis is established or is regarded to be very likely, is recommended [56].

In pulmonary embolism the use of thrombolytic regimens with a short infusion time over those with prolonged infusion times is recommended, because current data imply bleeding risk to be dependent on length of therapy [19**]. (At the moment, Streptokinase, Urokinase, and rt-PA are approved in therapy of pulmonary embolism. Replase is not currently approved for treatment of pulmonary embolism in the United States, but this agent shows promise for rapid thrombolysis [57].

**Catheter extraction**
Catheter extraction or fragmentation is a treatment option in selected highly compromised pulmonary embolism patients who are unable to receive thrombolysis or whose critical status does not allow sufficient time to perform thrombolytic therapy [19**].

**Pulmonary embolectomy**
Pulmonary embolectomy is always an individual decision. It is restricted to specialized medical centres. Prior thrombolytic therapy does not contradict surgery and vice versa [58]. If it is attempted, the patient should meet one or more of the following criteria [19**]:

1. massive pulmonary embolism (angiographically documented if possible);
2. haemodynamic shock despite heparin and resuscitative efforts;
3. failure of thrombolytic therapy or a contraindication to its use.
Conclusion
DVT and pulmonary embolism are a frequent clinical problem. Prophylactic strategies are of special importance, but implementation has still to be improved in general practice. Evidenced-based guidelines on antithrombotic and thrombolytic therapy have been issued by the Seventh ACCP Conference. Antithrombotics are the chemical backbone. Selective factor Xa and thrombin inhibitors are as effective as LMWH in prevention and treatment, but have less side effects and lack anticoagulation monitoring. Fondaparinux, idraparinux and ximelagatran are superior to standard prophylaxis and treatment regimens in high-risk orthopaedic surgery and VTE. Retrievable vena cava filters and thrombolytics may be considered in special indications.
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7. The Trust and the doctors then consider how best to proceed in accordance with the court's ruling.
8. The Trust may be required to pay a proportion of the legal costs of the Official Solicitor, as well as its own.

APPENDIX 6

PROCEDURES FOR CASES INVOLVING CHILDREN UNDER 12
(SEE SECTIONS 3.6, 7 AND APPENDIX 5)

If life threatening, take second opinion. Parents refuse consent for essential transfusion for immediate or anticipated need even after careful and complete counselling. If child capable of giving consent and administer does so, life-saving transfusion, document fully and inform legal dept/manager if non-emergency, approach Trust Legal Dept/Duty Manager to seek advice from Trust's Solicitors. Keep parents informed of intentions respect his wishes.

Trust's solicitors contact 'Official Solicitor' who will probably interview parents, child & medical staff Official Solicitor will act on child's behalf Trust applies to High Court (in Scotland the Court or Sheriff Court) for Order giving consent for proposed treatment Public Hearing (court will be asked to rule that names of family, hospital and doctors remain confidential). Doctors give evidence of need and lack of alternatives.

The Official Solicitor will represent the child. The parents may be heard and have legal representation. Court may grant order and may impose other conditions. Court's paramount consideration will be child's best interest. Trust's doctors proceed according to court ruling.
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APPENDIX 5

SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURE FOR APPLICATION TO COURTS FOR A 'SPECIFIC ISSUE ORDER'

1. Child and parents refuse consent to treatment. Doctors believe Treatment must be given, in the best interests of the child. This would Not be an emergency situation - if it is, the doctor should act in the best Interests of the child, having taken a second opinion, and record his Actions carefully in the medical records.

2. Doctors seek advice from their Trust Legal Department or Chief Executive who in turn seeks solicitors' advice. Parents should be kept Informed and invited to case conferences.

3. If solicitors advise proceeding, they will involve the Official Solicitor, a Government-appointed solicitor, whose function is to represent the Interests of minors or others who are 'incompetent'. The Official Solicitor or a member of his staff will probably wish to see the parents and the child, to discuss the situation. The Official Solicitor may then instruct solicitors to act on his and the child's behalf.

4. The Trust applies to the High Court (in Scotland the Court of Session or Sheriff Court) for an order giving consent to the proposed treatment. The terms of the proposed order should be discussed in advance with the Official Solicitor.

5. A hearing, which is generally heard in chambers but can be held in public with the names of the family, the hospital and the doctors directly involved kept confidential, permits the doctor(s) recommending treatment to give evidence, based on a previously prepared affidavit. The court will wish the doctor to state the reasons for the recommended treatment, together with other options considered and the reasons for discarding those options. Independent expert advice may also be required. The Official Solicitor will probably call his own experts to give evidence. The parents may wish to have separate legal representation.

6. The court may grant the order and may impose further conditions. The court's paramount consideration will be the welfare of the child.
to be carried out straight away without my first having the opportunity to consider them.  
that this limitation of consent shall remain in force and bind all those treating me unless and until I expressly revoke it in writing.  
that I am one of Jehovah’s Witnesses with firm religious convictions and I have decided to obey the Bible command “Keep abstaining from…Blood” (Acts 15:28, 29), with full realisations of the implications of this position.
I understand
that any procedure in addition to the investigation or treatment described on this form will only be carried out if it is necessary and in my best interests and can be justified for medical reasons
that my express refusal of blood or blood components will be regarded as absolute and will not be overridden in ANY circumstances by a purported consent or a relative or other persons or body. Such refusal will be regarded as remaining in force even though I may be unconscious and/or affected by medication, stroke or other condition rendering me incapable of expressing my wishes and consent to treatment options, and the doctor(s) treating me consider that such refusal may be life threatening.

I accept
full legal responsibility for this decision and release Community Hospitals Group and all those treating me from any liability for any adverse consequences arising out of the restrictions on my consent.

Signature: ..........................Name:...................................................
Address:................................................................................................................

PATIENT NOTES
- The Doctor/Dentist is here to help you. He/She will explain the proposed treatment and what the alternatives are. You can ask any questions and seek further information.
- You can refuse the treatment.
- You may ask for a relative, friend, religious advisor or nurse to be present.
- You may ask to see the Doctor/Dentist alone.

DOCTOR/DENTIST NOTES
- A patient has the right to grant or withhold consent prior to examination or treatment. Patients should be given sufficient information in a way they can understand, about the proposed treatment and the possible alternatives. Patients must be allowed to decide whether they will agree to the treatment and they may refuse or withdraw consent to treatment at any time. The patient’s consent to treatment should be recorded on this form (further guidance is given in HC (90) 22.

SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1 In 2005, the Royal College of Surgeons of England published a booklet entitled ‘Code of Practice for the Surgical Management of Jehovah’s Witnesses’ [1]. This document did not address any aspects of the role of the anaesthetist in the management of these patients. It did, however, raise the awareness of many members of the surgical team to some of the problems that might be encountered.
1.2 This booklet has been prepared to advise on the anaesthetic management of such patients. It will be of value, to give broad principles and direct an anaesthetist faced with the dilemma of a patient refusing blood or blood products to the appropriate resource.

SECTION 2 - BELIEFS
2.1 The Jehovah’s Witness movement is some 120 years old, having been founded in North Eastern United States of America. It is an actively proselytising Christian organisation. In 1945, the spiritual administration of Jehovah’s Witnesses promulgated the understanding that adherents to the faith should not receive transfused blood or blood products, based on Genesis 9:3,4, Leviticus 17:11,12 and Acts 15:28,29 (Appendix 1), all of which describe the prohibition of the consumption of blood. Jehovah’s Witnesses’ interpretation of this is that an individual’s life is represented as being in the blood. The prohibition of blood transfusion is a deeply held core value and is a sign of respect for life.
2.2 Most Jehovah’s Witnesses will, therefore, not accept a transfusion of whole blood or its major derivatives. This includes fresh frozen plasma (FFP), packed cells, white blood cells and platelets. Absolute rules regarding blood products, however, does not exist and some Witnesses may accept the use of plasma protein fraction (PPF) or components such as albumin, immunoglobulins and haemophilic preparations with each Witness deciding individually whether to accept these. Other clinical interventions may have to be dealt with on a personal basis: organ transplantation, for example, is not specifically forbidden for Jehovah’s Witnesses and each individual is expected to reach his/her own decision.
2.3 Cardiac bypass may be accepted provided the pump is primed with nonblood fluids and blood is not stored in the process. Auto transfusion is acceptable to many Jehovah’s Witnesses provided the equipment is arranged in a closed circuit that is constantly linked to the patient’s circulation and there is no storage of the patient’s blood. Jehovah’s Witnesses will not accept pre-operative collection, storage and later reinfusion of blood. The use of an epidural blood patch may be acceptable to some Jehovah’s Witnesses.

2.4 Administration of blood to a competent patient against their will and in conflict with their genuinely held beliefs has been likened by the Witnesses to rape. It will not result in expulsion from the community if it was carried out against the expressed wishes of the patient but may have as deep a psychological effect as forceful sexual interference.

2.5 It is calculated that there are 5.9 million active Jehovah’s Witnesses in over 230 countries worldwide. Additionally, another 8 million attend prayer meetings and might be expected to share some beliefs. The current Great Britain and Ireland Jehovah’s Witness population is 145,000, but this is likely to be an underestimate. Recent knowledge of the risk of transmission of disease and other complications of blood transfusion have in many cases been cited as further support for the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ refusal to accept blood transfusion. Increasing awareness of this risk generally by the medical profession has altered views on the need for transfusion and altered our perception of the problems occurring as a result of acute unexpected blood loss.

2.6 Because of the variability between individual beliefs and the extent of adherence to the basic tenets, it is common for a Witness patient to wish to consult with the Elders of the community for help in reaching a decision regarding accepting blood-product related medical treatment. Most active communities maintain a committee of Elders, known as the ‘Hospital Liaison Committee for Jehovah Witnesses’, which can be contacted and whose telephone numbers are listed in the local telephone directory. Appendix 2 gives the main contact numbers for the national central committees.

2.7 The local ‘Hospital Liaison Committee for Jehovah Witnesses’ can also act as a local resource for information regarding the beliefs and practices of Jehovah’s Witnesses. They have access to a great deal of reference material and information.

**APPENDIX 4**

**CONSENT TO TREATMENT FOR MEDICAL OR DENTAL INVESTIGATION TREATMENT OR OPERATION WHERE THE PATIENT IS A JEHOVAH’S WITNESS – ADULT**

Patient’s Surname:.........................................................Hospital No...........................
Other Names: Sex (please circle) Male/Female Date of Birth: ....................................

**DOCTOR/DENTIST This part to be completed by Doctor or Dentist (See notes below)**

Type of operation, investigation or treatment for which written evidence of consent is considered appropriate:

I confirm that I have explained the above operation, investigation or treatment, and such appropriate options as are available and the type of anaesthetic, if any (general/local/sedation) proposed to the patient in terms which in my judgement are suited to the understanding of the patient. I acknowledge that this limited consent, as expressed below, will not be over-ridden unless revoked or modified in writing.

Signature:.................................................................Date:............................................
Name of Doctor/Dentist:...............................................................................................

**PATIENT This part to be completed by the patient**

1 Please read this form and the notes at the bottom of the form very carefully.
2 If there is anything you do not understand about the explanation or if you want more information, you should ask the Doctor/Dentist.
3 Please check that all the information on the form is correct. If it is, and you understand the explanation, and then sign the form.

I am the patient, I agree

. subject to the exclusions below to what is proposed and which has been explained to me by the Doctor/Dentist named on this form.
. to the use of the type of anaesthetic that I have been told about.

I have told the Doctor/Dentist

. that my consent excludes transfusion of blood components but includes (delete and add as necessary) the administration of non-blood volume expanders such as saline dextran, Haemaccel, hetastarch and Ringer’s solution (others). In addition the procedures listed below are those I would NOT wish...
SECTION 3 - THE LEGAL POSITION IN RESPECT OF ANAESTHESIA AND CONSENT

3.1 Jehovah’s Witnesses are generally well informed, both about their legal position and the options for treatment. Any competent adult is entitled to accept surgery but also to exclude specifically certain aspects of management such as the administration of a blood transfusion. The recent recommendations from the Department of Health in respect of consent forms provide for the inclusion of a box for the patient to complete and this may contain specific exclusions from the consent. Most practising Jehovah’s Witnesses will carry with them clear Advance Directive prohibiting blood transfusions. Many have also executed a more detailed Healthcare Advance Directive (living will) with comprehensive personal instruction on a variety of matters and have lodged copies with their general practitioner as well as family and friends. Appendix 3 gives the full wording of a typical directive which specifically states that ‘in the event of emergency treatment including general anaesthesia and surgery…’ it forbids the administration of blood or blood components. The advance directive goes on to state that ‘my express refusal of blood is absolute and is not to be overridden in any circumstances’. It is important to realise that individual Jehovah’s Witnesses may have different views and the doctor’s obligation is to respect the wishes of the individual patient.

3.2 It is the view that such an advance medical directive by a competent adult, if properly signed and witnessed, must be respected unless there is some reason to suppose that the patient has changed their view since the directive was executed.

3.3 It is strongly recommended that the views held by each Jehovah’s Witness patient should be ascertained to find out which aspects of treatment are acceptable and which are not.

3.4 To administer blood to a patient who has steadfastly refused to accept it either by the provision of an advance directive or by its exclusion in a consent form is unlawful, ethically unacceptable and may lead to criminal and/or civil proceedings [2].

3.5 In the management of trauma or when dealing with an unconscious patient whose status as a Jehovah’s Witness may be unknown, the doctor caring for the patient will be expected to perform to the best of
his ability and this may include the administration of blood transfusion. However, there may be opinions put forward by relatives or associates of the patient suggesting that the patient would not accept a blood transfusion even if that resulted in death. Such relatives must be invited to produce evidence of the patient’s status as a Jehovah’s Witness. It is not uncommon for Jehovah’s Witnesses to lodge a copy of their advance directives with their General Practitioner, who should be contacted.

3.6 Children of Jehovah’s Witnesses below the age of 12 years may cause particular difficulty. The wellbeing of the child is overriding and, if the parents refuse to give permission for blood transfusion, it may be necessary to apply for a legal ‘Specific Issue Order’ via the High Court in order to administer legally the blood transfusion (see below and Appendix 5 for the procedure to follow).

It is important, however, before this serious step is taken, that two doctors of consultant status should make an unambiguous, clear and signed entry in the clinical record that blood transfusion is essential, or likely to become so, to save life or prevent serious permanent harm. In the event that a court order is sought, it is strongly recommended that the parents be given the opportunity to be properly represented and are kept fully informed of the practitioner’s intention to apply for the order. In the case of children over 12 years who are capable of understanding the issues, the anaesthetist will be able to rely upon their consent.

3.7 The management of a child of a Jehovah’s Witness in an emergency situation who is likely to succumb without the immediate administration of blood is viewed in law in a different light. In this situation, application to the courts will be too time-consuming and the blood should be transfused without consulting the court. The courts are likely to uphold the decision of the doctors who give blood.

3.8 Most hospitals provide a special Jehovah’s Witness consent form but, if that is not forthcoming, the Hospital Liaison Committee of the Jehovah’s Witnesses is likely to have a suitable form available. It may also be advisable to make a separate clear entry in the patient’s clinical notes to the effect that the patient has refused the administration of blood or blood products under any circumstances.

APPENDIX 3

ADVANCE MEDICAL DIRECTIVE/RELEASE

Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care

1. I,(print or type full name), fill out this document to set forth my treatment instructions and to appoint a healthcare agent in case of my incapacity.

2. I am one of Jehovah's Witnesses, and I direct that NO TRANSFUSIONS of whole blood, red cells, white cells, platelets, or plasma be given to me under any circumstances, even if healthcare providers believe that such are necessary to preserve my life. I refuse to predonate and store my blood for later infusion.

3. Regarding minor fractions of blood: [initial those that apply]
(a) I REFUSE ALL (b) I REFUSE ALL EXCEPT:

(c) I may be willing to accept some minor blood fractions, but the details will have to be discussed with me if I am conscious or with my healthcare agent in case of my incapacity.

4. Regarding medical procedures involving the use of my own blood, except diagnostic procedures, such as blood samples for testing: [initial those that apply]
(a) I REFUSE ALL (b) I REFUSE ALL EXCEPT:

(c) I may be willing to accept certain medical procedures involving my blood, but the details will have to be discussed with me if I am conscious or with my healthcare agent in case of my incapacity.

5. Regarding end-of-life matters: [initial one of the two choices]
(a) I do not want my life to be prolonged if, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, my situation is hopeless.
(b) I want my life to be prolonged as long as possible within the limits of generally accepted medical standards, even if this means that I might be kept alive on machines for years.

6. Regarding other health-care instructions: [such as current medications, allergies, and medical problems]

7. I give no one (including my agent) any authority to disregard or override my instructions set forth herein. Family members, relatives, or friends may disagree with me, but any such disagreement does not diminish the strength or substance of my refusal of blood or other instructions.

8. Apart from the matters covered above, I appoint the person named below as my agent to make health-care decisions for me. I give my agent full power and authority to consent to or to refuse treatment (including artificial nutrition and hydration) on my behalf, to consult with my doctors and
APPENDIX 1
THE HOLY BIBLE AUTHORISED KING JAMES VERSION
Genesis Chapter 9, Verses 3-4

3. Every moving thing that liveth shall be meat for you; even as the green herb have I given you all things.
4. But flesh with the life thereof, which is the blood thereof, shall ye not eat. Leviticus Chapter 17, Verses 11-12
11. For the life of the flesh is in the blood: and I have given it to you upon the altar to make an atonement for your souls: for it is the blood that maketh an atonement for the soul.
12. Therefore I said unto the children of Israel, No soul of you shall eat blood, neither shall any stranger that sojourneth among you eat blood. Acts Chapter 15, Verses 28-29.

APPENDIX 2
HOSPITAL LIAISON COMMITTEES CONTACT NUMBERS
Hospital Information Services
24 Hour Service (110)7611000
1 Robert Broom Drive East
Rangeview, Krugersdorp, 1739
Fax + 27117611305
Email: his@jw.org.za

HOSPITAL INFORMATION SERVICES
Private Bag X2067, Krugersdorp, 1740
South Africa
Telephone 011 7611000
Fax 011 7611305
Cell 083 2265959

SECTION 4 - CLINICAL MANAGEMENT

4.1 It is essential that surgeons who are aware that an elective patient is a Jehovah’s Witness should alert the anaesthetic department as soon as possible in order to ensure that a consultant anaesthetist is prepared to manage the patient’s care. Early warning of any potential intervention that could lead to the need for blood or blood products is also advisable.

4.2 Anaesthetists have the right to refuse to anaesthetise an individual in an elective situation but should attempt to refer the case to a suitable qualified colleague prepared to undertake it. The surgeon should be informed as soon as possible if any difficulty ensues. In an emergency, the anaesthetist is obliged to provide care and must respect the patient’s competently expressed views.

4.3 The introduction of an early warning system for the delivery of a child to a Jehovah’s Witness mother can also be beneficial so that appropriate staff is available. This arrangement should apply to booking of delivery dates by both obstetricians and midwives.

4.4 The Jehovah’s Witnesses have established a number of Hospital Liaison Committees in South Africa (usually based in the major cities). The telephone numbers are listed in the directory and those of the major centres are included in. Representatives of these Committees are available at any time to advise or assist with the management of individual Jehovah’s Witnesses. The Hospital Liaison Committees may have a schedule of physicians prepared to manage these patients. It is suggested that departments of anaesthesiology carry out their own internal inquiries and have available a list of anaesthetists willing to manage such patients.

4.5 Full pre-operative investigations and consultations with the patient should take place as early as possible, in order to ascertain the degree of limitation on intra-operative management.

4.6 At the pre-operative visit it is very important to take the opportunity to see the patient without relatives or members of the local community who may influence and impede full and frank discussion of the acceptability of certain forms of treatment. At this stage, treatments which are regarded as acceptable should be established and the patient made fully aware of the risks of non-acceptance of blood or
blood products. Agreed procedures and non-acceptable treatments should be entered into the clinical notes and signed as a record. At the patient’s request, members of the Hospital Liaison Committee for Jehovah’s Witnesses may be part of these discussions. Their prime role should be to avoid confrontation and assist understanding on both sides.

4.7 Major procedures can be carried out in stages in order to limit acute blood loss and the choice of operative technique may also influence outcome; examples are performing a unilateral procedure on two separate occasions rather than bilaterally in one session.

4.8 Pre-operative anaemia should be investigated and treated. The use of recombinant erythropoietin to improve haemoglobin levels has been documented. Erythropoietin is a glycoprotein hormone and is synthesized in the secreted by the renal cortex and interstitial cells in response to tissue hypoxia. It is the main regulator of erythropoiesis. Epoetin alpha is genetically engineered molecule. It is an extremely slow treatment that might not be clinically justified or cost effective. It is administered subcutaneously. Patients need to return to hospital on day 21, 14 and 7 for their doses. Iron should always be co-administered. It may be beneficial, however, to improve the iron stores by pre-administration of iron supplements. Discussion of an individual case with a haematologist could be beneficial. Erythropoietin has not shown to reduce mortality and may in fact be pro-thrombotic. Recombinant erythropoietin and other erythropoietin-receptor agonists are commonly used in patients who have chronic renal failure or cancer with bone marrow suppression, to increase haemoglobin levels and avoid the need for blood transfusions. Recombinant erythropoietin has also been used in critically ill patients for the same purpose. In the most recently published trial, Corwin and colleagues randomly assigned 1460 critically ill patients to receive either 40 000 units of recombinant erythropoietin or placebo weekly for up to 3 weeks. The increase in haemoglobin concentration at day 29 was greater in the erythropoietin group than in the placebo group (mean 16 [SD 20] g/L v. 13 [SD 18] g/L, p < 0.001).

However, in contrast to findings from previous trials, there was no difference between the 2 groups in the number of patients receiving blood transfusions or in the number of units transfused. This failure to affect transfusion requirements was attributed to the use of a more
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acceptable</th>
<th>Not Acceptable</th>
<th>Questionable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crystalloids</td>
<td>Whole Blood</td>
<td>Albumin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colloids</td>
<td>Red Cells</td>
<td>Immunoglobins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelatins</td>
<td>Platelets</td>
<td>Vaccines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-CSF (most)</td>
<td>White Cells</td>
<td>Coagulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epo. (most)</td>
<td>Plasma (FFP)</td>
<td>Hemodilution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cell Saver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Organ transplant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

restrictive transfusion strategy. Overall, there was no significant difference in mortality at day 29 between the 2 groups (hazard ratio 0.79, 95% CI 0.56–1.10). However, in a subgroup analysis, mortality was significantly lower among trauma patients in the erythropoietin group than among trauma patients receiving placebo. These findings from the subgroup analysis should be considered only as hypothesis generating, but because they are consistent with those from a previous large trial of erythropoietin in critically ill patients, further investigation is warranted. Importantly, there was a significant increase in the rate of deep vein thrombosis among patients receiving erythropoietin (hazard ratio 1.41, 95% CI 1.06–1.86).

In a systematic review of 9 studies, including the most recent study by Corwin and colleagues, Zarychanski and co-authors evaluated the use of erythropoietin in critically ill patients. They found a significant reduction in the odds of a patient receiving at least 1 red blood cell transfusion (odds ratio 0.73, 95% CI 0.64–0.84). There were no differences observed in mortality or occurrence of deep vein thrombosis. On the basis of these findings, erythropoietin appears effective in increasing haemoglobin levels in critically ill patients and may result in a reduced frequency of blood transfusions, but this latter effect is likely abrogated by the use of a restrictive transfusion strategy. In addition, the use of erythropoietin does not reduce mortality, and concerns remain regarding the potential increased risk for thrombotic events.

4.9 Increasingly, obstetric or major lower limb procedures may be performed under local or regional anaesthesia alone and, in this situation, some patients may retract their prohibition when confronted with the need for a blood transfusion as a life saving measure. Any change in the patient’s views at this point, made of their own volition and without duress, should be regarded as a modification in the scope of consent and should be witnessed and a contemporaneous entry be made in the patient’s anaesthesia and clinical record. While patients who have received sedation may not strictly meet the legal standard of competence to give or modify a pre-existing valid consent, any such modification must be acted upon in the interests of saving the life of the patient.
SECTION 5 - INTRA-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT

5.1 A number of techniques are available to reduce intra-operative blood loss. These may include: careful positioning to avoid venous congestion/compression/occlusion, elevation of surgical field above level of the heart reduces venous bleeding. Spontaneous ventilation will allow better venous return compared to IPPV, however this may be offset by hypercarbia. Regional anaesthesia decreases arterial and venous pressure and reduces intra-operative bleeding. Hypotensive anaesthesia or controlled hypotension does reduce bleeding, but is high risk in patients with atherosclerosis. This technique is contra-indicated in the anaemic patient, and should not be part of Pre-operative autologous donations or haemodilution. Agents used to achieve these ends include volatiles, potent opioids, sodium nitroprusside, beta blockers and alpha 2 agonist. Maintenance of normothermia to avoid platelet dysfunction. Surgical techniques include meticulous surgery, electrocautery, argon beam enhanced devices, laser, harmonic scapel. Tissue or fibrin sealants are know available. They consist of purified thrombin and fibrinogen from animal sources. Surgical approach is also an important factor e.g. OPCAB versus CABG, laparoscopic and endoscopic surgery, interventional radiography. The use of tourniquets where appropriate, meticulous haemostasis, use of vasoconstrictors and haemodilution. There should be time for pre-operative consideration of the use of one or more of these techniques.

SECTION 8 – RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Anaesthesia departments should review their procedure for being alerted at an early stage of the scheduling of Jehovah’s Witness patients for elective surgery.
2. An internal survey should be carried out and regularly reviewed of those senior members of the anaesthetic department prepared to care for followers of the Jehovah’s Witness faith.
3. In an emergency, an anaesthetist is obliged to care for a patient in accordance with the patient’s wishes and irrespective of the anaesthetist’s own views.
4. Properly executed Advance Directives must be respected and special Jehovah’s Witness consent forms should be widely available for use as required.
5. Each Jehovah’s Witness must be consulted, whenever possible, to ascertain what treatments they will accept.
6. Discussions with Jehovah’s Witness patients should be fully recorded in the notes and their acceptance or rejection of treatments be likewise recorded and witnessed.
7. In the case of children, local procedures for application to the High Court for a ‘Specific Issue Order’ should be reviewed and available for reference.
8. A ‘Specific Issue Order’ should only be applied for when it is felt to be entirely necessary to save the child in an elective or semi-elective situation.
9. In a life-threatening emergency if a child unable to give competent consent, all life-saving treatment should be given, irrespective of the parents’ wishes.
10. Wherever possible, consultant staff (both anaesthetic and surgical) should be directly involved with the care of Jehovah’s Witness patients from the outset.
6.5 Avoid hypoxia, give supplemental oxygen if required. Maintain normovoleamia.
6.6 Auto transfuse ongoing blood loss e.g. cell saver.
6.7 Continue antifibrinolytic therapy if deemed appropriate.

SECTION 7 - OTHER PAEDIATRIC CONSIDERATIONS

7.1 Children of sound mind aged 12 years and have a statutory right to consent to procedures on their own account and there is no legal requirement to obtain consent from a parent or guardian as well. The child's consent takes precedence over parental objections although parents also have a common-law right to proceedings on behalf of children under the age of 18 years.

Children younger than 16 years may be competent to give their own consent if they demonstrate a clear grasp of the proposed treatment and the risks, benefits or consequences of acceptance or rejection of a proposed treatment. This is referred to as 'Gillick-competence'. However, this is likely only to apply to children above the age of 12 years.

A situation could be envisaged where a child under the age of 16 years, of Jehovah’s Witness parents, were to consent to an elective blood transfusion in the face of parental opposition. Consent in this situation would be sound provided that the child could show evidence of 'Gillick competence'.

7.2 In a recent case [7], a 14 year old and her parents, with strongly held beliefs, refused a transfusion required to manage her severe burn injuries. It was found by the Family Court, following the opinion of an expert in child psychiatry, that these beliefs were founded upon the context of her own family experience alone and that there was a distinction between a view of that kind and the constructive formulation of an opinion which occurred with adult experience. While it was accepted that the patient’s opinions were firmly held, they were necessarily based upon a limited understanding of matters and that she was not in possession of all the details which it would be right and appropriate to have in mind when making such a decision. The Official Solicitor was appointed to act as 'guardian ad litem' and consent was granted to the use of blood products as necessary.

5.2 Acute Normovolemic Haemodilution

Acute Normovolemic haemodilution is the process of removing one or more units of blood at the beginning of surgery (prior to surgical incision) for transfusion to the patient either during or at the end of the operation.

ANH reduces or eliminates the need for allogeneic blood, and is one of the least costly methods of autologous blood procurement.

ANH can be implemented during cardiac, major general, hepatic, neurological, orthopedic, and urologic procedures.

During ANH, whole blood is drawn from a patient prior to surgery, while restoring the circulating blood volume with acellular fluid.

The collected blood is anticoagulated with a citrate based anticoagulant and stored in the operating room at room temperature to preserve platelet, clotting factor, and white blood cell function.

This procedure results in:
- ↓ O2 carrying capacity
- ↓ viscosity
- ↑ SNS stimulation
- ↑ VR, SV, CO
- ↓ # of RBC’s lost during surgery
How Much Volume of Blood Can Be Drawn?
ANH is usually limited to a volume of 2,000 mL or a target hematocrit (Hct) of 28%, which ever comes first.

\[ V = EBV \times \frac{(HI-HF)}{HAV} \]

Must remember that with a JW patient the blood must stay in continuity with the body.

Indications for Acute Normovolemic Hemodilution (ANH)
1. The anticipated intraoperative blood loss is 1 liter or more.
2. Any type of surgery associated with significant blood loss.
3. The desire for the patient not to receive previously donated autologous/donor blood products.

Relative Contraindications for ANH
1. Anaemia
2. ↓ renal function & cannot excrete large amounts of fluid.
3. When an ↑ in cardiac output is undesirable. (Aortic stenosis and coronary artery disease)
4. Limitations of cardiac or pulmonary function

5.2 A ‘cell saver’ system may be acceptable to the Jehovah’s Witness and can be used in certain operations where blood loss is unlikely to result in blood contamination. Nevertheless, discussions of the use of a cell saver should be carried out with the patient to ensure acceptability. Blood from the surgical site is suctioned and stored in a reservoir bag. As the blood is suctioned an anticoagulant is mixed with to prevent clot formation. Aspirated blood then sits in the reservoir bag. The reservoir has filters which are used to remove bacteria, cancer cells and amniotic fluid contaminants. The RBC’s are then washed.

into a sterile syringe before taking the diagnostic samples and then reinfused into the patient. This strategy can reduce the mean amount of blood lost through blood sampling by 50%. Similar reductions in blood loss associated with diagnostic testing have been demonstrated with the use of automated closed arterial systems. In most of the studies, eliminating the loss of discarded blood before diagnostic testing was associated with higher haemoglobin levels than levels in control patients, but none of the studies reported a reduction in blood transfusions. Although this may have been due to the small number of patients included in these studies, the amount of blood saved with these techniques alone may not be large enough to avoid the need for blood transfusion in critically ill patients.

SECTION 6 - POSTOPERATIVE CARE

6.1 Postoperative care should ensure that any postoperative oozing is detected and the surgeon consulted early so that the correct surgical procedure to control it can be carried out. Careful recording of postoperative blood loss is essential and should be reviewed on a regular basis if any bleeding continues. Simple measures must be initiated such as direct compression, with early re-exploration if bleeding continues.

6.2 Following massive blood loss it may be necessary to consider elective ventilation to enhance oxygen delivery. A recent case of leaking abdominal aortic aneurysm had a haemoglobin level of 2.8 g dl-1 on admission to the ICU [6]. Elective ventilation continued for a total of 14 days. He was treated additionally with total parenteral nutrition, intravenous iron, folic acid and subcutaneous epoetin alfa.

6.3 Active cooling has also been described in the postoperative period to reduce oxygen consumption and increase dissolved oxygen carriage, but this technique is not widely accepted [6].

6.4 Hyperbaric oxygen therapy has been described also in the management of severe blood loss anaemia. Swift reversal of hypoxia is possible but the technique has limited application. Nevertheless, referral for hyperbaric therapy may be considered if an appropriate facility is available.
arterial catheters contribute to increased sampling and blood loss because of the ease of sampling and because of the added requirement to discard the first few millilitres of infusate-blood mixture obtained when collecting blood from a fluid-infusing catheter. Studies from the 1980s reported a mean blood loss per patient of 377 mL/d in cardiothoracic ICUs, 240 mL/d in general surgical ICUs and 41.5 mL/d in medical–surgical ICUs. A more recent study involving 1136 patients in 145 western European ICUs found considerable blood loss through blood sampling, averaging 41.1 mL/d per patient. In one study involving patients admitted to an ICU for more than 3 days, blood sampling accounted for 17% of the total blood loss. In 2 American studies, retrospective analysis identified that blood sampling accounted for 50% of the variation in the amount of red blood cells transfused. Not surprisingly, there appears to be a correlation between the severity of illness and both the number of blood draws and the total amount of blood sampled. This increased blood loss through diagnostic testing places the most acutely ill patients at increased risk of anaemia and exposes them to the attendant risks of blood transfusion.

Approaches to reduce iatrogenic blood loss in critically ill patients have included the use of small-volume (paediatric) blood collection tubes, the elimination or reduction of discarded blood when collecting blood from in-dwelling catheters and the altering of test-ordering behaviour.

In 2 studies, the use of paediatric blood collection tubes reduced the volume by 37% and 47% respectively. In the first study, this was associated with a significant reduction in the proportion of patients requiring blood transfusions. The introduction of point-of-care testing could further reduce the volume of samples drawn. In addition to improved turnaround time and decreased personnel time, these bedside diagnostic tests often require less than 0.5 mL. As the reliability and affordability of these technologies improve, they may become a valuable addition to blood conservation strategies.

Current technology already exists to eliminate the loss of discarded blood associated with blood sampling from in-dwelling catheters. Using a simple technique with a 3-way stopcock, the sample is drawn...
5.3 A number of drugs have been used in an effort to reduce fibrinolysis, increase coagulability and reduce blood loss; egg tranexamic acid and aprotinin, aminocaproic acid, desmopressin and recombinant activated factor VII.

Antifibrinolytic agents are general haemostatic agents that inhibit the breakdown of blood clots. They are used in a variety of medical conditions to reduce bleeding. A meta-analysis of the perioperative use of antifibrinolytic agents suggested that the use of tranexamic acid, epsilon aminocaproic acid or aprotinin in selected cases can reduce the need for blood transfusions and reoperation without increasing the risk of adverse events. The pooled estimates suggested that aprotinin may reduce the need for blood transfusions and reoperation as compared with tranexamic acid and epsilon aminocaproic acid, but further studies are required.

More recently, safety concerns associated with aprotinin have been raised. Preliminary results from a large phase III trial comparing the use of 3 antifibrinolytic agents in high-risk cardiac surgery patients suggest an increased risk of death associated with aprotinin. The relative effectiveness of these different agents and the potential adverse effects will be better understood when the complete results of this trial are available. The generalizability of the findings from the phase III trial for the treatment of bleeding in other critically ill patient populations is uncertain. Aprotinin is no longer available.

A systematic review of tranexamic acid for haemostasis in patients with undifferentiated upper gastrointestinal bleeding demonstrated a reduction in the recurrence of bleeding and in mortality. However, the incremental benefits when combined with newer endoscopic therapies and proton pump inhibitor therapy have not been evaluated. On the basis of these studies, the use of antifibrinolytic agents may be useful for controlling bleeding in selected critically ill patients. However, the effectiveness of these agents in reducing transfusion requirements and the risk of thrombotic complications and death in a broad spectrum of critically ill patients remains unclear.

**Desmopressin**

Desmopressin acetate (1-deamino-8-D-arginine vasopressin [DDAVP]) is a synthetic analogue of arginine vasopressin. It induces the release of stored factor VIII and von Willebrand factor from platelets. It is used in the perioperative setting to reduce bleeding. A meta-analysis of the use of desmopressin in cardiac surgery suggested a reduction in the need for blood transfusion without an increase in the risk of adverse events.

**Advantages**
- No crossmatch
- Long shelf life
- Can be stored in room temperature
- Acceptable to Jehovah’s Witness
- Decreased risks on disease transmission

**Disadvantages**
- Interferes with Hb lab measurements
- Renal toxic effects
- Adverse effects on vascular tone and BP.
- Preventing sub acute anaemia in critically ill patients

**Reducing blood loss associated with diagnostic testing**

Diagnostic testing is an important cause of blood loss in critically ill patients. Blood samples for diagnostic testing are commonly taken up to 24 times per day depending on patient illness acuity, ease of sampling and institutional practice. In-dwelling central venous or arterial catheters are often used to obtain blood samples.
Despite the initial promise of diaspirin cross-linked haemoglobin in reducing the need for blood transfusion in cardiac and noncardiac surgery patients, a phase III randomized controlled trial involving trauma patients was stopped after an interim analysis showed higher mortality in the treatment group than in the control group (38% v. 15% at 48 hours, $p = 0.01$; 46% v. 17% at 28 days, $p = 0.003$). Although the underlying reason for the increased mortality is unclear, diaspirin cross-linked haemoglobin has been removed from the market.

Other haemoglobin substitutes currently under investigation in phase III clinical trials involve the polymerization of blood cells, which is purported to attenuate vasoconstriction by reducing the risk of extravasations of the product and thereby limiting the scavenging of nitric oxide. These products include Polyheme, derived from outdated human blood, and Hem pure, derived from bovine haemoglobin. In phase II clinical trials, Polyheme was associated with a reduced need for blood transfusions in acute trauma and urgent surgery patients and was not associated with either systemic or pulmonary artery hypertension. A pivotal phase III multicentre randomized controlled trial comparing Polyheme and standard crystalloid in prehospital resuscitation has recently been completed.

Preliminary results reported by the manufacturer showed a decrease in the need for allogeneic blood transfusions in the Polyheme group, but the study failed to demonstrate non-inferiority in mortality as compared with standard treatment. In phase II trials, Hem pure was associated with a reduction in the need for blood transfusions in patients undergoing elective orthopaedic, cardiac and noncardiac surgery. These findings have resulted in the product's approval in South Africa as an alternative to blood transfusions, and Hemopure is currently under review by the US Food and Drug Administration. The use of modified haemoglobin substitutes for the treatment of critically ill patients holds promise, but further research on the efficacy and safety of these products is required.

Perfluorocarbons are another class of haemoglobin substitute that are attractive because they transport both oxygen and carbon dioxide and can release oxygen to the tissues at a rate of about twice that of haemoglobin. Perfluorocarbons have the advantage of a long shelf life and no risk of transmission of blood-borne infections. However, because of the linear relation between the partial pressure of oxygen and endothelial cells. A dose of 0.3 µg/kg given subcutaneously usually results in a 3- to 5-fold increase in levels of factor VIII and von Willebrand factor. For this reason, desmopressin therapy is effective in controlling and preventing bleeding in patients with mild haemophilia A and von Willebrand's disease and in patients who are haemophilia carriers. It has also been shown to be effective in controlling and preventing bleeding in patients who have congenital platelet disorders and those who have platelet dysfunction associated with renal failure.

However, critically ill patients often have elevated levels of factor VIII and von Willebrand factor, both acute phase reactants, and the balance of benefits and potential harms of desmopressin for these patients is unclear. A meta-analysis of desmopressin in the treatment of perioperative bleeding showed only a small, no significant reduction in blood loss without evidence of a reduction in the need for blood transfusions. Desmopressin therefore may not be effective in improving haemostasis or in reducing acute blood loss in critically ill patients who do not have specific bleeding disorders such as mild haemophilia A, von Willebrand's disease and uraemia.

**Recombinant activated factor VII**

Recombinant activated factor VII (recombinant factor VIIa) is a coagulation factor concentrate that is approved for use worldwide in patients with factor deficiencies (haemophilia) and in Europe for use in patients with congenital platelet disorders. Numerous case reports and series have reported reduced blood loss associated with the use of recombinant factor VIIa in surgical patients, trauma patients, patients receiving massive transfusions, those with liver disease and patients with gastrointestinal bleeding.

A few randomized controlled trials evaluating the clinical effectiveness of recombinant factor VIIa have involved critically ill patients, including patients with trauma, those with gastrointestinal bleeding, those undergoing cardiac surgery or liver transplantation and patients with intracranial haemorrhage. A recent systematic review examined the evidence for prophylactic and therapeutic use of recombinant factor VIIa in patients without haemophilia and concluded that its effectiveness as a haemostatic agent remains uncertain. In that review, the pooled estimates for adverse outcomes showed no significant trends for increased thromboembolic complications.
(relative risk 1.28, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.84–1.95, \( p = 0.3 \)), cardiovascular events (relative risk 2.18, 95% CI 0.82–5.79, \( p = 0.1 \)) and stroke (relative risk 2.02, 95% CI 0.57–7.17, \( p = 0.3 \)).

Boffard and colleagues recently published 2 parallel, multicentre randomized controlled trials that examined the use of recombinant factor VIIa versus placebo in patients with blunt (\( n = 143 \)) and penetrating (\( n = 134 \)) trauma. Patients who received 8 units of blood were randomly assigned to receive either recombinant factor VIIa (initial dose of 200 µg/kg plus additional doses of 100 µg/kg 1 and 3 hours later) or placebo.

Overall, there was no significant difference between the treatment and placebo groups in the number of units of blood subsequently transfused (primary outcome measure). Among patients who survived more than 48 hours, recombinant factor VIIa was associated with a reduction in the number of transfusions by 2.6 units (90% CI 0.7–4.6, \( p = 0.02 \)) in the blunt trauma group and by 1.0 unit (90% CI 0.0–4.6, \( p = 0.10 \)) in the penetrating trauma group. No differences in mortality or thromboembolic events between the groups were noted, but the trial was not powered to evaluate these end points.

Bosch and colleagues evaluated the use of recombinant factor VIIa in a randomized controlled trial involving 245 patients with upper gastrointestinal bleeding and cirrhosis. In addition to endoscopy and standard care, patients were randomly assigned to receive either 8 doses of recombinant factor VIIa (100 µg/kg each) or placebo over 30 hours. No differences between the 2 groups were observed in controlling bleeding within 24 hours after the first dose, the incidence of recurrent bleeding between 24 hours and day 5, the number of blood transfusions or the number of deaths within 5 days.

Among 399 patients with intracranial haemorrhage, a phase II multicentre randomized double-blind dose-finding study of recombinant factor VIIa showed a reduction in mortality (overall odds ratio 1.8, 95% CI 1.1–3.0, \( p = 0.02 \)) and in disability, using the modified Rankin score (odds ratio 2.2, 95% CI 1.3–3.8, \( p = 0.004 \)). Only patients who were seen within 4 hours after the onset of symptoms and who had a Glasgow coma score of more than 5 and no history of cardiac or thromboembolic disease were included. The investigators found a no significant increase in thrombotic events among patients receiving recombinant factor VIIa. Preliminary results from another multicentre randomized controlled trial of recombinant factor VIIa involving patients with intracranial haemorrhage (\( n = 821 \)) did not show similar benefits in reducing morbidity and mortality. Pending the full publication of these results, the role of recombinant factor VIIa will need to be re-evaluated.

On the basis of the studies to date, the routine use of recombinant factor VIIa in critically ill patients cannot be recommended. However, use in specific patients who have massive uncontrolled bleeding and who do not respond to standard treatments and conventional blood components may still be a reasonable option, after potential benefits and risks of thrombotic complications are weighed.

5.4 Haemoglobin substitutes may delay or reduce the exposure to allogeneic blood transfusions in trauma patients with acute blood loss. These products can replace the use of blood products during acute blood loss and, when combined with acute Normovolemic Haemodilution in the perioperative setting, could reduce the need for blood transfusions. Their use in critically ill patients could reduce the need for blood in patients requiring massive transfusions. There are 2 classes of haemoglobin substitutes: modified haemoglobins and the perfluorocarbons. The artificial haemoglobin solutions are either recombinant products or are derived from outdated human red blood cells or bovine haemoglobin.

The potential advantages of haemoglobin substitutes include their availability without need for cross-matching, a long shelf life, the ability to store the products at room temperature and a reduced risk of disease transmission. Disadvantages include their relatively short half-life after administration (24–48 hours), their interference with laboratory haemoglobin measurements, renal toxic effects, and adverse effects on vascular tone and blood pressure. The most recent generations of haemoglobin-based oxygen carriers have been modified to prevent rapid dissociation and short half-life, to avoid renal toxic effects and to reduce vasoconstriction by decreasing nitric oxide scavenging.
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Abbreviations: ACCP = American College of Chest Physicians; ACS = acute coronary syndromes; AF = atrial fibrillation; AIS = arterial ischemic stroke; APTT = activated partial thromboplastin time; CABG = coronary artery bypass grafting; CrCl = creatinine clearance; CSVT = cerebral sinovenous thrombosis; CTPH = chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; CVL = central venous line; DVT = deep vein thrombosis; GCS = graduated compression stockings; GP = glycoprotein; HIT = heparin-induced thrombocytopenia; IPC = intermittent pneumatic compression; INR = international normalized ratio; LDUH = low-dose unfractionated heparin; LMWH = low-molecular-weight heparin; MVP = mitral valve prolapse; NSTE = non–ST-segment elevation; PCI = percutaneous coronary intervention; PE = pulmonary embolism; PMBV = percutaneous nitral valve balloon valvotomy; PTS = postthrombotic syndrome; PVT = prosthetic valve thrombosis; SC = subcutaneous; SCI = spinal cord injury; TEE = transesophageal echocardiography; tPA = tissue plasminogen activator; UAC = umbilical artery catheter; UFH = unfractionated heparin; VFP = venous foot pump; VKA = vitamin K antagonist; VTE = venous thromboembolism

This executive summary accompanies the publication of 8th edition of “Antithrombotic and Thrombolytic Therapy: American College of Chest Physicians (ACCP) Evidence-Based Clinical Practice Guidelines.” These guidelines provide an extensive critical review of the literature related to management of thromboembolic disorders.

In each chapter, the clinical question under consideration, the clinical trials evaluating the evidence, and the recommendations are linked by a numbering scheme common to these three items. The recommendations are included at the beginning of the chapters and are presented in this executive summary.

The grading system in the 8th edition of the ACCP guidelines reflects the system adopted for all ACCP guidelines, and is similar to the GRADE system, which is being widely adopted by many guideline groups. The strength of any recommendation depends on two factors: the trade-off between benefits, risks, burden, and cost, and the level of confidence in estimates of those benefits and risks. If benefits do or do not outweigh risks, burden, and costs, a strong recommendation is designated as Grade 1. If there is less certainty about the magnitude of the benefits and risks, burden, and costs, a weaker Grade 2 recommendation is made. Support for these recommendations may come from high-quality, moderate-quality, or low-quality evidence, labeled, respectively, A, B, and C. The phrase “we recommend” is used for strong recommendations (Grade 1A, 1B, 1C) and “we suggest” for weaker recommendations (2A, 2B, 2C). The full set of recommendations follows.

**Parenteral Anticoagulants**

2.2.3 Monitoring Antithrombotic Effect

2.2.3. In patients treated with low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH), we recommend against routine coagulation monitoring (Grade 1C). In pregnant women treated with therapeutic doses of LMWH, we recommend monitoring of anti-Xa levels (Grade 1C).
2.2.4 Dosing and Monitoring in Special Situations

2.2.4. In obese patients receiving LMWH prophylaxis or treatment, we suggest weight-based dosing (Grade 2C). In patients with severe renal insufficiency (creatinine clearance [CrCl] < 30 mL/min) who require therapeutic anticoagulation, we suggest the use of unfractionated heparin (UFH) instead of LMWH (Grade 2C). If LMWH is used in patients with severe renal insufficiency (CrCl < 30 mL/min) who require therapeutic anticoagulation, we suggest using 50% of the recommended dose (Grade 2C).

3.0 Direct Thrombin Inhibitors

3.0. In patients who receive either lepirudin or desirudin and have renal insufficiency (CrCl < 60 mL/min but > 30 mL/min), we recommend that the dose be reduced and the drug monitored using the activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT) (Grade 2C). In patients with a CrCl < 30 mL/min, we recommend against the use of lepirudin or desirudin (Grade 1C). In patients who require anticoagulation and have previously received lepirudin or desirudin, we recommend against repeated use of these drugs because of the risk of anaphylaxis (Grade 1C).

3.1 Monitoring of Direct Thrombin Inhibitors

3.1. In patients receiving argatroban who are being transitioned to a vitamin K antagonist (VKA), we suggest that factor X levels, measured using a chromogenic assay, be used to adjust the dose of the VKA (Grade 2C).

PHARMACOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT OF VKAs

2.1 Initiation and Maintenance Dosing

2.1.1. In patients beginning VKA therapy, we recommend the initiation of oral anticoagulation with doses between 5 and 10 mg for the first 1 or 2 days for most individuals, with subsequent dosing based on the international normalized ratio (INR) response (Grade 1B). At the present time, for patients beginning VKA therapy, without evidence from randomized trials, we suggest against the use of pharmacogenetic-based initial dosing to individualize warfarin dosing (Grade 2C).

2.2 Initiation of Anticoagulation in the Elderly or Other Populations

2.2.1. In elderly patients or patients who are debilitated, are malnourished, have congestive heart failure, have liver disease, have had recent major surgery, or are taking medications known to increase the sensitivity to warfarin (eg, amiodarone), we recommend the use of a starting dose of ≤ 5 mg (Grade 1C), with subsequent dosing based on the INR response.

2.3 Frequency of Monitoring

2.3.1. In patients beginning VKA therapy, we suggest that INR monitoring should be started after the initial two or three doses of oral anticoagulation therapy (Grade 2C).

2.3.2. For patients who are receiving a stable dose of oral anticoagulants, we suggest monitoring at an interval of no longer than every 4 weeks (Grade 2C).

2.4 Management of Nontherapeutic INRs

2.4.1. For patients with INRs above the therapeutic range, but < 5.0 and with no significant bleeding, we recommend lowering the dose or omitting a dose, monitoring more frequently, and resuming therapy at an appropriately adjusted dose when the INR is at a therapeutic level. If only minimally above therapeutic range, or associated with a transient causative factor, no dose reduction may be required (all Grade 1C).

2.4.2. For patients with INRs ≥ 5.0 but < 9.0 and no significant bleeding, we recommend omitting the next one or two doses, monitoring more frequently, and resuming therapy at an appropriately adjusted dose when the INR is at a therapeutic level (Grade 1C). Alternatively, we suggest omitting a dose and administering vitamin K (1 to 2.5 mg) orally, particularly if the patient is at increased risk of bleeding (Grade 2A). If more rapid reversal is required because the patient requires urgent surgery, we suggest vitamin K (≤ 5 mg) orally, with the expectation that a reduction of the INR will occur in 24 h. If the INR is still high, we suggest additional vitamin K (1 to 2 mg) orally (Grade 2C).

2.4.3. For patients with INRs of > 9.0 and no significant bleeding, we recommend holding warfarin therapy and administering a higher dose of vitamin K (2.5 to 5 mg) orally, with the expectation that the INR will be reduced substantially in 24 to 48 h (Grade 1B). Clinicians should monitor the INR more frequently, administer additional vitamin K if necessary, and resume therapy at an appropriately adjusted dose when the INR reaches the therapeutic range.

2.4.4. In patients with serious bleeding and elevated INR, regardless of the magnitude of the
elevation, we recommend holding warfarin therapy and giving vitamin K (10 mg) by slow IV infusion supplemented with fresh frozen plasma, prothrombin complex concentrate, or recombinant factor VIIa, depending on the urgency of the situation. We recommend repeating vitamin K administration every 12 h for persistent INR elevation (all Grade 1C).

2.4.5. In patients with life-threatening bleeding (eg, intracranial hemorrhage) and elevated INR, regardless of the magnitude of the elevation, we recommend holding warfarin therapy and administering fresh frozen plasma, prothrombin complex concentrate, or recombinant factor VIIa supplemented with vitamin K, 10 mg by slow IV infusion, repeated, if necessary, depending on the INR (Grade 1C).

2.4.6. In patients with mild-to-moderately elevated INRs without major bleeding, we recommend that when vitamin K is to be given, it be administered orally rather than subcutaneously (Grade 1A).

2.5 Management of Variable INRs

2.5.1. For patients receiving long-term warfarin therapy with a variable INR response not attributable to any of the usual known causes for instability, we suggest a trial of daily low-dose oral vitamin K (100 to 200 µg) with close monitoring of the INR and warfarin dose adjustment to counter an initial lowering of the INR in response to vitamin K (Grade 2B).

2.7 Management of INRs in Antiphospholipid Syndrome

2.7.1. In patients who have a lupus inhibitor, who have no additional risk factors, and no lack of response to therapy, we recommend a therapeutic target INR of 2.5 (INR range, 2.0 to 3.0) [Grade 1A]. In patients who have recurrent thromboembolic events with a therapeutic INR or other additional risk factors for thromboembolic events, we suggest a target INR of 3.0 (INR range, 2.5 to 3.5) [Grade 2C].

4.3 Patient Self-Testing and Patient Self-Management

4.3.1. Patient self-management is a choice made by patients and health-care providers that depends on many factors. In patients who are suitably selected and trained, patient self-testing and patient self-management is an effective alternative treatment model. We suggest that such therapeutic management be implemented where suitable (Grade 2B).

Perioperative Management of Antithrombotic Therapy

2.0 Perioperative Management of Patients Who Are Receiving VKAs

2.1. In patients who require temporary interruption of a VKA before surgery or a procedure and require normalization of the INR for the surgery or procedure, we recommend stopping VKAs approximately 5 days before surgery over stopping VKAs within a shorter time interval before surgery to allow adequate time for the INR to normalize (Grade 1B).

2.2. In patients who have had temporary interruption of a VKA before surgery or a procedure, we recommend resuming VKAs approximately 12 to 24 h (the evening of or the next morning) after surgery and when there is adequate hemostasis over resumption of VKAs closer to surgery (Grade 1C).

2.3. In patients who require temporary interruption of a VKA before surgery or a procedure and whose INR is still elevated (ie, ≥ 1.5) 1 to 2 days before surgery, we suggest administering low-dose (ie, 1 to 2 mg) oral vitamin K to normalize the INR instead of not administering vitamin K (Grade 2C).

2.4. In patients with a mechanical heart valve or atrial fibrillation (AF) or venous thromboembolism (VTE) at high risk for thromboembolism, we recommend bridging anticoagulation with therapeutic-dose subcutaneous (SC) LMWH or IV UFH over no bridging during temporary interruption of VKA therapy (Grade 1C); we suggest therapeutic-dose SC LMWH over IV UFH (Grade 2C). In patients with a mechanical heart valve or AT or VTE at moderate risk for thromboembolism, we suggest bridging anticoagulation with therapeutic-dose SC LMWH, therapeutic-dose IV UFH, or low-dose SC LMWH over no bridging during temporary interruption of VKA therapy (Grade 2C); we suggest therapeutic-dose SC LMWH over other management options (Grade 2C).
patients with a mechanical heart valve or AF or VTE at low risk for thromboembolism, we suggest low-dose SC LMWH or no bridging over bridging with therapeutic-dose SC LMWH or IV UFH (Grade 2C).

**Underlying values and preferences:** In patients at high or moderate risk for thromboembolism, the recommendations reflect a relatively high value on preventing thromboembolism and a relatively low value is on preventing bleeding; in patients at low risk for thromboembolism, the recommendations reflect a relatively high value on preventing bleeding and a relatively low value on preventing thromboembolism.

### 3.0 Perioperative Management of Patients Who Are Receiving Bridging Anticoagulation

#### 3.1 In patients who require temporary interruption of VKAs and are to receive bridging anticoagulation, from a cost-containment perspective we recommend the use of SC LMWH administered in an outpatient setting where feasible instead of inpatient administration of IV UFH (Grade 1C).

**Underlying values and preferences:** This recommendation reflects a consideration not only of the trade-off between the advantages and disadvantages of SC LMWH and IV UFH as reflected in their effects on clinical outcomes (LMWH at least as good, possibly better), but also the implications in terms of resource use (costs) in a representative group of countries (substantially less resource use with LMWH).

#### 3.2 In patients who are receiving bridging anticoagulation with therapeutic-dose SC LMWH, we recommend administering the last dose of LMWH 24 h before surgery or a procedure over administering LMWH closer to surgery (Grade 1C); for the last preoperative dose of LMWH, we recommend administering approximately half the total daily dose instead of 100% of the total daily dose (Grade 1C). In patients who are receiving bridging anticoagulation with therapeutic-dose IV UFH, we recommend stopping UFH approximately 4 h before surgery over stopping UFH closer to surgery (Grade 1C).

#### 3.3 In patients undergoing a minor surgical or other invasive procedure and who are receiving bridging anticoagulation with therapeutic-dose LMWH, we recommend resuming this regimen approximately 24 h after (eg, the day after) the procedure when there is adequate hemostasis over a shorter (eg, < 12 h) time interval (Grade 1C). In patients undergoing major surgery or a high bleeding risk surgery/procedure and for whom postoperative therapeutic-dose LMWH/UFH is planned, we recommend either delaying the initiation of therapeutic-dose LMWH/UFH for 48 to 72 h after surgery when hemostasis is secured, administering low-dose LMWH/UFH after surgery when hemostasis is secured, or completely avoiding LMWH or UFH after surgery over the administration of therapeutic-dose LMWH/UFH in close proximity to surgery (Grade 1C). We recommend considering the anticipated bleeding risk and adequacy of postoperative hemostasis in individual patients to determine the timing of LMWH or UFH resumption after surgery instead of resuming LMWH or UFH at a fixed time after surgery in all patients (Grade 1C).

#### 3.4 In patients who are receiving bridging anticoagulation with LMWH, we suggest against the routine use of anti-factor Xa levels to monitor the anticoagulant effect of LMWHs (Grade 2C).

### 4.0 Perioperative Management of Patients Who Are Receiving Antiplatelet Therapy

#### 4.2 In patients who require temporary interruption of aspirin- or clopidogrel-containing drugs before surgery or a procedure, we suggest stopping this treatment 7 to 10 days before the procedure over stopping this treatment closer to surgery (Grade 2C).

#### 4.3 In patients who have had temporary interruption of aspirin therapy because of surgery or a procedure, we suggest resuming aspirin approximately 24 h (or the next morning) after surgery when there is adequate hemostasis instead of resuming aspirin closer to surgery (Grade 2C). In patients who have had temporary interruption of clopidogrel because of surgery or a procedure, we suggest resuming clopidogrel approximately 24 h (or the next morning) after surgery when there is adequate hemostasis instead of resuming clopidogrel closer to surgery (Grade 2C).

#### 4.4 In patients who are receiving antiplatelet drugs, we suggest against the routine use of platelet function assays to monitor the antithrombotic effect of aspirin or clopidogrel (Grade 2C).

#### 4.5. For patients who are not at high risk for cardiac events, we recommend interruption of antiplatelet drugs (Grade 1C). For patients at high risk of cardiac events (exclusive of coronary stents) scheduled for noncardiac surgery, we suggest continuing aspirin up to and beyond the time of surgery (Grade 2C); if patients are receiving clopidogrel, we suggest interrupting clopidogrel at least 5 days and, preferably,
within 10 days prior to surgery (Grade 2C). In patients scheduled for coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG), we recommend continuing aspirin up to and beyond the time of CABG (Grade 1C); if aspirin is interrupted, we recommend it be reinitiated between 6 h and 48 h after CABG (Grade 1C). In patients scheduled for CABG, we recommend interrupting clopidogrel at least 5 days and, preferably, 10 days prior to surgery (Grade 1C). In patients scheduled for percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), we suggest continuing aspirin up to and beyond the time of the procedure; if clopidogrel is interrupted prior to PCI, we suggest resuming clopidogrel after PCI with a loading dose of 300 to 600 mg (Grade 2C).

4.6. In patients with a bare metal coronary stent who require surgery within 6 weeks of stent placement, we recommend continuing aspirin and clopidogrel in the perioperative period (Grade 1C). In patients with a drug-eluting coronary stent who require surgery within 12 months of stent placement, we recommend continuing aspirin and clopidogrel in the perioperative period (Grade 1C). In patients with a coronary stent who have interruption of antiplatelet therapy before surgery, we suggest against the routine use of bridging therapy with UFH, LMWH, direct thrombin inhibitors, or glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa inhibitors (Grade 2C).

Underlying values and preferences: These recommendations reflect a relatively high value placed on preventing stent-related coronary thrombosis, a consideration of complexity and costs of administering bridging therapy in the absence of efficacy and safety data in this clinical setting, and a relatively low value on avoiding the unknown but potentially large increase in bleeding risk associated with the concomitant administration of aspirin and clopidogrel during surgery.

5.0 Perioperative Management of Antithrombotic Therapy in Patients Who Require Dental, Dermatologic, or Ophthalmologic Procedures

5.1. In patients who are undergoing minor dental procedures and are receiving VKAs, we recommend continuing VKAs around the time of the procedure and coadministering an oral prohemostatic agent (Grade 1B). In patients who are undergoing minor dental procedures and are receiving aspirin, we recommend continuing aspirin around the time of the procedure (Grade 1C). In patients who are undergoing minor dental procedures and are receiving clopidogrel, please refer to the recommendations outlined in Section 4.5 and Section 4.6.

5.2. In patients who are undergoing minor dermatologic procedures and are receiving VKAs, we recommend continuing VKAs around the time of the procedure (Grade 1C). In patients who are undergoing minor dermatologic procedures and are receiving aspirin, we recommend continuing aspirin around the time of the procedure (Grade 1C). In patients who are undergoing minor dermatologic procedures and are receiving clopidogrel, please refer to the recommendations outlined in Section 4.5 and Section 4.6.

5.3. In patients who are undergoing cataract removal and are receiving VKAs, we recommend continuing VKAs around the time of the procedure (Grade 1C). In patients who are undergoing cataract removal and are receiving aspirin, we recommend continuing aspirin around the time of the procedure (Grade 1C). In patients who are undergoing cataract removal and are receiving clopidogrel, please refer to the recommendations outlined in Section 4.5 and Section 4.6.

6.0 Perioperative Management of Antithrombotic Therapy Patients Who Require Urgent Surgical or Other Invasive Procedures

6.1. In patients who are receiving VKAs and require reversal of the anticoagulant effect for an urgent surgical or other invasive procedure, we recommend treatment with low-dose (2.5 to 5.0 mg) IV or oral vitamin K (Grade 1C). For more immediate reversal of the anticoagulant effect, we suggest treatment with fresh-frozen plasma or another prothrombin concentrate in addition to low-dose IV or oral vitamin K (Grade 2C).

6.2. For patients receiving aspirin, clopidogrel, or both, are undergoing surgery and have excessive or life-threatening perioperative bleeding, we suggest transfusion of platelets or administration of other prohemostatic agents (Grade 2C).

TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF HEPARIN-INDUCED THROMBOCYTOPENIA

1.0 Recognition of Heparin-Induced Thrombocytopenia

1.1 Platelet Count Monitoring for HIT

1.1. For patients receiving heparin in whom the clinician considers the risk of heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT) to be > 1.0%, we recommend platelet count monitoring over no platelet count monitoring (Grade 1C). For patients receiving heparin who have an estimated risk of HIT of 0.1 to 1.0%, we suggest platelet count monitoring over no platelet count monitoring (Grade 2C).
1.1.1 Platelet Count Monitoring of Patients Recently Treated With Heparin

1.1.1. For patients who are starting UFH or LMWH treatment and who have received UFH within the past 100 days, or those patients in whom exposure history is uncertain, we recommend obtaining a baseline platelet count and then a repeat platelet count within 24 h of starting heparin over not obtaining a repeat platelet count (Grade 1C).

1.1.2 Anaphylactoid Reactions After IV UFH Bolus

1.1.2. For patients in whom acute inflammatory, cardiorespiratory, neurologic, or other unusual symptoms and signs develop within 30 min following an IV UFH bolus, we recommend performing an immediate platelet count measurement, and comparing this value to recent prior platelet counts, over not performing a platelet count (Grade 1C).

1.1.3 Platelet Count Monitoring in Patients Receiving Therapeutic-Dose UFH

1.1.3. For patients who are receiving therapeutic-dose UFH, we suggest platelet count monitoring at least every 2 or 3 days from day 4 to day 14 (or until heparin is stopped, whichever occurs first) over less frequent platelet count monitoring (Grade 2C).

1.1.4 Platelet Count Monitoring in Postoperative Patients Receiving UFH Antithrombotic Prophylaxis (Highest Risk Group for HIT)

1.1.4. For patients who are receiving postoperative antithrombotic prophylaxis with UFH, ie, the patient population at highest risk for HIT (HIT risk > 1%), we suggest at least every-other-day platelet count monitoring between postoperative days 4 to 14 (or until UFH is stopped, whichever occurs first) over less frequent platelet count monitoring (Grade 2C).

1.1.5 Platelet Count Monitoring in Patients in Whom HIT Is Infrequent (0.1 to 1%)

1.1.5. For medical/obstetrical patients who are receiving prophylactic-dose UFH, postoperative patients receiving prophylactic-dose LMWH, postoperative patients receiving intravascular catheter UFH “flushes,” or medical/obstetrical patients receiving LMWH after first receiving UFH (estimated HIT risk, 0.1 to 1%), we suggest platelet count monitoring at least every 2 or 3 days from day 4 to day 14 (or until heparin is stopped, whichever occurs first), when practical, over less frequent platelet count monitoring (Grade 2C).

1.1.6 Platelet Count Monitoring When HIT Is Rare (<0.1%): UFH and LMWH

1.1.6. For medical/obstetrical patients who are receiving only LMWH, or medical patients who are receiving only intravascular catheter UFH flushes (HIT risk < 0.1%), we suggest clinicians do not use routine platelet count monitoring (Grade 2C).

1.1.7 Platelet Count Monitoring When HIT Is Rare (<0.1%): Fondaparinux

1.1.7. For patients who are receiving fondaparinux thromboprophylaxis or treatment, we recommend that clinicians do not use routine platelet count monitoring (Grade 1C).

1.1.8 Management of Patients in Whom Platelet Counts Are Not Monitored

1.1.8. In outpatients who will receive heparin prophylaxis or treatment, informed consent should include HIT and its typical sequelae (new thrombosis, skin lesions), and the patient should be advised to seek medical advice if these events occur (Grade 2C).

1.1.9 Screening for Subclinical HIT Antibody Seroconversion

1.1.9. In patients who receive heparin, or in whom heparin treatment is planned (eg, for cardiac or vascular surgery), we recommend against routine HIT antibody testing in the absence of thrombocytopenia, thrombosis, heparin-induced skin lesions, or other signs pointing to a potential diagnosis of HIT (Grade 1C).

1.1.10 When Should HIT Be Suspected?

1.1.10. For patients who are receiving heparin or have received heparin within the previous 2 weeks, we recommend investigating for a diagnosis of HIT if the platelet count falls by ≥ 50%, and/or a thrombotic event occurs, between days 5 and 14 (inclusive) following initiation of heparin, even if the patient is no longer receiving heparin therapy when thrombosis or thrombocytopenia has occurred (Grade 1C).
1.2 Special Situation: Anticoagulant Prophylaxis and Platelet Count Monitoring After Cardiac Surgery

1.2. For postoperative cardiac surgery patients, we recommend investigating for HIT antibodies if the platelet count falls by \( \geq 50\% \), and/or a thrombotic event occurs, between postoperative days 5 and 14 (inclusive; day of cardiac surgery = day 0) [Grade 1C].

2.0 Treatment of HIT

2.1 Nonheparin Anticoagulants for Treating HIT (With or Without Thrombosis)

2.1.1. For patients with strongly suspected (or confirmed) HIT, whether or not complicated by thrombosis, we recommend use of an alternative, nonheparin anticoagulant (danaparoid [Grade 1B], lepirudin [Grade 1C], argatroban [Grade 1C], fondaparinux [Grade 2C], bivalirudin [Grade 2C]) over the further use of UFH or LMWH therapy or initiation/continuation of a VKA (Grade 1B).

2.1.2. For patients receiving lepirudin, the initial lepirudin infusion rate should be no higher than 0.10 mg/kg/h (patients with creatinine < 90 \( \mu \)mol/L), with lower infusion rates for patients with higher serum creatinine levels (creatinine, 90 to 140 \( \mu \)mol/L: starting infusion rate, 0.05 mg/kg/h; creatinine, 140 to 400 \( \mu \)mol/L: starting infusion rate, 0.01 mg/kg/h; creatinine > 400 \( \mu \)mol/L: starting infusion rate, 0.005 mg/kg/h) [Grade 1C]. Furthermore, we recommend that the initial IV bolus either be omitted or, in case of perceived life- or limb-threatening thrombosis, be given at a reduced dose (0.2 mg/kg) [Grade 1C]. Further, we recommend that APTT monitoring be performed at 4-h intervals until it is apparent that steady state within the normal range (1.5 to 2.5 times patient baseline [or mean laboratory] APTT) is achieved (Grade 1C).

2.1.3. When argatroban is used to treat patients who have heart failure, multiple organ system failure, or severe anasarca, or who are postcardiac surgery, we suggest beginning the initial infusion at a rate between 0.5 and 1.2 \( \mu \)g/kg/min, with subsequent adjustments using the APTT, over the usual recommended starting dose of 2.0 \( \mu \)g/kg/min (Grade 2C).

2.1.4. When danaparoid is used to treat patients with strongly suspected (or confirmed) HIT, we recommend a therapeutic-dose regimen (see text) administered (at least initially) by the IV route over prophylactic-dose regimens or initial SC administration (Grade 1B).

2.1.5. For patients with strongly suspected or confirmed HIT, whether or not there is clinical evidence of lower-limb deep vein thrombosis (DVT), we recommend routine ultrasonography of the lower-limb veins for investigation of DVT over not performing routine ultrasonography (Grade 1C).

2.2 VKAs

2.2.1 Management of Direct Thrombin Inhibitor-VKA Overlap

2.2.1.1. For patients with strongly suspected or confirmed HIT, we recommend against the use of VKA (coumarin) therapy until after the platelet count has substantially recovered (ie, usually to at least \( 150 \times 10^9/L \)) over starting VKA therapy at a lower platelet count (Grade 1B); that VKA therapy be started only with low, maintenance doses (maximum, 5 mg of warfarin or 6 mg of phenprocoumon) rather than with higher initial doses (Grade 1B); and the nonheparin anticoagulant (eg, lepirudin, argatroban, danaparoid) be continued until the platelet count has reached a stable plateau, the INR has reached the intended target range, and after a minimum overlap of at least 5 days between nonheparin anticoagulation and VKA therapy rather than a shorter overlap (Grade 1B).

2.2.2 Reversal of VKA Anticoagulation

2.2.2. For patients receiving a VKA at the time of diagnosis of HIT, we recommend use of vitamin K (10 mg po or 5 to 10 mg IV) [Grade 1C].

2.3 LMWH for HIT

2.3.1. For patients with strongly suspected HIT, whether or not complicated by thrombosis, we recommend against use of LMWH (Grade 1B).

2.4 Prophylactic Platelet Transfusions for HIT

2.4.1. For patients with strongly suspected or confirmed HIT who do not have active bleeding, we suggest that prophylactic platelet transfusions should not be given (Grade 2C).

3.0 Special Patient Populations

3.1 Patients With Previous HIT Undergoing Cardiac or Vascular Surgery

3.1.1. For patients with a history of HIT who are HIT antibody negative and require cardiac sur-
surgery, we recommend the use of UFH over a nonheparin anticoagulant (Grade 1B).

3.1.2. For patients with a history of HIT who are antibody positive by platelet factor 4-dependent enzyme immunosorbent assay but antibody negative by washed platelet activation assay, we recommend the use of UFH over a nonheparin anticoagulant (Grade 2C).

Remark: Preoperative and postoperative anticoagulation, if indicated, should be given with a nonheparin anticoagulant.

3.2 Patients With Acute or Subacute HIT Undergoing Cardiac Surgery

3.2.1. For patients with acute HIT (thrombocytopenic, HIT antibody positive) who require cardiac surgery, we recommend one of the following alternative anticoagulant approaches (in descending order of preference): delaying surgery (if possible) until HIT has resolved and antibodies are negative (then see Recommendation 3.1.1.) or weakly positive (then see Recommendation 3.1.2.) (Grade 1B); using bivalirudin for intraoperative anticoagulation during cardiopulmonary bypass (if techniques of cardiac surgery and anesthesiology have been adapted to the unique features of bivalirudin pharmacology) (Grade 1B) or during “off-pump” cardiac surgery (Grade 1B); using lepirudin for intraoperative anticoagulation (if ECT is available and patient has normal renal function and is judged to be at low risk for postcardiac surgery renal dysfunction) (Grade 2C); using UFH plus the antiplatelet agent epoprostenol (if ECT monitoring is not available or renal insufficiency precludes lepirudin use) (Grade 2C); using UFH plus the antiplatelet agent, tirofiban (Grade 2C); or using danaparoid for intraoperative anticoagulation for off-pump CABG (Grade 2C) over performing the surgery with UFH when platelet-activating anti-platelet factor 4/heparin antibodies are known to be present in a patient with acute or recent HIT.

3.2.2. For patients with subacute HIT (platelet count recovery, but continuing HIT antibody positive), we recommend delaying surgery (if possible) until HIT antibodies (washed platelet activation assay) are negative, then using heparin (see Recommendation 3.1.1. over using a nonheparin anticoagulant (Grade 1C). If surgery cannot be delayed, we suggest the use of a nonheparin anticoagulant (see Recommendation 3.2.1.) over the use of UFH (Grade 2C).

3.3 PCIs

3.3.1. For patients with strongly suspected (or confirmed) acute HIT who require cardiac catheterization or PCI, we recommend a nonheparin anticoagulant (bivalirudin [Grade 1B], argatroban [Grade 1C], lepirudin [Grade 1C], or danaparoid [Grade 1C]) over UFH or LMWH (Grade 1B).

3.3.2. For patients with previous HIT (who are antibody negative) who require cardiac catheterization or PCI, we suggest use of a nonheparin anticoagulant (see Recommendation 3.3.1.) over UFH or LMWH (Grade 2C).

Prevention of VTE

1.0 General Recommendations

Hospital Thromboprophylaxis Policy

1.2.1. For every general hospital, we recommend that a formal, active strategy that addresses the prevention of VTE be developed (Grade 1A).

1.2.2. We recommend that the local thromboprophylaxis strategy be in the form of a written, institution-wide thromboprophylaxis policy (Grade 1C).

1.2.3. We recommend the use of strategies shown to increase thromboprophylaxis adherence, including the use of computer decision support systems (Grade 1A), preprinted orders (Grade 1B), and periodic audit and feedback (Grade 1C). Passive methods such as distribution of educational materials or educational meetings are not recommended as sole strategies to increase adherence to thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1B).

Mechanical Methods of Thromboprophylaxis

1.4.3.1. We recommend that mechanical methods of thromboprophylaxis be used primarily in patients at high risk of bleeding (Grade 1A), or possibly as an adjunct to anticoagulant-based thromboprophylaxis (Grade 2A).

1.4.3.2. For patients receiving mechanical methods of thromboprophylaxis, we recommend that careful attention be directed toward ensuring the proper use of, and optimal adherence with, these methods (Grade 1A).

Aspirin as Thromboprophylaxis

1.4.4. We recommend against the use of aspirin alone as thromboprophylaxis against VTE for any patient group (Grade 1A).
Anticoagulant Dosing

1.4.5. For each of the antithrombotic agents, we recommend that clinicians follow manufacturer-suggested dosing guidelines (Grade 1C).

Renal Impairment and Anticoagulant Dosing

1.4.6. We recommend that renal function be considered when making decisions about the use and/or the dose of LMWH, fondaparinux, and other antithrombotic drugs that are cleared by the kidneys, particularly in elderly patients, patients with diabetes mellitus, and those at high risk for bleeding (Grade 1A). Depending on the circumstances, we recommend one of the following options in this situation: avoiding the use of an anticoagulant that bioaccumulates in the presence of renal impairment, using a lower dose of the agent, or monitoring the drug level or its anticoagulant effect (Grade 1B).

Antithrombotic Drugs and Neuraxial Anesthesia/Analgesia or Peripheral Nerve Blocks

1.5.1. For all patients undergoing neuraxial anesthesia or analgesia, we recommend appropriate patient selection and caution when using anticoagulant thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1A).

1.5.2. For patients receiving deep peripheral nerve blocks, we recommend that the same cautions considered for neuraxial techniques be applied when using anticoagulant thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1C).

2.0 General, Vascular, Gynecologic, Urologic, Laparoscopic, Bariatric, Thoracic, and CABG Surgery

2.1 General Surgery

2.1.1. For low-risk general surgery patients who are undergoing minor procedures and have no additional thromboembolic risk factors, we recommend against the use of specific thromboprophylaxis other than early and frequent ambulation (Grade 1A).

2.1.2. For moderate-risk general surgery patients who are undergoing a major procedure for benign disease, we recommend thromboprophylaxis with LMWH, low-dose UFH (LDUH), or fondaparinux (each Grade 1A).

2.1.3. For higher-risk general surgery patients who are undergoing a major procedure for cancer, we recommend thromboprophylaxis with LMWH, LDUH tid, or fondaparinux (each Grade 1A).

2.1.4. For general surgery patients with multiple risk factors for VTE who are thought to be at particularly high risk, we recommend that a pharmacologic method (ie, LMWH, LDUH tid, or fondaparinux) be combined with the optimal use of a mechanical method (ie, graduated compression stockings [GCS] and/or intermittent pneumatic compression [IPC]) (Grade 1C).

2.1.5. For general surgery patients with a high risk of bleeding, we recommend the optimal use of mechanical thromboprophylaxis with properly fitted GCS or IPC (Grade 1A). When the high bleeding risk decreases, we recommend that pharmacologic thromboprophylaxis be substituted for or added to the mechanical thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1C).

2.1.6. For patients undergoing major general surgical procedures, we recommend that thromboprophylaxis continue until discharge from hospital (Grade 1A). For selected high-risk general surgery patients, including some of those who have undergone major cancer surgery or have previously had VTE, we suggest that continuing thromboprophylaxis after hospital discharge with LMWH for up to 28 days be considered (Grade 2A).

2.2 Vascular Surgery

2.2.1. For patients undergoing vascular surgery, who do not have additional thromboembolic risk factors, we suggest that clinicians not routinely use specific thromboprophylaxis other than early and frequent ambulation (Grade 2B).

2.2.2. For patients undergoing major vascular surgical procedures who have additional thromboembolic risk factors, we recommend thromboprophylaxis with LMWH, LDUH, or fondaparinux (Grade 1C).

2.3 Gynecologic Surgery

2.3.1. For low-risk gynecologic surgery patients who are undergoing minor procedures and have no additional risk factors, we recommend against the use of specific thromboprophylaxis other than early and frequent ambulation (Grade 1A).

2.3.2. For gynecology patients undergoing entirely laparoscopic procedures, we recommend against routine thromboprophylaxis, other than early and frequent ambulation (Grade 1B).

2.3.3. For gynecology patients undergoing entirely laparoscopic procedures in whom additional VTE risk factors are present, we recommend the use of thromboprophylaxis with one or more of LMWH, LDUH, IPC, or GCS (Grade 1C).
2.3.4. For all patients undergoing major gynecologic surgery, we recommend that thromboprophylaxis be used routinely (Grade 1A).
2.3.5. For patients undergoing major gynecologic surgery for benign disease, without additional risk factors, we recommend LMWH (Grade 1A), LDUH (Grade 1A), or IPC started just before surgery and used continuously while the patient is not ambulating (Grade 1B).
2.3.6. For patients undergoing extensive surgery for malignancy, and for patients with additional VTE risk factors, we recommend routine thromboprophylaxis with LMWH (Grade 1A), or LDUH three times daily (Grade 1A), or IPC, started just before surgery and used continuously while the patient is not ambulating (Grade 1B). Alternative considerations include a combination of LMWH or LDUH plus mechanical thromboprophylaxis with GCS or IPC, or fondaparinux (all Grade 1C).
2.3.7. For patients undergoing major gynecologic procedures, we recommend that thromboprophylaxis continue until discharge from hospital (Grade 1A). For selected high-risk gynecology patients, including some of those who have undergone major cancer surgery or have previously had VTE, we suggest that continuing thromboprophylaxis after hospital discharge with LMWH for up to 28 days be considered (Grade 2C).

2.4. For patients undergoing transurethral or other low-risk urologic procedures, we recommend against the use of specific thromboprophylaxis other than early and frequent ambulation (Grade 1A).
2.4.2. For all patients undergoing major, open urologic procedures, we recommend that thromboprophylaxis be used routinely (Grade 1A).
2.4.3. For patients undergoing major, open urologic procedures, we recommend routine thromboprophylaxis with LDUH bid or tid (Grade 1B), GCS, and/or IPC started just before surgery and used continuously while the patient is not ambulating (Grade 1B), LMWH (Grade 1C), fondaparinux (Grade 1C), or the combination of a pharmacologic method (i.e., LMWH, LDUH, or fondaparinux) with the optimal use of a mechanical method (i.e., GCS and/or IPC) (Grade 1C).
2.4.4. For urologic surgery patients who are actively bleeding, or who are at very high risk for bleeding, we recommend the optimal use of mechanical thromboprophylaxis with GCS and/or IPC at least until the bleeding risk decreases (Grade 1A). When the high bleeding risk decreases, we recommend that pharmacologic thromboprophylaxis be substituted for or added to the mechanical thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1C).

2.5 Laparoscopic Surgery

2.5.1. For patients undergoing entirely laparoscopic procedures who do not have additional thromboembolic risk factors, we recommend against the routine use of thromboprophylaxis, other than early and frequent ambulation (Grade 1B).
2.5.2. For patients undergoing laparoscopic procedures, in whom additional VTE risk factors are present, we recommend the use of thromboprophylaxis with one or more of LMWH, LDUH, fondaparinux, IPC, or GCS (all Grade 1C).

2.6. Bariatric Surgery

2.6.1. For patients undergoing in-patient bariatric surgery, we recommend routine thromboprophylaxis with LMWH, LDUH, or fondaparinux (each Grade 1C).
2.6.2. For patients undergoing inpatient bariatric surgery, we suggest that higher doses of LMWH or LDUH than usual for nonobese patients be used (Grade 2C).

2.7 Thoracic Surgery

2.7.1. For patients undergoing major thoracic surgery, we recommend routine thromboprophylaxis with LMWH, LDUH, or fondaparinux (each Grade 1C).
2.7.2. For thoracic surgery patients with a high risk of bleeding, we recommend the optimal use of mechanical thromboprophylaxis with properly fitted GCS and/or IPC (Grade 1C).

2.8 Coronary Bypass Surgery

2.8.1. For patients undergoing CABG, we recommend the use of thromboprophylaxis with LMWH, LDUH, or optimally used bilateral GCS or IPC (Grade 1C).
2.8.2. For patients undergoing CABG, we suggest the use of LMWH over LDUH (Grade 2B).
2.8.3. For patients undergoing CABG with a high risk of bleeding, we recommend the opti-
mal use of mechanical thromboprophylaxis with properly fitted bilateral GCS or IPC (Grade 1C).

3.0 Orthopedic Surgery

3.1 Elective Hip Replacement

3.1.1. For patients undergoing elective total hip replacement, we recommend the routine use of one of the following anticoagulant options: (1) LMWH (at a usual high-risk dose, started 12 h before surgery or 12 to 24 h after surgery, or 4 to 6 h after surgery at half the usual high-risk dose and then increasing to the usual high-risk dose the following day); (2) fondaparinux (2.5 mg started 6 to 24 h after surgery); or (3) adjusted-dose VKA started preoperatively or the evening of the surgical day (INR target, 2.5; INR range, 2.0 to 3.0) [all Grade 1A].

3.1.2. For patients undergoing total hip replacement, we recommended against the use of any of the following: aspirin, dextran, LDUH, GCS, or venous foot pump (VFP) as the sole method of thromboprophylaxis (all Grade 1A).

3.1.3. For patients undergoing total hip replacement who have a high risk of bleeding, we recommend the optimal use of mechanical thromboprophylaxis with the VFP or IPC (Grade 1A). When the high bleeding risk decreases, we recommend that pharmacologic thromboprophylaxis be substituted for or added to the mechanical thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1C).

3.2 Elective Knee Replacement

3.2.1. For patients undergoing total knee replacement, we recommend routine thromboprophylaxis using LMWH (at the usual high-risk dose), fondaparinux, or adjusted-dose VKA (INR target, 2.5; INR range, 2.0 to 3.0) [all Grade 1A].

3.2.2. For patients undergoing total knee replacement, the optimal use of IPC is an alternative option to anticoagulant thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1B).

3.2.3. For patients undergoing total knee replacement who have additional thromboembolic risk factors or following a complicated procedure, we recommend thromboprophylaxis with LMWH (Grade 1B).

3.3 Knee Arthroscopy

3.3.1. For patients undergoing knee arthroscopy who do not have additional thromboembolic risk factors, we suggest that clinicians not routinely use thromboprophylaxis other than early mobilization (Grade 2B).

3.3.2. For patients undergoing arthroscopic knee surgery who have additional thromboembolic risk factors or following a complicated procedure, we recommend that pharmacologic thromboprophylaxis be substituted for or added to the mechanical thromboprophylaxis with LMWH (Grade 1B).

3.4 Hip Fracture Surgery

3.4.1. For patients undergoing hip fracture surgery, we recommend routine thromboprophylaxis using fondaparinux (Grade 1A), LMWH (Grade 1B), adjusted-dose VKA (INR target, 2.5; INR range, 2.0 to 3.0) [Grade 1B], or LDUH (Grade 1B).

3.4.2. For patients undergoing hip fracture surgery, we recommend against the use of aspirin alone (Grade 1A).

3.4.3. For patients undergoing hip fracture surgery in whom surgery is likely to be delayed, we recommend that thromboprophylaxis with LMWH or LDUH be initiated during the time between hospital admission and surgery (Grade 1C).

3.4.4. For patients undergoing hip fracture surgery who have a high risk of bleeding, we recommend the optimal use of mechanical thromboprophylaxis with IPC (Grade 1A). When the high bleeding risk decreases, we recommend that pharmacologic thromboprophylaxis be substituted for or added to the mechanical thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1C).

3.5 Other Thromboprophylaxis Issues in Major Orthopedic Surgery

Commencement of Thromboprophylaxis

3.5.1.1. For patients receiving LMWH as thromboprophylaxis in major orthopedic surgery, we recommend starting either preoperatively or postoperatively (Grade 1A).

3.5.1.2. For patients receiving fondaparinux as thromboprophylaxis in major orthopedic surgery, we recommend starting either 6 to 8 h after surgery or the next day (Grade 1A).
Screening for DVT Before Hospital Discharge

3.5.2. For asymptomatic patients following major orthopedic surgery, we recommend against the routine use of DUS screening before hospital discharge (Grade 1A).

Duration of Thromboprophylaxis

3.5.3.1. For patients undergoing total hip replacement, total knee replacement, or hip fracture surgery, we recommend thromboprophylaxis with one of the recommended options for at least 10 days (Grade 1A).

3.5.3.2. For patients undergoing total hip replacement, we recommend that thromboprophylaxis be extended beyond 10 days and up to 35 days after surgery (Grade 1A). The recommended options for extended thromboprophylaxis in total hip replacement include LMWH (Grade 1A), a VKA (Grade 1B), or fondaparinux (Grade 1C).

3.5.3.3. For patients undergoing total knee replacement, we suggest that thromboprophylaxis be extended beyond 10 days and up to 35 days after surgery (Grade 2B). The recommended options for extended thromboprophylaxis in total knee replacement include LMWH (Grade 1C), a VKA (Grade 1C), or fondaparinux (Grade 1C).

3.5.3.4. For patients undergoing hip fracture surgery, we recommend that thromboprophylaxis be extended beyond 10 days and up to 35 days after surgery (Grade 1A). The recommended options for extended thromboprophylaxis in hip fracture surgery include fondaparinux (Grade 1A), LMWH (Grade 1C), or a VKA (Grade 1C).

3.6 Elective Spine Surgery

3.6.1. For patients undergoing spine surgery who do not have additional thromboembolic risk factors, we suggest that clinicians not routinely use specific thromboprophylaxis other than early and frequent ambulation (Grade 2C).

3.6.2. For patients undergoing spine surgery who have additional thromboembolic risk factors, such as advanced age, malignancy, presence of a neurologic deficit, previous VTE, or an anterior surgical approach, we recommend that one of the following thromboprophylaxis options be used: postoperative LDUH (Grade 1B), postoperative LMWH (Grade 1B), or optimal use of perioperative IPC (Grade 1B). An alternative consideration is GCS (Grade 2B).

3.6.3. For patients undergoing spine surgery who have multiple risk factors for VTE, we suggest that a pharmacologic method (ie, LDUH or LMWH) be combined with the optimal use of a mechanical method (ie, GCS and/or IPC) [Grade 2C].

3.7 Isolated Lower-Extremity Injuries Distal to the Knee

3.7.1. For patients with isolated lower-extremity injuries distal to the knee, we suggest that clinicians do not routinely use thromboprophylaxis (Grade 2A).

4.0 Neurosurgery

4.0.1. For patients undergoing major neurosurgery, we recommend that thromboprophylaxis be used routinely (Grade 1A), with optimal use of IPC (Grade 1A). Acceptable alternatives to IPC are postoperative LMWH (Grade 2A) or LDUH (Grade 2B).

4.0.2. For patients undergoing major neurosurgery who have a particularly high thrombosis risk, we suggest that a mechanical method (ie, GCS and/or IPC) be combined with a pharmacologic method (ie, postoperative LMWH or LDUH) [Grade 2B].

5.0 Trauma, Spinal Cord Injury, Burns

5.1 Trauma

5.1.1. For all major trauma patients, we recommend routine thromboprophylaxis, if possible (Grade 1A).

5.1.2. For major trauma patients, in the absence of a major contraindication, we recommend that clinicians use LMWH thromboprophylaxis starting as soon as it is considered safe to do so (Grade 1A). An acceptable alternative is the combination of LMWH and the optimal use of a mechanical method of thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1B).

5.1.3. For major trauma patients, if LMWH thromboprophylaxis is contraindicated due to active bleeding or high risk for clinically important bleeding, we recommend that mechanical thromboprophylaxis with IPC, or possibly with GCS alone, be used (Grade 1B). When the high bleeding risk decreases, we recommend that pharmacologic thromboprophylaxis be substituted for or added to the mechanical thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1C).

5.1.4. In trauma patients, we recommend against...
routine DUS screening for asymptomatic DVT (Grade 1B). We do recommend DUS screening in patients who are at high risk for VTE (e.g., in the presence of a spinal cord injury [SCI], lower-extremity or pelvic fracture, or major head injury) and who have received suboptimal thromboprophylaxis or no thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1C).

5.1.5. For trauma patients, we recommend against the use of an inferior vena cava filter as thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1C).

5.1.6. For major trauma patients, we recommend the continuation of thromboprophylaxis until hospital discharge (Grade 1C). For trauma patients with impaired mobility who undergo inpatient rehabilitation, we suggest continuing thromboprophylaxis with LMWH or a VKA (target INR, 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) [Grade 2C].

5.2 Acute SCI

5.2.1. For all patients with acute SCI, we recommend that routine thromboprophylaxis be provided (Grade 1A).

5.2.2. For patients with acute SCI, we recommend thromboprophylaxis with LMWH, commenced once primary hemostasis is evident (Grade 1B). Alternatives include the combined use of IPC and either LDUH (Grade 1B) or LWMH (Grade 1C).

5.2.3. For patients with acute SCI, we recommend the optimal use of IPC and/or GCS if anticoagulant thromboprophylaxis is contraindicated because of high bleeding risk early after injury (Grade 1A). When the high bleeding risk decreases, we recommend that pharmacologic thromboprophylaxis be substituted for or added to the mechanical thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1C).

5.2.4. For patients with an incomplete SCI associated with evidence of a spinal hematoma on CT or MRI, we recommend the use of mechanical thromboprophylaxis instead of anticoagulant thromboprophylaxis at least for the first few days after injury (Grade 1C).

5.2.5. Following acute SCI, we recommend against the use of LDUH alone (Grade 1A).

5.2.6. For patients with SCI, we recommend against the use of an inferior vena cava filter as thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1C).

5.2.7. For patients undergoing rehabilitation following acute SCI, we recommend the continuation of LMWH thromboprophylaxis or conversion to an oral VKA (INR target, 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) [Grade 1C].

5.3 Burns

5.3.1. For burn patients who have additional risk factors for VTE, including one or more of the following: advanced age, morbid obesity, extensive or lower-extremity burns, concomitant lower-extremity trauma, use of a femoral venous catheter, and/or prolonged immobility, we recommend routine thromboprophylaxis if possible (Grade 1A).

5.3.2. For burn patients who have additional risk factors for VTE, if there are no contraindications, we recommend the use of either LMWH or LDUH, starting as soon as it is considered safe to do so (Grade 1C).

5.3.3. For burn patients who have a high bleeding risk, we recommend mechanical thromboprophylaxis with GCS and/or IPC until the bleeding risk decreases (Grade 1A).

6.0 Medical Conditions

6.0.1. For acutely ill medical patients admitted to hospital with congestive heart failure or severe respiratory disease, or who are confined to bed and have one or more additional risk factors, including active cancer, previous VTE, sepsis, acute neurologic disease, or inflammatory bowel disease, we recommend thromboprophylaxis with LMWH (Grade 1A), LDUH (Grade 1A), or fondaparinux (Grade 1A).

6.0.2. For medical patients with risk factors for VTE, and in whom there is a contraindication to anticoagulant thromboprophylaxis, we recommend the optimal use of mechanical thromboprophylaxis with GCS or IPC (Grade 1A).

7.0 Cancer Patients

7.0.1. For cancer patients undergoing surgical procedures, we recommend routine thromboprophylaxis that is appropriate for the type of surgery (Grade 1A). Refer to the recommendations in the relevant surgical subsections.

7.0.2. For cancer patients who are bedridden with an acute medical illness, we recommend routine thromboprophylaxis as for other high-risk medical patients (Grade 1A). Refer to the recommendations in Section 6.0.

7.0.3. For cancer patients with indwelling central venous catheters, we recommend that clinicians not use either prophylactic doses of LMWH (Grade 1B) or mini-dose warfarin (Grade 1B) to try to prevent catheter-related thrombosis.
7.0.4. For cancer patients receiving chemotherapy or hormonal therapy, we recommend against the routine use of thromboprophylaxis for the primary prevention of VTE (Grade 1C).

7.0.5. For cancer patients, we recommend against the routine use of primary thromboprophylaxis to try to improve survival (Grade 1B).

8.0 Critical Care

8.1. For patients admitted to a critical care unit, we recommend routine assessment for VTE risk and routine thromboprophylaxis in most (Grade 1A).

8.2. For critical care patients who are at moderate risk for VTE (eg, medically ill or postoperative general surgery patients), we recommend using LMWH or LDUH thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1A).

8.3. For critical care patients who are at higher risk (eg, following major trauma or orthopedic surgery), we recommend LMWH thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1A).

8.4. For critical care patients who are at high risk for bleeding, we recommend the optimal use of mechanical thromboprophylaxis with GCS and/or IPC at least until the bleeding risk decreases (Grade 1A). When the high bleeding risk decreases, we recommend that pharmacologic thromboprophylaxis be substituted for or added to the mechanical thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1C).

9.0 Long-Distance Travel

9.1. For travelers who are taking flights > 8 h, we recommend the following general measures: avoidance of constrictive clothing around the lower extremities or waist, maintenance of adequate hydration, and frequent calf muscle contraction (Grade 1C).

9.2. For long-distance travelers with additional risk factors for VTE, we recommend the general measures listed above. If active thromboprophylaxis is considered because of a perceived high risk of VTE, we suggest the use of properly fitted, below-knee GCS, providing 15 to 30 mm Hg of pressure at the ankle (Grade 2C), or a single prophylactic dose of LMWH, injected prior to departure (Grade 2C).

9.3. For long-distance travelers, we recommend against the use of aspirin for VTE prevention (Grade 1B).

Antithrombotic Therapy for Venous Thromboembolic Disease

1.1 Initial Anticoagulation of Acute DVT of the Leg

1.1.1. For patients with objectively confirmed DVT, we recommend short-term treatment with SC LMWH (Grade 1A), IV UFH (Grade 1A), monitored SC UFH (Grade 1A), fixed-dose SC UFH (Grade 1A), or SC fondaparinux (Grade 1A) rather than no such acute treatment.

1.1.2. For patients with a high clinical suspicion of DVT, we recommend treatment with anticoagulants while awaiting the outcome of diagnostic tests (Grade 1C).

1.1.3. In patients with acute DVT, we recommend initial treatment with LMWH, UFH, or fondaparinux for at least 5 days and until the INR is ≥ 2.0 for 24 h (Grade 1C).

1.1.4. In patients with acute DVT, we recommend initiation of VKA together with LMWH, UFH, or fondaparinux on the first treatment day rather than delayed initiation of VKA (Grade 1A).

1.2 IV UFH for the Initial Treatment of DVT

1.2.1. In patients with acute DVT, if IV UFH is chosen, we recommend that, after an initial IV bolus (80 U/kg or 5,000 U) it be administered by continuous infusion (initially at a dose of 18 U/kg/h or 1,300 U/h) with dose adjustment to achieve and maintain an APTT prolongation that corresponds to plasma heparin levels of 0.3 to 0.7 IU/mL anti-Xa activity by the amidolytic assay rather than administration as IV boluses throughout treatment, or administration without coagulation monitoring (Grade 1C).

1.3 SC UFH Compared With IV Heparin for the Initial Treatment of DVT

1.3.1. In patients with acute DVT, if monitored SC UFH is chosen, we recommend an initial dose of 17,500 U, or a weight-adjusted dose of about 250 U/kg, bid, with dose adjustment to achieve and maintain an APTT prolongation that corresponds to plasma heparin levels of 0.3 to 0.7 IU/mL anti-Xa activity when measured 6 h after injection rather than starting with a smaller initial dose (Grade 1C) [see also Section 1.5].

1.3.2. In patients with acute DVT, if fixed-dose, unmonitored SC UFH is chosen, we recommend an initial dose of 333 U/kg followed by a twice-daily dose of 250 U/kg rather than nonweight-based dosing (Grade 1C) [see also Section 1.5].
1.4 LMWH for the Initial Treatment of DVT

1.4.1. In patients with acute DVT, we recommend initial treatment with LMWH SC once or twice daily, as an outpatient if possible (Grade 1C) or as an inpatient if necessary (Grade 1A), rather than treatment with IV UFH.

1.4.2. In patients with acute DVT treated with LMWH, we recommend against routine monitoring with anti-factor Xa level measurements (Grade 1A).

1.4.3. In patients with acute DVT and severe renal failure, we suggest UFH over LMWH (Grade 2C).

1.9 Catheter-Directed Thrombolysis for Acute DVT

1.9.1. In selected patients with extensive acute proximal DVT (eg, iliofemoral DVT, symptoms for < 14 days, good functional status, life expectancy of ≥ 1 year) who have a low risk of bleeding, we suggest that catheter-directed thrombolysis may be used to reduce acute symptoms and postthrombotic morbidity if appropriate expertise and resources are available (Grade 2B).

1.9.2. After successful catheter-directed thrombolysis in patients with acute DVT, we suggest correction of underlying venous lesions using balloon angioplasty and stents (Grade 2C).

1.9.3. We suggest pharmacomechanical thrombolysis (eg, with inclusion of thrombus fragmentation and/or aspiration) in preference to catheter-directed thrombolysis alone to shorten treatment time if appropriate expertise and resources are available (Grade 2C).

1.9.4. After successful catheter-directed thrombolysis in patients with acute DVT, we recommend the same intensity and duration of anticoagulant therapy afterwards as for comparable patients who do not undergo catheter-directed thrombolysis (Grade 1C).

1.10 Systemic Thromolytic Therapy for Acute DVT

1.10.1. In selected patients with extensive proximal DVT (eg, symptoms for < 14 days, good functional status, life expectancy of ≥ 1 year) who have a low risk of bleeding, we suggest that systemic thrombolytic therapy may be used to reduce acute symptoms and postthrombotic morbidity if catheter-directed thrombolysis is not available (Grade 2C).
2.1.2. For patients with unprovoked DVT, we recommend treatment with a VKA for at least 3 months (Grade 1A). We recommend that after 3 months of anticoagulant therapy, all patients with unprovoked DVT should be evaluated for the risk-benefit ratio of long-term therapy (Grade 1C). For patients with a first unprovoked VTE that is a proximal DVT, and in whom risk factors for bleeding are absent and for whom good anticoagulant monitoring is achievable, we recommend long-term treatment (Grade 1A).

Underlying values and preferences: This recommendation attaches a relatively high value to prevention of recurrent VTE and a lower value to the burden of long-term anticoagulant therapy.

For patients with a second episode of unprovoked VTE, we recommend long-term treatment (Grade 1A). For patients with a first isolated distal DVT that is unprovoked, we suggest that 3 months of anticoagulant therapy is sufficient rather than indefinite therapy (Grade 2B).

2.1.3. For patients with DVT and cancer, we recommend LMWH for the first 3 to 6 months of long-term anticoagulant therapy (Grade 1A). For these patients, we recommend subsequent anticoagulant therapy with VKA or LMWH indefinitely or until the cancer is resolved (also, see Section 2.4) [Grade 1C].

2.1.4. In patients who receive long-term anticoagulant treatment, the risk-benefit ratio of continuing such treatment should be reassessed in the individual patient at periodic intervals (Grade 1C).

2.2 Intensity of Anticoagulant Effect

2.2.1. In patients with DVT, we recommend that the dose of VKA be adjusted to maintain a target INR of 2.5 (INR range, 2.0 to 3.0) for all treatment durations (Grade 1A). For patients with unprovoked DVT who have a strong preference for less frequent INR testing to monitor their therapy, after the first 3 months of conventional-intensity anticoagulation (INR range, 2.0 to 3.0), we recommend low-intensity therapy (INR range, 1.5 to 1.9) with less frequent INR monitoring over stopping treatment (Grade 1A). We recommend against high-intensity VKA therapy (INR range, 3.1 to 4.0) compared to an INR range of 2.0 to 3.0 (Grade 1A).

2.6 Treatment of Asymptomatic DVT of the Leg

2.6.1. In patients who are unexpectedly found to have asymptomatic DVT, we recommend the same initial and long-term anticoagulation as for comparable patients with symptomatic DVT (Grade 1C).

3.1 Elastic Stockings and Compression Bandages
To Prevent Postthrombotic Syndrome

3.1.1. For a patient who has had a symptomatic proximal DVT, we recommend the use of an elastic compression stocking with an ankle pressure gradient of 30 to 40 mm Hg if feasible (Grade 1A). Compression therapy, which may include use of bandages acutely, should be started as soon as feasible after starting anticoagulant therapy and should be continued for a minimum of 2 years, and longer if patients have symptoms of the postthrombotic syndrome (PTS). (Note: feasibility, both short and long term, refers to ability of patients and their caregivers to apply and remove stockings.)

Underlying values and preferences: This recommendation attaches a relatively high value to long-term prevention of the postthrombotic syndrome (PTS) and a low value to the burden (e.g., inconvenience or discomfort) associated with wearing stockings.

3.2 Physical Treatment of PTS Without Venous Leg Ulcers

3.2.1. For patients with severe edema of the leg due to PTS, we suggest a course of IPC (Grade 2B).

3.2.2. For patients with mild edema of the leg due to PTS, we suggest the use of elastic compression stockings (Grade 2C).

3.3 Physical Treatment of Venous Leg Ulcers

3.3.1. In patients with venous ulcers resistant to healing with wound care and compression, we suggest the addition of IPC (Grade 2B).

3.4 Hyperbaric Oxygen and the Management of Patients With Venous Ulcers

3.4.1. For patients with venous ulcers, we suggest that hyperbaric oxygen not be used (Grade 2B).

3.5.1 Pentoxifylline

3.5.1. In patients with venous leg ulcers, we suggest pentoxifylline, 400 mg po tid, in addition to local care and compression and/or IPC (Grade 2B).
3.5.2 Micronized Purified Flavonoid Fraction or Sulodexide for the Treatment of Venous Leg Ulcers

3.5.2. In patients with persistent venous ulcers, we suggest that rutosides, in the form of micronized purified flavonoid fraction given orally, or sulodexide administered intramuscularly and then orally, be added to local care and compression (Grade 2B).

4.1 IV or SC UFH, SC LMWH, SC Fondaparinux, and VKA for the Initial Treatment of Pulmonary Embolism

4.1.1. For patients with objectively confirmed pulmonary embolism (PE), we recommend short-term treatment with SC LMWH (Grade 1A), IV UFH (Grade 1A), monitored SC UFH (Grade 1A), fixed-dose SC UFH (Grade 1A), or SC fondaparinux (Grade 1A) rather than no such acute treatment. Patients with acute PE should also be routinely assessed for treatment with thrombolytic therapy (see Section 4.3 for related discussion and recommendations).

4.1.2. For patients in whom there is a high clinical suspicion of PE, we recommend treatment with anticoagulants while awaiting the outcome of diagnostic tests (Grade 1C).

4.1.3. In patients with acute PE, we recommend initial treatment with LMWH, UFH, or fondaparinux for at least 5 days and until the INR is ≥ 2.0 for at least 24 h (Grade 1C).

4.1.4. In patients with acute PE, we recommend initiation of VKA together with LMWH, UFH, or fondaparinux on the first treatment day rather than delayed initiation of VKA (Grade 1A).

4.1.5. In patients with acute PE, if IV UFH is chosen, we recommend that after an initial IV bolus (80 U/kg or 5,000 U), it is administered by continuous infusion (initially at dose of 18 U/kg/h or 1,300 U/h) with dose adjustment to achieve and maintain an APTT prolongation that corresponds to plasma heparin levels of 0.3 to 0.7 IU/mL anti-Xa activity by the amidolytic assay rather than administration as IV boluses throughout treatment, or administration without coagulation monitoring (Grade 1C).

4.1.6. In patients with acute PE, if monitored SC UFH is chosen, we recommend an initial dose of 17,500 U, or a weight-adjusted dose of about 250 U/kg, bid, with dose adjustment to achieve and maintain an APTT prolongation that corresponds to plasma heparin levels of 0.3 to 0.7 IU/mL anti-Xa activity when measured 6 h after injection rather than starting with a smaller initial dose (Grade 1C).

4.1.7. In patients with acute PE, if fixed-dose, unmonitored SC UFH is chosen, we recommend an initial dose of 333 U/kg followed by a twice-daily dose of 250 U/kg rather than nonweight-based dosing (Grade 1C).

4.1.8. In patients with acute nonmassive PE, we recommend initial treatment with LMWH over IV UFH (Grade 1A). In patients with massive PE, in other situations where there is concern about SC absorption, or in patients in whom thrombolytic therapy is being considered or planned, we suggest IV UFH over SC LMWH, SC fondaparinux, or SC UFH (Grade 2C).

4.1.9. In patients with acute PE treated with LMWH, we recommend against routine monitoring with anti-factor Xa level measurements (Grade 1A).

4.1.10. In patients with acute PE and severe renal failure, we suggest UFH over LMWH (Grade 2C).

4.3 Systemically and Locally Administered Thrombolytic Therapy for PE

4.3.1. All PE patients should undergo rapid risk stratification (Grade 1C). For patients with evidence of hemodynamic compromise, we recommend use of thrombolytic therapy unless there are major contraindications owing to bleeding risk (Grade 1B). Thrombolysis in these high-risk patients should not be delayed, because irreversible cardiogenic shock may ensue. In selected high-risk patients without hypotension who are judged to have a low risk of bleeding, we suggest administration of thrombolytic therapy (Grade 2B). The decision to use thrombolytic therapy depends on the clinician’s assessment of PE severity, prognosis, and risk of bleeding. For the majority of patients with PE, we recommend against using thrombolytic therapy (Grade 1B).

4.3.2. In patients with acute PE, if a thrombolytic agent is used, we recommend that treatment be administered via a peripheral vein rather than placing a pulmonary artery catheter to administer treatment (Grade 1B).

4.3.3. In patients with acute PE, with administration of thrombolytic therapy, we recommend use of regimens with short infusion times (eg, a 2-h infusion) over those with prolonged infusion times (eg, a 24-h infusion) (Grade 1B).

4.4 Catheter Extraction or Fragmentation for the Initial Treatment of PE

4.4.1. For most patients with PE, we recommend against use of interventional catheteriza-
tion techniques (Grade 1C). In selected highly compromised patients who are unable to receive thrombolytic therapy because of bleeding risk, or whose critical status does not allow sufficient time for systemic thrombolytic therapy to be effective, we suggest use of interventional catheterization techniques if appropriate expertise is available (Grade 2C).

4.5 Pulmonary Embolectomy for the Initial Treatment of PE

4.5.1. In selected highly compromised patients who are unable to receive thrombolytic therapy because of bleeding risk, or whose critical status does not allow sufficient time for systemic thrombolytic therapy to be effective, we suggest use of pulmonary embolectomy if appropriate expertise is available (Grade 2C).

4.6 Vena Caval Filters for the Initial Treatment of PE

4.6.1. For most patients with PE, we recommend against the routine use of a vena caval filter in addition to anticoagulants (Grade 1A).

4.6.2. In patients with acute PE, if anticoagulant therapy is not possible because of risk of bleeding, we recommend placement of an inferior vena caval filter (Grade 1C).

4.6.3. For patients with acute PE who have an inferior vena caval filter inserted as an alternative to anticoagulation, we recommend that they should subsequently receive a conventional course of anticoagulant therapy if their risk of bleeding resolves (Grade 1C).

5.0 Long-term Treatment of Acute PE

5.1.1. For patients with PE secondary to a transient (reversible) risk factor, we recommend treatment with a VKA for 3 months over treatment for shorter periods (Grade 1A).

5.1.2. For patients with unprovoked PE, we recommend treatment with a VKA for at least 3 months (Grade 1A). We recommend that after 3 months of anticoagulant therapy, all patients with unprovoked PE should be evaluated for the risk-benefit ratio of long-term therapy (Grade 1C). For patients with a first unprovoked episode of VTE that is a PE, and in whom risk factors for bleeding are absent and for whom good anticoagulant monitoring is achievable, we recommend long-term treatment (Grade 1A). Underlying values and preferences: This recommendation attaches a relatively high value to prevention of recurrent VTE and a lower value to the burden of long-term anticoagulant therapy.

For patients with a second episode of unprovoked VTE, we recommend long-term treatment (Grade 1A).

5.1.3. For patients with PE and cancer, we recommend LMWH for the first 3 to 6 months of long-term anticoagulant therapy (Grade 1A). For these patients, we recommend subsequent anticoagulant therapy with VKA or LMWH indefinitely or until the cancer is resolved (Grade 1C).

5.1.4. In patients who receive long-term anticoagulant treatment, the risk-benefit ratio of continuing such treatment should be reassessed in the individual patient at periodic intervals (Grade 1C).

5.1.5. In patients with PE, we recommend that the dose of VKA be adjusted to maintain a target INR of 2.5 (INR range, 2.0 to 3.0) for all treatment durations (Grade 1A). For patients with unprovoked PE who have a strong preference for less frequent INR testing to monitor their therapy, after the first 3 months of conventional-intensity anticoagulation (INR range, 2.0 to 3.0), we recommend low-intensity therapy (INR range, 1.5 to 1.9) with less frequent INR monitoring over stopping treatment (Grade 1A). We recommend against high-intensity VKA therapy (INR range, 3.1 to 4.0) compared with an INR range of 2.0 to 3.0 (Grade 1A).

5.1.6. In patients who are unexpectedly found to have asymptomatic PE, we recommend the same initial and long-term anticoagulation as for comparable patients with symptomatic PE (Grade 1C).

6.1 Pulmonary Thromboendarterectomy, VKA, and Vena Caval Filter for the Treatment of CTPH

6.1.1. In selected patients with chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTPH), such as those with central disease under the care of an experienced surgical/medical team, we recommend pulmonary thromboendarterectomy (Grade 1C).

6.1.2. For all patients with CTPH, we recommend life-long treatment with a VKA targeted to an INR of 2.0 to 3.0 (Grade 1C).

6.1.3. For patients with CTPH undergoing pulmonary thromboendarterectomy, we suggest the placement of a permanent vena caval filter before or at the time of the procedure (Grade 2C).

6.1.4. For patients with inoperable CTPH, we suggest referral to a center with expertise in
pulmonary hypertension so that patients can be evaluated for alternative treatments, such as vasodilator therapy or balloon pulmonary angioplasty (Grade 2C).

7.1 Treatment of Infusion Thrombophlebitis

7.1.1. For patients with symptomatic infusion thrombophlebitis as a complication of IV infusion, we suggest oral diclofenac or another nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drug (Grade 2B), topical diclofenac gel (Grade 2B), or heparin gel (Grade 2B) until resolution of symptoms or for up to 2 weeks. We recommend against the use of systemic anticoagulation (Grade 1C).

7.2 Treatment of Superficial Vein Thrombosis

7.2.1. For patients with spontaneous superficial vein thrombosis, we suggest prophylactic or intermediate doses of LMWH (Grade 2B) or intermediate doses of UFH (Grade 2B) for at least 4 weeks. We suggest that as an alternative to 4 weeks of LMWH or UFH, VKA (target INR, 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) can be overlapped with 5 days of UFH and LMWH and continued for 4 weeks (Grade 2C). We suggest that oral nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs should not be used in addition to anticoagulation (Grade 2B). We recommend medical treatment with anticoagulants over surgical treatment (Grade 1B).

Remark: It is likely that less extensive superficial vein thrombosis (ie, where the affected venous segment is short in length or further from the saphenofemoral junction) does not require treatment with anticoagulants. It is reasonable to use oral or topical nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs for symptom control in such cases.

8.1 IV UFH or LMWH for the Initial Treatment of UEDVT

8.1.1. For patients with acute upper-extremity DVT, we recommend initial treatment with therapeutic doses of LMWH, UFH, or fondaparinux as described for leg DVT (see Section 1) [Grade 1C].

8.2 Thrombolytic Therapy for the Initial Treatment of UEDVT

8.2.1. For most patients with acute upper-extremity DVT, we recommend against the routine use of systemic or catheter-directed thrombolytic therapy (Grade 1C).

8.2.2. In selected patients with acute upper-extremity DVT (eg, in those with a low risk of bleeding and severe symptoms of recent onset) we suggest a short course of catheter-directed thrombolytic therapy may be used for initial treatment if appropriate expertise and resources are available (Grade 2C).

8.3 Catheter Extraction, Surgical Thrombectomy, Transluminal Angioplasty, Stent Placement, Staged Approach of Lysis Followed by Interventional or Surgical Procedure, and Superior Vena Cava Filter Insertion, for the Initial Treatment of UEDVT

8.3.1. For most patients with acute upper-extremity DVT, we recommend against the routine use of catheter extraction, surgical thrombectomy, transluminal angioplasty, stent placement, staged approach of lysis followed by interventional or surgical procedure, or superior vena cava filter placement (Grade 1C).

8.3.2. In selected patients with acute upper-extremity DVT (eg, those with primary upper-extremity DVT and failure of anticoagulant or thrombolytic treatment who have severe persistent symptoms), we suggest that catheter extraction, surgical thrombectomy, transluminal angioplasty, or a staged approach of lysis followed by a vascular interventional or surgical procedure may be used, if appropriate expertise and resources are available (all Grade 2C).

8.3.3. In selected patients with acute upper-extremity DVT (eg, those in whom anticoagulant treatment is contraindicated and there is clear evidence of DVT progression or clinically significant PE), we suggest placement of a superior vena cava filter (Grade 2C).

8.4 Anticoagulants for the Long-term Treatment of UEDVT

8.4.1. For patients with acute upper-extremity DVT, we recommend treatment with a VKA for ≥ 3 months (Grade 1C).

Remark: A similar process as for lower-extremity DVT (see Section 2) should be used to determine the optimal duration of anticoagulation.

8.4.2. For most patients with upper-extremity DVT in association with an indwelling central venous catheter, we suggest that the catheter not be removed if it is functional and there is an ongoing need for the catheter (Grade 2C).

8.4.3. For patients who have upper-extremity DVT in association with an indwelling central venous catheter that is removed, we do not recommend that the duration of long-term anticoagulant treatment be shortened to < 3 months (Grade 2C).
8.5 Prevention of PTS of the Arm

8.5.1. For patients at risk for PTS after upper-extremity DVT, we do not suggest routine use of elastic compression or venoactive medications (Grade 2C).

8.6 Treatment of PTS of the Arm

8.6.1. In patients with upper-extremity DVT who have persistent edema and pain, we suggest elastic bandages or elastic compression sleeves to reduce symptoms of PTS of the upper extremity (Grade 2C).

ANTITHROMBOTIC THERAPY IN AF

1.1 AF

1.1.1. In patients with AF, including those with paroxysmal AF, who have had a prior ischemic stroke, transient ischemic attack, or systemic embolism, we recommend long-term anticoagulation with an oral VKA, such as warfarin, targeted at an INR of 2.5 (range, 2.0 to 3.0) because of the high risk of future ischemic stroke faced by this set of patients (Grade 1A). Timing of the initiation of VKA therapy after an acute ischemic stroke involves balancing the risk of hemorrhagic conversion with short-term risk of recurrent ischemic stroke and is addressed in “Ischemic Stroke” chapter by Albers et al in this supplement.

1.1.2. In patients with AF, including those with paroxysmal AF, who have two or more of the following risk factors for future ischemic stroke, we recommend long-term anticoagulation with an oral VKA, such as warfarin, targeted at an INR of 2.5 (range, 2.0 to 3.0) because of the increased risk of future ischemic stroke faced by this set of patients (Grade 1A). Two or more of the following risk factors apply: (1) age > 75 years, (2) history of hypertension, (3) diabetes mellitus, and (4) moderately or severely impaired left ventricular systolic function and/or heart failure.

Remark: Recommendations 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 correspond to a recommendation of oral VKA therapy for individuals with a score ≥ 2 using the CHADS2 classification. For these and all other recommendations of long-term therapy in this chapter, “long-term” means lifelong unless a contraindication emerges.

1.1.3. In patients with AF, including those with paroxysmal AF, with only one of the risk factors listed below, we recommend long-term antithrombotic therapy (Grade 1A), either as anticoagulation with an oral VKA, such as warfarin, targeted at an INR of 2.5 (range, 2.0 to 3.0) [Grade 1A], or as aspirin, at a dose of 75 to 325 mg/d (Grade 1B). For these patients at intermediate risk of ischemic stroke, we suggest a VKA rather than aspirin (Grade 2A). This set of patients with AF is defined by having one of the following risk factors: (1) age > 75 years, (2) history of hypertension, (3) diabetes mellitus, and (4) moderately or severely impaired left ventricular systolic function and/or heart failure.

1.1.4. In patients with AF, including those with paroxysmal AF, aged ≤ 75 years and with none of the other risk factors listed above, we recommend long-term aspirin therapy at a dose of 75 to 325 mg/d (Grade 1B) because of their low risk of ischemic stroke.

Underlying values and preferences: Anticoagulation with oral VKAs, such as warfarin, has far greater efficacy than aspirin in preventing stroke, and particularly in preventing severe ischemic stroke, in AF. We recommend the option of aspirin therapy for lower risk groups in 1.1.3 and 1.1.4, above, estimating the absolute expected benefit of anticoagulant therapy may not be worth the increased hemorrhagic risk and burden of anticoagulation. Individual lower-risk patients may rationally choose anticoagulation over aspirin therapy to gain greater protection against ischemic stroke if they value protection against stroke much more highly than reducing risk of hemorrhage and the burden of managing anticoagulation. Our recommendations assume that the patient is not at high risk for bleeding and that good control of anticoagulation will occur.

Remarks: These recommendations apply to patients with persistent or paroxysmal AF and not to patients with a single brief episode of AF due to a reversible cause, such as an acute pulmonary infection. The optimal dose of aspirin for patients with AF is unclear. The largest effect of aspirin was seen in the first Stroke Prevention in AF (SPAF I) trial, which used aspirin at 325 mg/d. However, generalizing from trials of aspirin for all antithrombotic indications and from physiologic studies, we feel the best balance of efficacy and safety is achieved at low doses of aspirin, ie, 75 to 100 mg/d (see the “Antiplatelet Drugs” chapter by Patrono et al in this supplement).

1.2 Atrial Flutter

1.2. For patients with atrial flutter, we recommend that antithrombotic therapy decisions follow the same risk-based recommendations as for AF (Grade 1C).
1.3 Valvular Heart Disease and AF

1.3.1. For patients with AF and mitral stenosis, we recommend long-term anticoagulation with an oral VKA, such as warfarin (target INR 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) [Grade 1B].

1.3.2. For patients with AF and prosthetic heart valves, we recommend long-term anticoagulation with an oral VKA, such as warfarin, at a dose intensity appropriate for the specific type of prosthesis (Grade 1B). See the “Valvular and Structural Heart Disease” chapter by Salem et al for antithrombotic management of patients with valvular heart disease and AF.

1.4 AF Following Cardiac Surgery

1.4. For patients with AF occurring shortly after open-heart surgery and lasting $\geq 48$ h, we suggest anticoagulation with an oral VKA, such as warfarin, if bleeding risks are acceptable (Grade 2C). The target INR is 2.5 (range, 2.0 to 3.0). We suggest continuing anticoagulation for 4 weeks following reversion to and maintenance of normal sinus rhythm, particularly if patients have risk factors for thromboembolism (Grade 2C).

2.1 Anticoagulation for Elective Cardioversion of AF

2.1.1. For patients with AF of $\geq 48$ h or of unknown duration for whom pharmacologic or electrical cardioversion is planned, we recommend anticoagulation with an oral VKA, such as warfarin, at a target INR of 2.5 (range, 2.0 to 3.0) for 3 weeks before elective cardioversion and for at least 4 weeks after sinus rhythm has been maintained (Grade 1C).

   Remark: This recommendation applies to all patients with AF, including those whose risk factor status would otherwise indicate a low risk for stroke. Patients with risk factors for thromboembolism should continue anticoagulation beyond 4 weeks unless there is convincing evidence that sinus rhythm is maintained. For patients with recurrent episodes of AF, Recommendations 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3, and 1.1.4 apply.

2.1.2. For patients with AF of $\geq 48$ h or of unknown duration who are undergoing pharmacologic or electrical cardioversion, we recommend either immediate anticoagulation with IV UFH (target PTT of 60 s; range, 50 to 70 s) or LMWH (at full DVT treatment doses), or at least 5 days of warfarin (target INR of 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) at the time of cardioversion and performance of a screening multiplane TEE. If no thrombus is seen, cardioversion is successful, and sinus rhythm is maintained, we recommend anticoagulation (target INR, 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) for at least 4 weeks. If a thrombus is seen on TEE, then cardioversion should be postponed and anticoagulation should be continued indefinitely. We recommend obtaining a repeat TEE before attempting later cardioversion (all Grade 1B addressing the equivalence of TEE-guided vs non–TEE-guided cardioversion; see Recommendation 2.1.1, above).

   Remark: The utility of the conventional and TEE-guided approaches is likely comparable. This recommendation applies to all patients with AF, including those whose risk factor status would otherwise indicate a low risk for stroke. Patients with risk factors for thromboembolism should continue anticoagulation beyond 4 weeks unless there is convincing evidence that sinus rhythm is maintained. For patients with recurrent episodes of AF, Recommendations 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3, and 1.1.4 apply.

2.1.3. For patients with AF of known duration $< 48$ h, we suggest that cardioversion be performed without prolonged anticoagulation (Grade 2C). However, in patients without contraindications to anticoagulation, we suggest beginning IV heparin (target PTT, 60 s; range, 50 to 70 s) or LMWH (at full DVT treatment doses) at presentation (Grade 2C).

   Remark: For patients with risk factors for stroke, it is particularly important to be confident that the duration of AF is $< 48$ h. In such patients with risk factors, a TEE-guided approach (see section 2.12, previously) is a reasonable alternative strategy. Post-cardioversion anticoagulation is based on whether the patient has experienced more than one episode of AF and on his or her risk factor status. For patients with recurrent episodes of AF, Recommendations 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3, and 1.1.4 apply.

2.1.4. For emergency cardioversion in the hemodynamically unstable patient, we suggest that IV UFH (target PTT of 60 s with a target range of 50 to 70 s) or LMWH (at full DVT treatment doses) be started as soon as possible, followed by at least 4 weeks of anticoagulation with an oral VKA, such as warfarin (target INR of 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) if cardioversion is successful and sinus rhythm is maintained (Grade 2C).

   Remark: Long-term continuation of anticoagulation is based on whether the patient has experienced more than one episode of AF and on his or her risk factor status. For patients experiencing more than one episode of AF, Recommendations 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3, and 1.1.4 apply.
2.1.5. For cardioversion of patients with atrial flutter, we suggest use of anticoagulants in the same way as for cardioversion of patients with AF (Grade 2C).

Valvular and Structural Heart Disease

1.1.1. For patients with rheumatic mitral valve disease complicated singly or in combination by the presence of AF, previous systemic embolism, or left atrial thrombus, we recommend VKA therapy (target INR, 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) [Grade 1A].

1.1.2. For patients with rheumatic mitral valve disease with AF who suffer systemic embolism or have left atrial thrombus while receiving VKAs at a therapeutic INR, we suggest the addition of low-dose aspirin (50 to 100 mg/d) therapy after consideration of the additional hemorrhagic risks (Grade 2C). An alternative strategy might be the adjustment of VKA dosing to achieve a higher target INR (target INR, 3.0; range, 2.5 to 3.5) [Grade 2C].

1.2.1. In patients with rheumatic mitral valve disease and normal sinus rhythm with the left atrial diameter > 55 mm, we suggest VKA therapy (target INR, 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) [Grade 2C].

Underlying values and preferences: This recommendation places a relatively high value on preventing systemic embolism and its consequences, and a relatively low value on avoiding the bleeding risk and inconvenience associated with VKA therapy.

1.2.2. In patients with rheumatic mitral valve disease and normal sinus rhythm with a left atrial diameter < 55 mm, we do not suggest antithrombotic therapy, unless a separate indication exists (Grade 2C).

1.3.1. For patients being considered for percutaneous mitral balloon valvotomy (PMBV), we recommend a preprocedural transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) to exclude left atrial thrombus (Grade 1C).

1.3.2. For patients being considered for PMBV hemorrhagic risks

2.1.5. For cardioversion of patients with atrial flutter, we suggest use of anticoagulants in the same way as for cardioversion of patients with AF (Grade 2C).
6.0.1. In patients with mechanical heart valves, we recommend VKA therapy (Grade 1A). In patients immediately following mechanical valve replacement, and as dictated by clinical concerns regarding postoperative bleeding, we suggest administration of IV UFH or SC LMWH until the INR is stable and at a therapeutic level for 2 consecutive days (Grade 2C).

6.0.2. In patients with a bileaflet mechanical valve or a Medtronic Hall tilting disk valve in the aortic position who are in sinus rhythm and without left atrial enlargement, we recommend long-term VKA therapy (target INR, 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) (Grade 1B).

6.0.3. In patients with a tilting disk or bileaflet mechanical valve in the mitral position, we recommend VKA therapy (target INR, 3.0; range, 2.5 to 3.5) (Grade 1B).

6.0.4. In patients with a caged ball or caged disk valve, we recommend long-term VKA therapy (target INR, 3.0; range, 2.5 to 3.5) (Grade 1B).

6.0.5. In patients with mechanical heart valves in either or both the aortic or mitral positions, and additional risk factors for thromboembolism, such as AF, anterior-apical ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction, left atrial enlargement, hypercoagulable state, or low ejection fraction, we recommend VKA therapy (target INR, 3.0; range, 2.5 to 3.5) (Grade 1B).

6.0.6. In patients with mechanical heart valves who have additional risk factors for thromboembolism, such as AF, hypercoagulable state, or low ejection fraction, or who have a history of atherosclerotic vascular disease, we recommend the addition of low-dose aspirin (50 to 100 mg/d) to long-term VKA therapy (Grade 1B).

6.0.7. In patients with mechanical prosthetic heart valves who suffer systemic embolism despite a therapeutic INR, we suggest the addition of aspirin (50 to 100 mg/d) if not previously provided and/or upward titration of VKA therapy to achieve a higher target INR. For a previous target INR of 2.5, we suggest the VKA dose be increased to achieve a target INR of 3.0 (range, 2.5 to 3.5). For a previous target INR of 3.0, we suggest the VKA dose be increased to achieve a target INR of 3.5 (range, 3.0 to 4.0) (Grade 2C).

7.0.1. In patients with a bioprosthesis valve in the mitral position, we recommend VKA therapy (target INR, 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) for the first 3 months after valve insertion (Grade 1B). In the early postoperative period, in the absence of concerns for significant bleeding, we suggest administration of IV UFH or SC LMWH until the INR is at therapeutic levels for 2 consecutive days (Grade 2C). After the first 3 months, in patients who are in sinus rhythm and have no other indication for VKA therapy, we recommend aspirin (50 to 100 mg/d) (Grade 1B).

7.0.2. In patients with aortic bioprosthetic valves, who are in sinus rhythm and have no other indication for VKA therapy, we recommend aspirin (50 to 100 mg/d) (Grade 1B).

7.0.3. In patients with bioprosthetic valves who have a prior history of systemic embolism, we recommend VKA therapy (target INR, 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) for at least 3 months after valve insertion, followed by clinical reassessment (Grade 1C).

7.0.4. In patients with bioprosthetic valves who have evidence of a left atrial thrombus at surgery, we recommend VKA therapy (target INR, 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) until documented thrombus resolution (Grade 1C).

7.0.5. In patients with bioprosthetic valves who have additional risk factors for thromboembolism, including AF, hypercoagulable state, or low ejection fraction, we recommend VKA therapy (target INR, 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) (Grade 1C). We suggest the addition of low-dose aspirin (50 to 100 mg/d) be considered, particularly in patients with history of atherosclerotic vascular disease (Grade 2C). We suggest aspirin not be added to long-term VKA therapy patients with bioprosthetic heart valves who are at particularly high risk of bleeding, such as patients with history of GI bleed or in patients > 80 years of age (Grade 2C).

8.0.1. For patients with right-sided prosthetic valve thrombosis (PVT) with large thrombus size or New York Heart Association functional class III to IV, we recommend administration of fibrinolytic therapy (Grade 1C).

8.0.2. For patients with left-sided PVT, New York Heart Association functional class I to II, and small thrombus area (< 0.8 cm²), we suggest administration of fibrinolytic therapy. Alternatively, administration of IV UFH accompanied by serial Doppler echocardiography to document thrombus resolution or improvement, can be considered for very small nonobstructive thrombus (Grade 2C).

8.0.3. For patients with left-sided PVT, New York Heart Association functional class III to IV, and small thrombus area (< 0.8 cm²), we
suggest fibrinolytic therapy (Grade 2C).

8.0.4. For patients with left-sided PVT and large thrombus area (≥ 0.8 cm²), we suggest emergency surgery be considered. If surgery is not available or considered high-risk, we suggest fibrinolytic therapy (Grade 2C).

8.0.5. For patients who have had successful resolution of PVT, we suggest initiation of IV UFH and VKA therapy. We suggest IV UFH be continued until a therapeutic INR is achieved. For a mechanical valve in the aortic position, we suggest maintaining a higher INR (target, 3.5; range, 3.0 to 4.0) plus aspirin (50 to 100 mg/d). For a mechanical valve in the mitral position, we suggest maintaining a higher INR (target 4.0; range 3.5 to 4.5) plus aspirin (50 to 100 mg/d) [Grade 2C].

9.1.1. In patients with infective endocarditis, we recommend against routine antithrombotic therapy, unless a separate indication exists (Grade 1B).

9.1.2. In the patient treated with VKA therapy who has infective endocarditis, we suggest VKA be discontinued at the time of initial presentation and UFH substituted, until it is clear that invasive procedures will not be required and the patient has stabilized without signs of CNS involvement. When the patient is deemed stable without contraindications or neurologic complications, we suggest reinstitution of long-term VKA therapy (Grade 2C).

9.2.1. In patients with nonbacterial thrombotic endocarditis and systemic or pulmonary emboli, we recommend treatment with full-dose IV UFH or SC LMWH (Grade 1C).

9.2.2. In patients with disseminated cancer or debilitating disease with aseptic vegetations, we suggest administration of full-dose IV UFH or SC LMWH (Grade 2C).

ANTITHROMBOTIC THERAPY AND THROMBOLYTIC THERAPY FOR ISCHEMIC STROKE

1.1 IV Tissue Plasminogen Activator for Acute Ischemic Stroke Within 3 h of Symptom Onset

1.1.1. For eligible patients (see inclusion and exclusion criteria listed below) we recommend administration of IV tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) in a dose of 0.9 mg/kg (maximum of 90 mg), with 10% of the total dose given as an initial bolus and the remainder infused over 60 min, provided that treatment is initiated within 3 h of clearly defined symptom onset (Grade 1A).

Underlying values and preferences: This recommendation places relatively more weight on overall prospects for long-term functional improvement despite the increased risk of symptomatic intracerebral hemorrhage in the immediate peristroke period.

1.1.2. We recommend that patients who are eligible for tPA be treated as quickly as possible within the 3-h time limit (Grade 1A).

Remark: All unnecessary delays must be avoided as the benefits of tPA therapy diminish rapidly over time.

1.1.3. For patients with extensive (> 1/3 of the middle cerebral artery territory) and clearly identifiable hypodensity on CT, we suggest not using of tPA (Grade 2B).

1.2 IV tPA for Acute Ischemic Stroke Between 3 h and 6 h of Symptom Onset

1.2. For patients with acute ischemic stroke of > 3 h but < 4.5 h, we suggest clinicians do not use IV tPA (Grade 2A). For patients with acute stroke onset of > 4.5 h we recommend against the use of IV tPA (Grade 1A).

Underlying values and preferences: This recommendation assumes a relatively low value on small increases in long-term functional improvement, a relatively high value on avoiding acute intracranial hemorrhage and death, and a relatively high degree of risk aversion.

1.3 IV Streptokinase for Acute Ischemic Stroke Between 0 h and 6 h of Symptom Onset

1.3. For patients with acute ischemic stroke, we recommend against streptokinase (Grade 1A).

1.4 Intraarterial Thrombolysis for Acute Ischemic Stroke

1.4.1. For patients with angiographically demonstrated middle cerebral artery occlusion and without signs major early infarct signs on the baseline CT or MRI scan, who can be treated within 6 h of symptom onset, we suggest intraarterial thrombolytic therapy with tPA for selected patients in centers with the appropriate neurologic and interventional expertise (Grade 2C).

1.4.2. For patients with acute basilar artery thrombosis and without major CT/MRI evidence of infarction, we suggest either intraarterial or IV thrombolysis with tPA depending on available resources and capabilities (Grade 2C).
2.1 Anticoagulants for Altering Outcomes Among Acute Stroke in Patients Not Eligible for Thrombolysis

2.1. For patients with acute ischemic stroke, we recommend against full-dose anticoagulation with IV, SC, or LMWHs or heparinoids (Grade 1B).

2.2 Antiplatelet Agents for Altering Outcomes in Acute Stroke Patients Not Eligible for Thrombolysis

2.2. For patients with acute ischemic stroke who are not receiving thrombolysis, we recommend early aspirin therapy (initial dose of 150 to 325 mg) [Grade 1A].

2.3 Antithrombotic Therapy for Prevention of DVT and PE in Acute Ischemic Stroke

2.3.1. For acute stroke patients with restricted mobility, we recommend prophylactic low-dose SC heparin or LMWHs (Grade 1A).

2.3.2. For patients who have contraindications to anticoagulants, we recommend IPC devices or elastic stockings (Grade 1B).

3.1 IPC for DVT/PE Prophylaxis in Patients With Intracerebral Hematoma

3.1. In patients with an acute intracerebral hematoma, we recommend the initial use of IPC devices (Grade 1B).

3.2 Heparin for DVT/PE Prophylaxis in Patients With Intracerebral Hematoma

3.2. In stable patients, we suggest low-dose SC heparin as soon as the second day after the onset of the hemorrhage (Grade 2C). Underlying values and preferences: Given the uncertainty about the risk of heparin in this setting, this recommendation places a relatively high value on reducing the consequences of thromboembolism and a relatively lower value on minimizing the risk of cerebral rebleeding.

4.1 Prevention of Cerebral Ischemic Events in Patients With Noncardioembolic Transient Ischemic Attack or Stroke: Antiplatelet Drugs vs Placebo or vs an Alternative Antiplatelet Drug

4.1.1. In patients who have experienced a noncardioembolic stroke or transient ischemic attack (ie, atherothrombotic, lacunar, or cryptogenic), we recommend treatment with an antiplatelet drug (Grade 1A). Aspirin, the combination of aspirin (25 mg) and extended-release dipyridamole (200 mg bid) and clopidogrel (75 qd) are all acceptable options for initial therapy. We recommend an aspirin dose of 50–100 mg/d over higher aspirin doses (Grade 1B).

4.1.2. In patients who have experienced a noncardioembolic stroke or transient ischemic attack, we recommend using the combination of aspirin and extended-release dipyridamole (25/200 mg bid) over aspirin (Grade 1A) and suggest clopidogrel over aspirin (Grade 2B). Underlying values and preferences: The implementation of the recommendation to use the combination of aspirin and extended-release dipyridamole over aspirin may vary based on cost, tolerability, availability, ease of use, and absolute risk.

4.1.3. In most patients with a noncardioembolic stroke or transient ischemic attack, we recommend avoiding long-term use of the combination of aspirin and clopidogrel (Grade 1B). In those with a recent acute myocardial infarction, other acute coronary syndrome, or a recently placed coronary stent, we recommend clopidogrel plus aspirin (75–100 mg) [Grade 1A]. The optimal duration of dual antiplatelet therapy depends on the specific cardiac indication (see other articles in this supplement) for recommended for specific indications.

4.1.4. For patients who are allergic to aspirin, we recommend clopidogrel (Grade 1A).

4.2 Prevention of Noncardioembolic Cerebral Ischemic Events: Oral Anticoagulants

4.2.1. For patients with noncardioembolic stroke or transient ischemic attack, we recommend antiplatelet agents over oral anticoagulation (Grade 1A).

4.3 Prevention of Cerebral Ischemic Events in Patients Undergoing Carotid Endarterectomy: Antiplatelet Agents

4.3. In patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy, we recommend aspirin (50 to 100 mg/d) prior to and following the procedure (Grade 1A).

4.4 Prevention of Cardioembolic Cerebral Ischemic Events

4.4.1. In patients with AF who have suffered a recent stroke or transient ischemic attack, we
recommend long-term oral anticoagulation (target INR, 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) [Grade 1A].

4.4.2. For patients with cardioembolic stroke who have contraindications to anticoagulant therapy, we recommend aspirin at a dose of 75–325 mg/d (Grade 1B).

4.4.3. In patients with stroke associated with aortic atherosclerotic lesions, we recommend antiplatelet therapy over no therapy (Grade 1A). For patients with cryptogenic stroke associated with mobile aortic arch thrombi, we suggest either oral anticoagulation or antiplatelet agents (Grade 2C).

4.4.4. In patients with cryptogenic ischemic stroke and a patent foramen ovale, we recommend antiplatelet therapy (Grade 1A) and suggest antiplatelet agents over anticoagulation (Grade 2A).

4.4.5. In patients with mitral valve strands or prolapse, who have a history of transient ischemic attack or stroke, we recommend antiplatelet therapy (Grade 1A).

5.1 Anticoagulation for Cerebral Venous Sinus Thrombosis

5.1. In patients with venous sinus thrombosis, we recommend that clinicians use UFH (Grade 1B) or LMWH (Grade 1B) over no anticoagulant therapy during the acute phase, even in the presence of hemorrhagic infarction. In these patients, we recommend continued use of VKA therapy for up to 12 months (target INR, 2.5; range, 2.0–3.0) [Grade 1B].

ANTITHROMBOTIC THERAPY FOR NON–ST-SEGMENT ACUTE CORONARY SYNDROMES

Antiplatelet Therapies

1. For all patients presenting with NSTE ACS, without a clear allergy to aspirin, we recommend immediate aspirin (162 to 325 mg po) and then daily oral aspirin (75 to 100 mg) [Grade 1A].

2. For all NSTE ACS patients with an aspirin allergy, we recommend immediate treatment with clopidogrel, 300 mg po bolus, followed by 75 mg/d indefinitely (Grade 1A).

3. For NSTE ACS patients who are at moderate or greater risk (eg, ongoing chest pain, hemodynamic instability, positive troponin, or dynamic ECG changes) for an ischemic event and who will undergo an early invasive management strategy (ie, diagnostic catheterization followed by anatomy-driven revascularization), we recommend:

a. “Upstream” treatment either with clopidogrel (300 mg po bolus, followed by 75 mg/d) or a small-molecule IV GP IIb/IIIa inhibitor (eptifibatide or tirofiban) [Grade 1A]

b. We suggest upstream use of both clopidogrel and a small-molecule IV GP IIb/IIIa inhibitor (Grade 2A). Scrupulous attention to weight- and renal-based dosing algorithms must be part of eptifibatide or tirofiban administration.

c. For patients presenting with NSTE ACS, we recommend against abciximab as initial treatment except when coronary anatomy is known and PCI is planned within 24 h (Grade 1A).

4. For NSTE ACS patients who are at moderate or greater risk for an ischemic event and for whom an early conservative or a delayed invasive strategy of management is to be used:

a. We recommend upstream treatment with clopidogrel (300 mg po bolus, followed by 75 mg/d) [Grade 1A]

b. We suggest upstream use of both clopidogrel and a small-molecule IV GP IIb/IIIa inhibitor (Grade 2B).

c. For patients presenting with NSTE ACS, we recommend against abciximab as initial treatment except when coronary anatomy is known and PCI is planned within 24 h (Grade 1A).

5. For NSTE ACS patients who undergo PCI, we recommend treatment with both clopidogrel and an IV GP IIb/IIIa inhibitor (Grade 1A),

a. We recommend a loading dose of 600 mg of clopidogrel given at least 2 h prior to planned PCI followed by 75 mg/d (Grade 1B)

b. If ticlopidine is given, we suggest that a loading dose of 500 mg be given at least 6 h before planned PCI (Grade 2C)

c. For PCI patients who cannot tolerate aspirin, we suggest that the loading dose of clopidogrel (600 mg) or ticlopidine (500 mg) be given at least 24 h prior to planned PCI (Grade 2C)

d. We recommend use of a GP IIb/IIIa antagonist (abciximab or eptifibatide) [Grade 1A] for all NSTE ACS patients with at least moderate risk features undergoing PCI in whom a GP IIb/IIIa inhibitor has not been started upstream; we recommend administration of abciximab as a 0.25 mg/kg bolus followed by a 12-h infusion at a rate of
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10 μg/min (Grade 1A) and eptifibatide as a double bolus (each 180 μg/kg, given 10 min apart) followed by an 18-h infusion of 2.0 μg/kg/min (Grade 1A). Appropriate dose reduction of eptifibatide must be based on renal function.

e. In patients undergoing PCI in whom a GP IIb/IIIa inhibitor has not been started upstream, we recommend against the use of tirofiban as an alternative to abciximab (Grade 1B).

6. For NSTE ACS patients who have received clopidogrel and are scheduled for CABG, we suggest discontinuing clopidogrel for at least 5 days prior to the scheduled surgery (Grade 2A).

**Anticoagulant Therapies**

1. For all patients presenting with NSTE ACS, we recommend anticoagulation with UFH or LMWH or bivalirudin or fondaparinux over no anticoagulation (Grade 1A).
   a. We recommend weight-based dosing of UFH and maintenance of the APTT between 50 s and 70 s (Grade 1B)
   b. We recommend against routine monitoring of the anticoagulant effect of LMWH (Grade 1C). Careful attention is needed to appropriately adjust LMWH dose in patients with renal insufficiency.

2. For NSTE ACS patients who will undergo an early invasive strategy of management (ie, diagnostic catheterization followed by anatomy-driven revascularization),
   a. We recommend UFH (with a GP IIb/IIIa inhibitor) over either LMWH or fondaparinux (Grade 1B)
   b. We suggest bivalirudin over UFH in combination with a thienopyridine as an initial antithrombotic strategy in patients with moderate-to-high risk features presenting with a NSTE ACS and scheduled for very early coronary angiography (< 6 h) [Grade 2B].

3. For NSTE ACS patients in whom an early conservative or a delayed invasive strategy of management is to be used:
   a. We recommend fondaparinux over enoxaparin (Grade 1A). For patients treated with upstream fondaparinux and undergoing PCI, we recommend that additional IV boluses of UFH be given at the time of the procedure (for example, 50 to 60 U/kg) as well as additional IV doses of fondaparinux (2.5 mg if also receiving a GP IIb/IIIa inhibitor and 5 mg if not) [Grade 1B]. Additionally, PCI operators should regularly flush the catheters with UFH during the procedure as well
   b. We recommend LMWH over UFH (Grade 1B). We recommend continuing LMWH during PCI treatment of patients with NSTE ACS when LMWH has been started as the upstream anticoagulant (Grade 1B). If the last dose of enoxaparin was given ≤ 8 h prior to PCI, we recommend no additional anticoagulant therapy (Grade 1B). If the last dose of enoxaparin was given 8 to 12 h before PCI, we recommend a 0.3 mg/kg bolus of IV enoxaparin at the time of PCI (Grade 1B).

4. In low-to-moderate risk patients with NSTE ACS undergoing PCI, we recommend either bivalirudin with provisional (“bail-out”) GP IIb/IIIa inhibitors or UFH plus a GP IIb/IIIa inhibitor over alternative antithrombotic regimens (Grade 1B).

**Acute St-Segment Elevation Myocardial Infarction**

1.0 Reperfusion Therapy

1.0.1. For patients with ischemic symptoms characteristic of acute myocardial infarction of ≤ 12 h duration and persistent ST-segment elevation, we recommend that all undergo rapid evaluation for reperfusion (primary PCI or fibrinolytic) therapy and have a reperfusion strategy implemented promptly after contact with the health-care system (Grade 1A).

1.1 Fibrinolysis

1.1.1. In patients with acute myocardial infarction who are candidates for fibrinolytic therapy, we recommend administration as soon as possible (ideally within 30 min) after arrival to the hospital or first contact with the health-care system (Grade 1A).

1.1.2. In health-care settings where prehospital administration of fibrinolytic therapy is feasible, we recommend prehospital administration of fibrinolytic therapy (Grade 1A).

1.1.3. For patients with ischemic symptoms...
characteristic of acute myocardial infarction of \( \leq 12 \) h duration, and persistent ST-segment elevation, we recommend administration of streptokinase, anistreplase, alteplase, reteplase, or tenecteplase over no fibrinolytic therapy (all Grade 1A).

1.1.4. For patients with symptom duration \( \leq 6 \) h, we recommend the administration of alteplase (Grade 1A) or tenecteplase (Grade 1A), and suggest reteplase (Grade 2B) over streptokinase.

1.1.5. For patients receiving fibrinolytic therapy, we suggest the use of a bolus agent (eg, tenecteplase) to facilitate the ease of administration and potentially reduce the risk of non-intracranial hemorrhage-related bleeding (tenecteplase) [Grade 2A].

1.1.6. For patients with ischemic symptoms characteristic of acute myocardial infarction of \( \leq 12 \) h duration, and left bundle-branch block with associated ST-segment changes, we recommend fibrinolytic therapy if primary PCI is not readily available (Grade 1B).

1.1.7. For patients with ischemic symptoms characteristic of acute myocardial infarction of \( \leq 12 \) h duration and ECG findings consistent with a true posterior myocardial infarction, we recommend the use of antithrombin therapy over no antithrombin therapy (Grade 1A), including for those patients receiving fibrinolysis (and regardless of which lytic agent is administered), primary PCI, or patients not receiving reperfusion therapy.

1.1.9. In patients with any history of intracranial hemorrhage, or with history of head trauma, or with ischemic stroke within the past 6 months, we recommend against administration of fibrinolytic therapy (Grade 1C).

2.0 Antiplatelet/Antithrombotic Therapy

2.1 Aspirin

2.1.1. For patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction whether or not they receive fibrinolytic therapy, we recommend aspirin (160 to 325 mg po) over no aspirin therapy at initial evaluation by health-care personnel (Grade 1A) followed by indefinite therapy (75 mg to 162 mg/d po) [Grade 1A].

2.2 Clopidogrel

2.2.1. For patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction, we recommend clopidogrel in addition to aspirin (Grade 1A). The recommended dosing for clopidogrel is 300 mg po for patients age \( \leq 75 \) years and 75 mg po for patients age > 75 years if they receive fibrinolytic agents or no reperfusion therapy, followed by 75 mg/d po for up to 28 days (Grade 1A).

2.2.2. For patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction who have not received a coronary stent, we suggest that clopidogrel 75 mg/d could be continued beyond 28 days and up to 1 year (Grade 2B).

2.2.3. For patients undergoing primary PCI, we suggest clopidogrel in addition to aspirin with a recommended initial dosing of at least 300 mg (Grade 1B), followed by 75 mg daily (for duration of therapy, see chapter by Becker et al in this supplement).

2.3 Antithrombin Therapy

2.3.1. For patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction, in addition to aspirin and other antiplatelet therapies, we recommend the use of antithrombin therapy over no antithrombin therapy (Grade 1A), including for those patients receiving fibrinolysis (and regardless of which lytic agent is administered), primary PCI, or patients not receiving reperfusion therapy.

2.4 UFH

2.4.1. For patients receiving streptokinase, we suggest administration of either IV UFH (5,000-U bolus followed by 1,000 U/h for patients > 80 kg, 500 U/h for < 80 kg) with a target APTT of 50 to 75 s or SC UFH (12,500 U q12h) over no UFH therapy for 48 h (both Grade 1B).

2.4.2. For patients receiving alteplase, tenecteplase, or reteplase for fibrinolysis in acute myocardial infarction, we recommend administration of weight-adjusted heparin (60 U/kg bolus for a maximum of 4,000 U followed by 12 U/kg/h [1,000 U/h maximum]) adjusted to maintain an APTT 50 to 70 s for 48 h (Grade 1B).

2.4.3. For patients receiving alteplase, tenecteplase, or reteplase for fibrinolysis in acute myocardial infarction, we recommend administration of IV UFH over no UFH therapy (Grade 1C). The recommended periprocedural dosing in patients receiving a GP IIb/IIIa inhibitor is 50 to 70 U/kg (target
activated clotting time > 200 s); in patients not receiving a GP IIb/IIIa inhibitor, the recommended periprocedural dosing is 60 to 100 U/kg (target activated clotting time, 250 to 350 s).

2.5 LMWH

2.5.1. For patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction, regardless of whether or not they receive reperfusion therapy, we recommend the use of reviparin over no therapy (Grade 1B). Recommended dosing for reviparin is 3,436 IU for < 50 kg, 5,153 IU for 50 to 75 kg, or 6,871 IU for > 75 kg q12h SC up to 7 days. For patients undergoing primary PCI, UFH should be used periprocedurally and reviparin initiated 1 h after sheath removal.

2.5.2. For patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction receiving fibrinolytic therapy who have preserved renal function (> 2.5 mg/dL [220 μmol/L] in males and < 2.0 mg/dL [175 μmol/L] in females), we recommend the use of enoxaparin over UFH, continued up to 8 days (Grade 2A). Recommended dosing for enoxaparin is for age < 75 years, 30 mg IV bolus followed by 1 mg/kg SC q12h (maximum 100 mg for the first two SC doses); and for age ≥ 75 years, no IV bolus, 0.75 mg/kg SC q12h (maximum, 75 mg for the first two SC doses).

2.6 Fondaparinux

2.6.1. For patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction and not receiving reperfusion therapy, we recommend fondaparinux over no therapy (Grade 1A). Recommended dosing for fondaparinux is 2.5 mg IV for the first dose and then SC once daily up to 9 days.

2.6.2. For patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction receiving fibrinolytic therapy and thought not to have an indication for anticoagulation, we recommend fondaparinux over no therapy (2.5 mg IV for the first dose and then SC qd up to 9 days) (Grade 1B).

2.6.3. For patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction receiving fibrinolytic therapy and thought to have an indication for anticoagulation, we suggest fondaparinux (2.5 mg IV for the first dose and then SC qd up to 9 days) could be used as an alternative to UFH (Grade 2B).

2.6.4. For patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction and undergoing primary PCI, we recommend against using fondaparinux (Grade 1A).

2.7 Direct Thrombin Inhibitors

2.7.1. For patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction treated with streptokinase, we suggest clinicians not use bivalirudin as an alternative to UFH (Grade 2B).

2.8 GP IIb/IIIa Inhibitors

2.8.1. For patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction, we recommend against the combination of standard-dose abciximab and half-dose reteplase or tenecteplase with low-dose IV UFH over standard-dose reteplase or tenecteplase (Grade 1B).

3.0 Facilitated PCI

3.0.1. For patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction undergoing primary PCI (with or without stenting), we recommend the use of abciximab (Grade 1B). Recommended dosing for abciximab is 0.25 mg/kg IV bolus followed by 0.125 μg/kg/min (maximum, 10 μg/min) for 12 h.

3.0.2. For patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction who are to undergo primary PCI, we suggest administration of a GP IIb/IIIa inhibitor prior to coronary angiography (Grade 2B). The largest number of patients studied in this setting received abciximab 0.25 mg/kg IV bolus followed by 0.125 μg/kg/min (maximum 10 μg/min) for 12 h; rece-
ommended dosing for eptifibatide is two 180 μg IV boluses (10 min apart) followed by 2.0 μg/kg/min infusion for 12–24 h; recommended dosing for tirofiban is 25 μg/kg IV bolus followed by 0.15 μg/kg/min for 24 h.

4.0 RESCUE PCI

4.0.1. For patients with ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction who have received fibrinolysis but who have persistent ST-segment elevation (<50% resolution 90 min after treatment initiation compared with the pretreatment ECG), we recommend rescue PCI should be performed over repeat fibrinolysis or no additional reperfusion therapy (Grade 1B), and suggest as soon as possible and within 2 h of identification of lack of ST-segment elevation resolution (Grade 2C).

THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PREVENTION OF CHRONIC CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE

1.1.1. For patients with ACS with and without ST-segment elevation, we recommend aspirin given initially at a dose of 75–162 mg and then indefinitely at a dose of 75–100 mg/d (Grade 1A).

1.1.2. For patients with ST-segment elevation ACS, with or without fibrinolytic therapy, we recommend clopidogrel, administered as a 300-mg po loading dose for patients ≤75 years of age and 75-mg starting dose for those >75 years of age and continued at a daily dose of 75 mg for 2–4 weeks (Grade 1A). We suggest continuing clopidogrel for up to 12 months following hospital discharge (Grade 2B).

1.1.3. For patients with NSTE ACS, we recommend combination therapy with aspirin (75–100 mg/d) and clopidogrel (75 mg/d) for 12 months (Grade 1A).

1.1.4. For patients in whom aspirin is contraindicated or not tolerated, we recommend clopidogrel monotherapy (75 mg/d) [Grade 1A].

1.1.5. For patients with symptomatic coronary artery disease, we suggest aspirin (75–100 mg/d) in combination with clopidogrel (75 mg/d) [Grade 2B].

Underlying values and preferences: This recommendation places a high value on the probable small reduction in arterial vascular risk consequent on adding clopidogrel to aspirin and a low value on avoiding the additional bleeding and high cost associated with clopidogrel.

2.1. For most patients (all except the high-risk group described in recommendation 2.2 below) in most health-care settings, following ACS, we recommend aspirin alone (75–100 mg/d) over oral VKA alone or in combination with aspirin (Grade 1B).

Underlying values and preferences: This recommendation places a relatively low value on prevention of thromboembolism, and a relatively high value on avoiding the inconvenience, expense, and bleeding risk associated with VKA therapy.

2.1.1. For most patients after myocardial infarction, in health-care settings in which meticulous INR monitoring and highly skilled VKA dose titration are expected and widely accessible, we suggest long-term (up to 4 years) high-intensity oral VKA (target INR, 3.5; range, 3.0 to 4.0) without concomitant aspirin or moderate-intensity oral VKA (target INR, 2.5; range, 2.0 to 3.0) with aspirin (≤100 mg/d) over aspirin alone (both Grade 2B).

2.2. For high-risk patients with myocardial infarction, including those with a large anterior myocardial infarction, those with significant heart failure, those with intracardiac thrombus visible on transthoracic echocardiography, those with AF, and those with a history of a thromboembolic event, we suggest the combined use of moderate-intensity INR, 2.0 to 3.0 oral VKA plus low-dose aspirin (≤100 mg/d) for at least 3 months after the MI (Grade 2A).

2.4. For long-term treatment of patients after PCI, we recommend aspirin at a dose of 75–100 mg/d (Grade 1A).

2.4.1. For patients undergoing PCI with bare metal stent placement, we recommend aspirin (75–100 mg/d) plus clopidogrel over aspirin alone (Grade 1A).

2.4.1.1. For patients undergoing PCI with bare metal stent placement following ACS, we recommend 12 months of aspirin (75–100 mg/d) plus clopidogrel (75 mg/d) over aspirin alone (Grade 1A).

2.4.1.2. For patients undergoing PCI with drug-eluting stents, we recommend aspirin (75–100 mg/d) plus clopidogrel (75 mg/d for at least 12 months) [Grade 1A for 3 to 4 months; Grade 1B for 4 to 12 months]. Beyond 1 year, we suggest continued treatment with aspirin plus clopidogrel indefinitely if no bleeding or other tolerability issues (Grade 2C).

2.4.2. For patients undergoing stent placement with a strong concomitant indication for VKA, we suggest triple antithrombotic therapy (Grade 2C).
We suggest 4 weeks of clopidogrel following bare metal stents and 1 year following drug-eluting stents (Grade 2C).

Underlying values and preferences: This recommendation places a high value on the prevention of thromboembolism, including stent thrombosis, and a lower value on minimizing bleeding risk.

For recommendations of use of antiplatelet agents in other patient populations with AF, see “Atrial Fibrillation” chapter by Singer et al (reviewed in CHEST 2007 Guidelines).

2.5. For patients after stent placement, we suggest clopidogrel (Grade 1A) or ticlopidine (Grade 2B) over cilostazol. We recommend clopidogrel over ticlopidine (Grade 1A).

2.5.1. For aspirin-intolerant patients undergoing PCI, we recommend use of a thienopyridine derivative rather than dipyridamole (Grade 1B).

2.6. For patients who undergo PCI with no other indication for VKA, we recommend against VKA (Grade 1A).

3.1. In patients with congestive heart failure due to a nonischemic etiology, we recommend against routine use of aspirin or oral VKA (Grade 1B).

4.1.5. For all patients with coronary artery disease undergoing CABG, we recommend aspirin, 75 to 100 mg/d, indefinitely (Grade 1A). We suggest that the aspirin be started postoperatively (Grade 2A).

4.1.6. For patients undergoing CABG, we recommend against addition of dipyridamole to aspirin therapy (Grade 1A).

4.1.8. For patients with coronary artery disease undergoing CABG who are allergic to aspirin, we recommend clopidogrel, 300 mg, as a loading dose 6 h after operation followed by 75 mg/d po indefinitely (Grade 1B).

4.1.8.1. In patients who undergo CABG following NSTE ACS, we suggest clopidogrel, 75 mg/d, for 9 to 12 months following the procedure in addition to treatment with aspirin (Grade 2B).

4.1.8.2. For patients who have received clopidogrel for ACS and are scheduled for CABG, we suggest discontinuing clopidogrel for 5 days prior to the scheduled surgery (Grade 2A).

4.1.10. For patients undergoing CABG who have no other indication for VKA, we recommend clinicians not administer VKAs (Grade 1C).

4.1.10.1. For patients undergoing CABG in whom oral anticoagulants are indicated, such as those with heart valve replacement, we suggest clinicians administer VKA in addition to aspirin (Grade 2C).

4.2.1. For all patients with coronary artery disease who undergo internal mammary artery bypass grafting, we recommend aspirin, 75 to 162 mg/d, indefinitely (Grade 1A).

4.2.2. For all patients undergoing internal mammary artery bypass grafting who have no other indication for VKAs, we recommend against using VKAs (Grade 1C).

5.0. For patients with at least moderate risk for a coronary event (based on age and cardiac risk factor profile with a 10-year risk of a cardiac event of > 10%), we recommend 75–100 mg/d of aspirin over either no antithrombotic therapy or VKA (Grade 2A).

5.1. For patients at particularly high risk of events in whom INR can be monitored without difficulty, we suggest low-dose VKA with a target INR of approximately 1.5 over aspirin therapy (Grade 2A).

5.3. For all patients we recommend against the routine addition of clopidogrel to aspirin therapy in primary prevention (Grade 1A). For patients with an aspirin allergy who are at moderate to high risk for a cardiovascular event, we recommend monotherapy with clopidogrel (Grade 1B).

5.4. For women < 65 years of age who are at risk for an ischemic stroke, and in whom the concomitant risk of major bleeding is low, we suggest aspirin at a dose of 75–100 mg/d over no aspirin therapy (Grade 2A).

5.4.1. For women > 65 years of age at risk for ischemic stroke or myocardial infarction, and in whom the concomitant risk of major bleeding is low, we suggest aspirin at a dose of 75–100 mg/d over no aspirin therapy (Grade 2B).

Underlying values and preferences: The recommendation of aspirin over VKA places a relatively low value on a small absolute reduction in coronary events and deaths and a relatively high value on avoiding the inconvenience, cost, and minor bleeding risk associated with oral VKA. The low target INR value required in primary prevention typically mandates less frequent monitoring; on average every 2 to 3 months and is associated with lower risk of bleeding.

Patients, particularly those in the highest risk groups for whom systems permitting meticulous monitoring of anticoagulant therapy are available, who place a relatively high value on small absolute risk reductions in coronary events and are not influenced by an element of inconvenience and potential bleeding risk associated with VKA are likely to derive the greatest overall benefit from administration of VKA rather than aspirin.
**1.0 Chronic Limb Ischemia and Intermittent Claudication**

1.1.1.1. In peripheral artery occlusive disease patients with clinically manifest coronary or cerebrovascular disease, we recommend lifelong antiplatelet therapy in comparison to no antiplatelet therapy (Grade 1A).

1.1.1.2. In those without clinically manifest coronary or cerebrovascular disease, we suggest aspirin (75–100 mg/d) over clopidogrel (Grade 2B). In patients who are aspirin intolerant, we recommend clopidogrel over ticlopidine (Grade 1B).

*Underlying values and preferences:* This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding large expenditures to achieve uncertain, small reductions in vascular events.

1.1.2. In patients with peripheral artery occlusive disease and intermittent claudication, we recommend against the use of anticoagulants to prevent vascular mortality or cardiovascular events (Grade 1A).

1.1.4. For patients with moderate-to-severe disabling intermittent claudication who do not respond to exercise therapy, and who are not candidates for surgical or catheter-based intervention, we recommend cilostazol (Grade 1A). We suggest that clinicians not use cilostazol in those with less disabling claudication (Grade 2A). We recommend against the use of pentoxifylline (Grade 2B).

*Underlying values and preferences:* Because of the cost of cilostazol therapy, and the safety and efficacy of an exercise program, we recommend cilostazol treatment be reserved for patients with moderate-to-severe claudication who have tried and failed an exercise program, and are not candidates for vascular surgical or endovascular procedures.

1.1.5. For patients with intermittent claudication, we recommend against the use of anticoagulants (Grade 1A).

1.1.6. For patients with limb ischemia, we suggest clinicians do not use prostaglandins (Grade 2B).

2.1. In patients who suffer from acute arterial emboli or thrombosis, we recommend immediate systemic anticoagulation with UFH, over no anticoagulation (Grade 1C). In patients undergoing embolectomy, we suggest following systemic anticoagulation with UFH with long-term anticoagulation with VKA (Grade 2C).

2.2. In patients with short-term (<14 days) thrombotic or embolic disease, we suggest intraarterial thrombolytic therapy (Grade 2B), provided patients are at low risk of myonecrosis and ischemic nerve damage developing during the time to achieve revascularization by this method.

*Underlying values and preferences:* This recommendation places relatively little value on small reductions in the need for surgical intervention and relatively high value on avoiding large expenditures and possible major hemorrhagic complications.

3.1. For patients undergoing major vascular reconstructive procedures, we recommend IV UFH, prior to the application of vascular cross clamps (Grade 1A).

3.2. For all patients undergoing infrainguinal arterial reconstruction, we recommend aspirin (75–100 mg, begun preoperatively) [Grade 1A]. We recommend against the routine use of perioperative dextran, heparin, or long-term anticoagulation with VKA for all extremity reconstructions (Grade 1B).

3.3. For patients receiving routine autogenous vein infrainguinal bypass, we recommend aspirin (75–100 mg, begun preoperatively) [Grade 1A]. We suggest that VKA not be used routinely in patients undergoing infrainguinal vein bypass (Grade 2B). For those at high risk of bypass occlusion and limb loss, we suggest VKA plus aspirin (Grade 2B).

*Underlying values and preferences:* These recommendations place relatively little value on small increases in long-term patency that may be statistically uncertain, and a relatively high value on avoiding hemorrhagic complications.

3.4. For patients receiving routine prosthetic infrainguinal bypass, we recommend aspirin (75–100 mg, begun preoperatively) [Grade 1A]. We suggest that VKA not be used routinely in patients undergoing prosthetic infrainguinal bypass (Grade 2A).

*Underlying values and preferences:* These recommendations place relatively little value on small increases in long-term patency that may be statistically uncertain, and a relatively high value on avoiding hemorrhagic complications.

4.0. In patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy, we recommend that aspirin, 75–100 mg, preoperatively to prevent perioperative ischemic neurologic events. We recommend lifelong postoperative aspirin (75–100 mg/d) [Grade 1A].

5.0. In nonoperative patients with asymptomatic carotid stenosis (primary or recurrent), we recommend lifelong aspirin, 75–100 mg/d (Grade 1C). In this patient group, we recommend against dual antiplatelet therapy with aspirin and clopidogrel (Grade 1B).
For patients undergoing lower-extremity balloon angioplasty (with or without stenting), we recommend long-term aspirin (75–100 mg/d) [Grade 1C]. For patients undergoing lower-extremity balloon angioplasty (with or without stenting), we recommend against anticoagulation with heparin or VKA (Grade 1A).

VTE, Thrombophilia, Antithrombotic Therapy, and Pregnancy

2.1 VKA Exposure in Utero

2.1.1. For women receiving anticoagulation for the management of VTE who become pregnant, we recommend that VKAs be substituted with UFH or LMWH (Grade 1A).

2.1.2. For women with mechanical valves who become pregnant, we suggest either adjusted-dose bid LMWH or UFH throughout pregnancy or adjusted-dose bid LMWH or UFH until the thirteenth week with substitution by VKAs until LMWH or UFH are resumed close to delivery (Grade 1C). In pregnant women with high-risk mechanical valves (eg, older-generation valve in the mitral position or history of thromboembolism), we suggest the use of oral anticoagulants over heparin (Grade 2C).

Underlying values and preferences: The suggestion to utilize VKAs during the first 12 weeks of pregnancy places similar value on avoiding maternal thromboembolic complications as on avoiding fetal risks.

2.2 Management of Women Receiving Long-term VKAs Who Are Considering Pregnancy

2.2.1. For women requiring long-term VKAs who are attempting pregnancy and are candidates for UFH or LMWH substitution, we suggest performing frequent pregnancy tests and substituting UFH or LMWH for VKAs when pregnancy is achieved (Grade 2C).

Underlying values and preferences: This recommendation places a higher value on avoiding the risks, inconvenience, and costs of UFH or LMWH therapy of uncertain duration while awaiting pregnancy compared to minimizing the risks of early miscarriage associated with VKA therapy.

3.6 Pentasaccharide Exposure During Breastfeeding

3.6.1. For lactating women using warfarin or UFH who wish to breastfeed, we recommend continuing these medications (Grade 1A).

4.2 LMWH Therapy

4.2.1. For pregnant patients, we suggest LMWH over UFH for the prevention and treatment of VTE (Grade 2C).

5.1 Risk of VTE Following Cesarean Section

5.1.1. We suggest that a thrombosis risk assessment be carried out in all women undergoing cesarean section to determine the need for thromboprophylaxis (Grade 2C).

5.1.2. In patients without additional thrombosis risk factors undergoing cesarean section, we recommend against the use of specific thromboprophylaxis other than early mobilization (Grade 1B).

5.2 Thromboprophylaxis Following cesarean Section

5.2.1. For women considered at increased risk of VTE after cesarean section because of the presence of at least one risk factor in addition to pregnancy and cesarean section, we suggest pharmacologic thromboprophylaxis (prophylactic LMWH or UFH) or mechanical prophylaxis (GCS or IPC) while in hospital following delivery (Grade 2C).

5.2.2. For women with multiple additional risk factors for thromboembolism who are undergoing cesarean section and are considered to be at very high risk of VTE, we suggest that pharmacologic prophylaxis be combined with the use of GCS and/or IPC (Grade 2C).

5.2.3. For selected high-risk patients in whom significant risk factors persist following delivery, we suggest extended prophylaxis (up to 4 to 6 weeks after delivery) following discharge from the hospital (Grade 2C).

6.1 Treatment of VTE During Pregnancy

6.1.1. For pregnant women with acute VTE, we recommend initial therapy with either adjusted-dose SC LMWH or adjusted-dose UFH (IV bolus, followed by a continuous infusion to maintain the APTT within the therapeutic range or SC therapy adjusted to maintain the
6.1.2. For pregnant women with acute VTE, after initial therapy, we recommend that SC LMWH or UFH should be continued throughout pregnancy (Grade 1B).

6.1.3. For pregnant women with acute VTE, we suggest that anticoagulants should be continued for at least 6 weeks postpartum (for a minimum total duration of therapy of 6 months) (Grade 2C).

6.1.4. For pregnant women receiving adjusted-dose LMWH or UFH therapy, we recommend discontinuation of the heparin at least 24 h prior to elective induction of labor (Grade 1C).

7.2 Prevention of Recurrent VTE in Pregnant Women

7.2.1. For pregnant women with a single episode of VTE associated with a transient risk factor that is no longer present and no thrombophilia, we recommend clinical surveillance antepartum and anticoagulant prophylaxis postpartum (Grade 1C).

7.2.2. If the transient risk factor associated with a previous VTE event is pregnancy or estrogen related, we suggest antepartum clinical surveillance or prophylaxis (prophylactic LMWH/UFH or intermediate-dose LMWH/UFH) plus postpartum prophylaxis, rather than routine care (Grade 2C).

7.2.3. For pregnant women with a single idiopathic episode of VTE but without thrombophilia and who are not receiving long-term anticoagulants, we recommend one of the following, rather than routine care or adjusted-dose anticoagulation: prophylactic LMWH/UFH or intermediate-dose LMWH/UFH or clinical surveillance throughout pregnancy plus postpartum anticoagulants (Grade 1C).

7.2.4. For pregnant women with thrombophilia (confirmed laboratory abnormality) who have had a single prior episode of VTE and are not receiving long-term anticoagulants, we suggest the following, rather than routine care or adjusted-dose anticoagulation: antepartum prophylactic or intermediate-dose LMWH or prophylactic or intermediate-dose UFH or clinical surveillance throughout pregnancy; plus postpartum anticoagulants (Grade 1C).

7.2.5. For women with “higher-risk” thrombophilia (eg, antithrombin deficiency, persistent positivity for the presence of antiphospholipid antibodies; compound heterozygosity for prothrombin G20210A variant and factor V Leiden or homozygosity for these conditions) who have had a single prior episode of VTE and are not receiving long-term anticoagulants, we suggest, in addition to postpartum prophylaxis, antepartum prophylactic or intermediate-dose LMWH or prophylactic or intermediate-dose UFH, rather than clinical surveillance (Grade 2C).

7.2.6. For pregnant women with multiple (≥ 2) episodes of VTE not receiving long-term anticoagulants, we suggest antepartum prophylactic, intermediate-dose, or adjusted-dose LMWH or prophylactic, intermediate-dose or adjusted-dose UFH followed by postpartum anticoagulants rather than clinical surveillance (Grade 2C).

7.2.7. For pregnant women receiving long-term anticoagulants for prior VTE, we recommend LMWH or UFH throughout pregnancy (either adjusted-dose LMWH or UFH, 75% of adjusted-dose LMWH, or intermediate-dose LMWH) followed by resumption of long-term anticoagulants postpartum (Grade 1C).

8.1 Risk of Pregnancy-Related VTE in Women With Thrombophilia

8.1.1. For pregnant patients with thrombophilia but no prior VTE, we recommend that physicians do not use routine pharmacologic antepartum prophylaxis but instead perform an individualized risk assessment (Grade 1C).

8.2 Prevention of Pregnancy-Related VTE in Women With Thrombophilia

8.2.1. For pregnant women with no history of VTE but antithrombin deficiency, we suggest antepartum and postpartum prophylaxis (Grade 2C).

8.2.2. For all other pregnant women with thrombophilia and no prior VTE, we suggest antepartum clinical surveillance or prophylactic LMWH or UFH, plus postpartum anticoagulants (Grade 2C).

9.1 Risk of Pregnancy Complications in Women With Thrombophilia

9.1.1. For women with recurrent early pregnancy loss (three or more miscarriages) or unexplained late pregnancy loss, we recommend screening for antiphospholipid antibodies (Grade 1A).

9.1.2. For women with severe or recurrent
preeclampsia or IUGR, we suggest screening for antiphospholipid antibodies (Grade 2C).

9.2 Prevention of Pregnancy Complications in Women With Thrombophilia

9.2.1. For women with antiphospholipid antibodies and recurrent (three or more) pregnancy loss or late pregnancy loss and no history of venous or arterial thrombosis, we recommend antepartum administration of prophylactic or intermediate-dose UFH or prophylactic LMWH combined with aspirin (Grade 1B).

10.1 Prevention of Recurrent Preeclampsia in Women Without Thrombophilia

10.1.1. For women considered high risk for preeclampsia, we recommend low-dose aspirin therapy throughout pregnancy (Grade 1B).

10.1.2. For women with a history of preeclampsia, we suggest that UFH and LMWH should not be used as prophylaxis in subsequent pregnancies (Grade 2C).

11.1 Anticoagulant Management of Mechanical Prosthetic Valves in Pregnant Women

11.1.1. For pregnant women with mechanical heart valves we recommend that the decision about anticoagulant management during pregnancy include an assessment of additional risk factors for thromboembolism including valve type, position, and history of thromboembolism and that the decision should also be influenced strongly by patient preferences (Grade 1C).

11.1.2. For pregnant women with mechanical heart valves, we recommend one of the following anticoagulant regimens in preference to no anticoagulation:

a. Adjusted-dose bid LMWH throughout pregnancy (Grade 1C); we suggest that doses be adjusted to achieve the manufacturer peak anti-Xa LMWH 4 h after SC injection (Grade 2C)

b. Adjusted-dose UFH throughout pregnancy administered SC q12h in doses adjusted to keep the mid-interval APTT at least twice control or attain an anti-Xa heparin level of 0.35 to 0.70 U/mL (Grade 1C)

c. UFH or LMWH (as above) until the thirteenth week with warfarin substitution until close to delivery when UFH or LMWH is resumed (Grade 1C).

In women judged to be at very high risk of thromboembolism in whom concerns exist about the efficacy and safety of UFH or LMWH as dosed above (eg, older-generation prosthesis in the mitral position or history of thromboembolism), we suggest VKAs throughout pregnancy with replacement by UFH or LMWH (as above) close to delivery, rather than one of the regimens above; after a thorough discussion of the potential risks and benefits of this approach (Grade 2C).

Underlying values and preferences: In contrast to our other recommendations, which place a high value on avoiding fetal risk, the recommendation for women at very high risk of thromboembolism places equal value on avoiding maternal complications.

Remark: For all the recommendations above, usual long-term anticoagulants should be resumed postpartum.

11.1.3. For pregnant women with prosthetic valves at high risk of thromboembolism, we recommend the addition of low-dose aspirin, 75 to 100 mg/d (Grade 2C).

Antithrombotic Therapy in Neonates and Children

In Neonates With VTE (CVL and Non-CVL Related)

1.1.1. We suggest that central venous lines (CVL) or UVCs associated with confirmed thrombosis be removed, if possible, after 3 to 5 days of anticoagulation (Grade 2C).

1.1.2. We suggest either initial anticoagulation, or supportive care with radiologic monitoring (Grade 2C); however, we recommend subsequent anticoagulation if extension of the thrombosis occurs during supportive care (Grade 1B).

1.1.3. We suggest anticoagulation should be with either of the following: (1) LMWH given bid and adjusted to achieve an anti-FXa level of 0.5–1.0 U/mL; or (2) UFH for 3 to 5 days adjusted to achieve an anti-FXa of 0.35 to 0.7 U/mL or a corresponding APTT range, followed by LMWH. We suggest a total duration of anticoagulation of between 6 weeks and 3 months (Grade 2C).

1.1.4. We suggest that if either a CVL or a UVC is still in place on completion of therapeutic anticoagulation, a prophylactic dose of LMWH be given to prevent recurrent VTE until such time as the CVL or UVC is removed (Grade 2C).

1.1.5. We recommend against thrombolytic therapy for neonatal VTE unless major vessel occlusion is causing critical compromise of organs or limbs (Grade 1B).
1.1.6. We suggest that if thrombolysis is required the clinician use tPA and supplement with plasminogen (fresh frozen plasma) prior to commencing therapy (Grade 2C).

In Children With DVT

1.2.1. We recommend anticoagulant therapy with either UFH or LMWH (Grade 1B). For additional information, see Section 1.2 (DVT in Children).

1.2.2. We recommend initial treatment with UFH or LMWH for at least 5 to 10 days (Grade 1B). For patients in whom clinicians will subsequently prescribe VKAs, we recommend beginning oral therapy as early as day 1 and discontinuing UFH/LMWH on day 6 or later than day 6 if the INR has not exceeded 2.0 (Grade 1B). After the initial 5- to 10-day treatment period, we suggest LMWH rather than VKA therapy if therapeutic levels are difficult to maintain on VKA therapy or if VKA therapy is challenging for the child and family (Grade 2C).

1.2.3. We suggest children with idiopathic thromboembolism receive anticoagulant therapy for at least 6 months, using VKAs to achieve a target INR of 2.5 (INR range, 2.0 to 3.0) or alternatively using LMWH to maintain an anti-FXa level of 0.5 to 1.0 U/mL (Grade 2C).

Underlying values and preferences: The suggestion to use anticoagulation therapy to treat idiopathic DVTs in children for at least 6 months rather than on a lifelong basis places a relatively high value on avoiding the inconvenience and bleeding risk associated with antithrombotic therapy, and a relative low value on avoiding the unknown risk of recurrence in the absence of an ongoing risk factor.

1.2.4. In children with secondary thrombosis in whom the risk factor has resolved, we suggest anticoagulant therapy be administered for at least 3 months using VKAs to achieve a target INR of 2.5 (INR range, 2.0 to 3.0) or alternatively using LMWH to maintain an anti-FXa level of 0.5 to 1.0 U/mL (Grade 2C).

1.2.5. In children who have ongoing, but potentially reversible risk factors, such as active nephrotic syndrome or ongoing l-asparaginase therapy, we suggest continuing anticoagulant therapy in either therapeutic or prophylactic doses until the risk factor has resolved (Grade 2C).

1.2.6. For children with recurrent idiopathic thrombosis, we recommend indefinite treatment with VKAs to achieve a target INR of 2.5 (INR range, 2.0 to 3.0) [Grade 1A].

Remark: For some patients, long-term LMWH may be preferable; however, there are little or no data about the safety of long-term LMWH in children.

1.2.7. For children with recurrent secondary thromboembolisms with an existing reversible risk factor for thrombosis, we suggest anticoagulation until the removal of the precipitating factor but for a minimum of 3 months (Grade 2C).

1.2.8. If a CVL is no longer required, or is nonfunctioning, we recommend it be removed (Grade 1B). We suggest at least 3 to 5 days of anticoagulation therapy prior to its removal (Grade 2C). If CVL access is required and the CVL is still functioning, we suggest that the CVL remain in situ and the patient be anticoagulated (Grade 2C).

1.2.9. For children with a first CVL-related DVT, we suggest initial management as for secondary thromboembolism as previously described. We suggest, after the initial 3 months of therapy, that prophylactic doses of VKAs (INR range 1.5 to 1.9) or LMWH (anti-FXa level range, 0.1 to 0.3) be given until the CVL is removed (Grade 2C). If recurrent thrombosis occurs while the patient is receiving prophylactic therapy, we suggest continuing therapeutic doses until the CVL is removed but at least for a minimum of 3 months (Grade 2C).

1.3.1. In children with DVT, we suggest that thrombolysis therapy not be used routinely (Grade 2C). If thrombolysis is used, in the presence of physiologic or pathologic deficiencies of plasminogen, we suggest supplementation with plasminogen (Grade 2C).

1.4.1. If life-threatening VTE is present, we suggest thrombectomy (Grade 2C).

1.4.2. We suggest, following thrombectomy, anticoagulant therapy be initiated (Grade 2C).

1.4.3. In children > 10 kg body weight with lower-extremity DVT and a contraindication to anticoagulation, we suggest placement of a temporary inferior vena cava filter (Grade 2C).

1.4.4. We suggest that temporary inferior vena cava filters be removed as soon as possible if thrombosis is not present in the basket of the filter and when the risk of anticoagulation decreases (Grade 2C).

1.4.5. In children who receive an inferior vena cava filter, we recommend appropriate anticoagulation for DVT (see Section 1.2) as soon as the contraindication to anticoagulation is resolved (Grade 1B).

1.5.1. In children with cancer, we suggest management of VTE follow the general recommen-
1.6. For children with VTE, in the setting of antiphospholipid antibodies, we suggest management as per general recommendations for VTE management in children.

Remark: Depending on the age of the patient, it may be more appropriate to follow adult guidelines for management of VTE in the setting of antiphospholipid antibodies.

1.7.1. For neonates or children with unilateral renal vein thrombosis (RVT) in the absence of renal impairment or extension into the inferior vena cava, we suggest supportive care with monitoring of the RVT for extension or anticoagulation with UFH/LMWH or LMWH in therapeutic doses; we suggest continuation for 3 months (Grade 2C).

1.7.2. For unilateral RVT that extends into the inferior vena cava, we suggest anticoagulation with UFH/LMWH or LMWH for 3 months (Grade 2C).

1.7.3. For bilateral RVT with various degrees of renal failure, we suggest anticoagulation with UFH and initial thrombolytic therapy with tPA, followed by anticoagulation with UFH/LMWH (Grade 2C).

Remark: LMWH therapy requires careful monitoring in the presence of significant renal impairment.

1.8.1. In children with CVLs, we recommend against the use of routine systemic thromboprophylaxis (Grade 1B).

1.8.2. In children receiving long-term home total parenteral nutrition, we suggest thromboprophylaxis with VKAs with a target INR of 2.5 (range 2.0–3.0) [Grade 2C].

1.8.3. For blocked CVLs, we suggest tPA or recombinant urokinase to restore patency (Grade 2C). If 30 min following local thrombolytic instillation CVL patency is not restored, we suggest a second dose be administered. If the CVL remains blocked following two doses of local thrombolytic agent, we suggest investigations to rule out a CVL-related thrombosis be initiated (Grade 2C).

1.9. For pediatric patients having a modified Blalock-Taussig shunt, we suggest intraoperative therapy with UFH followed by either aspirin (1–5 mg/kg/d) or no further antithrombotic therapy compared to prolonged LMWH or VKAs (Grade 2C).

1.10. For patients who underwent the Norwood procedure, we suggest UFH immediately after the procedure, with or without ongoing anti-platelet therapy (Grade 2C).

1.11. In patients who have bilateral cavopulmonary shunts, we suggest postoperative UFH (Grade 2C). For additional information, see Section 1.11 (Primary Prophylaxis for Glenn or Bilateral Cavopulmonary Shunts in Children).

1.12. For children after Fontan surgery, we recommend aspirin (1–5 mg/kg/d) or therapeutic UFH followed by VKAs to achieve a target INR of 2.5 (range, 2.0 to 3.0) [Grade 1B].

Remark: The optimal duration of therapy is unknown. Whether patients with fenestrations require more intensive therapy until fenestration closure is unknown.

1.13. For children having endovascular stents inserted, we suggest administration of UFH perioperatively (Grade 2C).

1.14. We suggest that pediatric patients with cardiomyopathy receive VKAs to achieve a target INR of 2.5 (range, 2.0 to 3.0) no later than their activation on a cardiac transplant waiting list (Grade 2C).

Underlying values and preferences: Our suggestion for administration of VKAs places a high value on avoiding thrombotic complications, and a relatively low value on avoiding the inconvenience, discomfort and limitations of anticoagulant monitoring, in children who are eligible for transplant, which is a potentially curative therapy.

1.15. In children with primary pulmonary hypertension, we suggest anticoagulation with VKAs commencing when other medical therapy is commenced (Grade 2C).

1.16. For children with biological prosthetic heart valves, we recommend that clinicians follow the relevant recommendations from the adult population.

1.17. For children with mechanical prosthetic heart valves, we recommend that clinicians follow the relevant recommendations from the adult population with respect to the intensity of anticoagulation therapy.

1.17.2. For children with mechanical prosthetic heart valves who have had thrombotic events while on therapeutic antithrombotic therapy or in...
patients in whom there is a contraindication to full-dose VKAs, we suggest adding aspirin therapy (Grade 2C).

1.18.1. Following ventricular assistance device (VAD) placement, in the absence of bleeding we suggest administration of UFH targeted to an anti-factor Xa of 0.35 to 0.7 u/mL (Grade 2C). We suggest starting UFH between 8 h and 48 h following implantation (Grade 2C).

1.18.2. We suggest antplatelet therapy (either aspirin, 1 to 5 mg/kg/d, and/or dipyrindamole, 3 to 10 mg/kg/d) to commence within 72 h of VAD placement (Grade 2C).

1.18.3. We suggest that once clinically stable, pediatric patients be weaned from UFH to either LMWH (target anti-FXa 0.5–1.0 U/mL) or VKA (target INR, 3.0; range, 2.5–3.5) until transplanted or weaned from ventricular assistance device (Grade 2C).

1.19.1. For neonates and children requiring CC via an artery, we recommend administration of IV UFH prophylaxis (Grade 1A).

1.19.2. We recommend the use of UFH doses of 100 to 150 U/kg as a bolus (Grade 1B). We suggest further doses of UFH rather than no further therapy in prolonged procedures (Grade 2B).

1.19.3. We recommend against the use of aspirin therapy for prophylaxis for cardiac catheterization (Grade 1B).

1.20.1. For pediatric patients with a femoral artery thrombosis, we recommend therapeutic doses of IV UFH (Grade 1B). We suggest treatment for at least 5–7 days (Grade 2C).

1.20.2. We recommend administration of thrombolytic therapy for pediatric patients with limb-threatening or organ-threatening (via proximal extension) femoral artery thrombosis who fail to respond to initial UFH therapy and who have no known contraindications (Grade 1B).

1.20.3. For children with femoral artery thrombosis, we suggest surgical intervention when there is a contraindication to thrombolytic therapy and organ or limb death is imminent (Grade 2C).

1.20.4. We suggest that for children in whom thrombolysis or surgery is not required, conversion to LMWH to complete 5 to 7 days of treatment (Grade 2C).

1.21.1. For pediatric patients with peripheral arterial catheters in situ, we recommend UFH through the catheter, preferably by continuous infusion (5 U/mL at 1 mL/h) (Grade 1A).

1.21.2. For children with a peripheral arterial catheter-related thromboembolism, we suggest immediate removal of the catheter (Grade 1B).

We suggest UFH anticoagulation with or without thrombolysis, or surgical thrombectomy (Grade 2C).

1.22.1. To maintain umbilical artery catheter (UAC) patency, we suggest prophylaxis with a low-dose UFH infusion via the UAC (heparin concentration of 0.25–1 U/mL) (Grade 2A).

1.22.2. For neonates with UAC-related thrombosis, we suggest therapy with UFH or LMWH for at least 10 days (Grade 2C).

1.22.3. For neonates with UAC-related thrombosis, we recommend UAC removal (Grade 1B).

1.22.4. For neonates with UAC-related thrombosis with potentially life-, limb-, or organ-threatening symptoms, we suggest thrombolysis with tPA.

When thrombolysis is contraindicated, we suggest surgical thrombectomy (Grade 2C).

1.23. We suggest UACs placement in a high position rather than a low position (Grade 2B).

1.24 Neonatal Aortic Thrombosis—Spontaneous. For additional information, see Section 1.24 “Neonatal Aortic Thrombosis—Spontaneous.”

1.25. In patients undergoing hemodialysis, we suggest against routine use of VKAs or LMWH for prevention of thrombosis related to central venous lines or fistulas (Grade 2C).

1.26. We suggest the use of UFH or LMWH in hemodialysis (Grade 2C).

1.27.1. In children with Kawasaki disease, we recommend aspirin in high doses (50 to 100 mg/kg/d during the acute phase, for up to 14 days) as an antiinflammatory agent, then in lower doses (1 to 5 mg/kg/d for 6 to 8 weeks) as an antplatelet agent (Grade 1B).

1.27.2. In children with Kawasaki disease, we suggest against concomitant use of ibuprofen or other nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs during aspirin therapy (Grade 2C).

1.27.3. In children with Kawasaki disease, we recommend IV gamma globulin (2 g/kg, single dose) within 10 days of the onset of symptoms (Grade 1A).

1.27.4. In children with giant coronary aneurysms following Kawasaki disease, we suggest warfarin (target INR, 2.5; INR range, 2.0 to 3.0) in addition to therapy with low-dose aspirin be given as primary thromboprophylaxis (Grade 2C).

1.28.1. For neonates with cerebral sinovenous thrombosis (CSVT) without significant intracranial hemorrhage, we suggest anticoagulation, initially with UFH, or LMWH and subsequently with LMWH or VKA for a minimum of 6 weeks, and no longer than 3 months (Grade 2C).
1.28.2. For children with cerebral sinovenous thrombosis (CSVT) with significant hemorrhage, we suggest radiologic monitoring of the thrombosis at 5 to 7 days and anticoagulation if thrombus propagation is noted (Grade 2C).

1.29.1. For children with CSVT without significant intracranial hemorrhage, we recommend anticoagulation initially with UFH or LMWH and subsequently with LMWH or VKA for a minimum of 3 months relative to no anticoagulation (Grade 1B).

1.29.2. We suggest that if after 3 months of therapy there is incomplete radiologic recanalization of CSVT or ongoing symptoms, administration of a further 3 months of anticoagulation (Grade 2C).

1.29.3. For children with CSVT with significant hemorrhage, we suggest radiologic monitoring of the thrombosis at 5 to 7 days. If thrombus propagation is noted at that time, we suggest anticoagulation (Grade 2C).

1.29.4. We suggest children with CSVT in the context of a potentially recurrent risk factors (for example nephrotic syndrome, L-asparaginase therapy) should receive prophylactic anticoagulation at times of risk factor recurrence (Grade 2C).

1.29.5. We suggest thrombolysis thrombectomy or surgical decompression only in children with severe CSVT in whom there is no improvement with initial UFH therapy (Grade 2C).

1.30.1. In the absence of a documented ongoing cardioembolic source, we recommend against anticoagulation or aspirin therapy for neonates with a first arterial ischemic stroke (AIS) (Grade 1B).

1.30.2. In neonates with recurrent AIS, we suggest anticoagulant or aspirin therapy (Grade 2C).

1.31.1. For children with non–sickle-cell disease-related acute AIS, we recommend UFH or LMWH or aspirin (1 to 5 mg/kg/d) as initial therapy until dissection and embolic causes have been excluded (Grade 1B).

1.31.2. We recommend, once dissection and cardioembolic causes are excluded, daily aspirin prophylaxis (1-5 mg/kg/d) for a minimum of 2 years (Grade 1B).

1.31.3. We suggest for AIS secondary to dissection or cardioembolic causes, anticoagulant therapy with LMWH or VKAs for at least 6 weeks, with ongoing treatment dependent on radiologic assessment (Grade 2C).

1.31.4. We recommend against the use of thrombolysis (tPA) for AIS in children, outside of specific research protocols (Grade 1B).

1.31.5. We recommend for children with sickle-cell disease and AIS, IV hydration and exchange transfusion to reduce sickle hemoglobin levels to at least < 30% total hemoglobin (Grade 1B).

1.31.6. For children with sickle-cell disease and AIS, after initial exchange transfusion we recommend a long-term transfusion program (Grade 1B).

1.31.7. In children with sickle-cell anemia who have transcranial Doppler velocities > 200 cm/s on screening, we recommend regular blood transfusion, which should be continued indefinitely (Grade 1B).

1.31.8. We recommend that children with moyamoya be referred to an appropriate center for consideration of revascularization (Grade 1B).

1.31.9. For children receiving aspirin who have recurrent AIS or transient ischemic attack, we suggest changing to clopidogrel or anticoagulant (LMWH or VKA) therapy (Grade 2C).

1.32.1. For neonates with homozygous protein C deficiency, we recommend administration of either 10 to 20 mL/kg of fresh frozen plasma q12h or protein C concentrate, when available, at 20 to 60 U/kg until the clinical lesions resolve (Grade 1B).

1.31.2. We suggest long-term treatment with VKAs (Grade 2C), LMWH (Grade 2C), protein C replacement (Grade 1B), or liver transplantation (Grade 2C).
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